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Abstract

Statement of Problem

Since the passage of P.L. 94-142, administrators find themselves designated as

coordinators of special education service delivery programs for their schools. Many
administrators find that although they have had cursory coursework via required
enrollment in a university-level exceptional education course, they lack enough

specific knowledge to deal with the constraints and complexities imposed by federal
mandate of a comprehensive Special education program that necessitates familiarity
with policies, procedures, and programs for students with exceptional needs. This
project addresses a district's need to provide an inclusive handbook detailing

information to assist elementary, middle, and high school site administrators in
implementing and coordinating programs for handicapped students. It is designed to
present pertinent information in a convenient, accessible single-reference format.
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Procedure

Meetings were conducted with Moreno Valley Unified School District's director of
pupil services: site administrators at the elementary, middle, and high school levels;
and the Assistant Superintendent of instruction to determine Information and materials
regarding activation of successful special education programs at Individual school sites.
Current district, state, and federal guidelines were reviewed. Special educators from

various professional backgrounds Including psychologists, special day teachers, speech

therapists, counselors, vocational specialists, resource teachers, paraprofesslonals,
program specialists, and Instructional assistants were Interviewed to solicit Input.
Information was compiled, edited, and organized for the development of the handbook.
An extensive review of historical and current literature and research related to public

school exceptional children's programs was conducted.

Participation In the 1991

Association of California School Administrator's Special Education Conference provided
current Information and direction In developing the handbook.

Results

The results have been used to produce a practical administrative handbook

composed of sixteen sections of specific Information regarding special education
services. It Is Intended to promote a better understanding of all aspects of a site-level

special education program and to develop more efficacious use of such programs from an

administrative perspective.
Iv

Conclusion

Special education is based on the conviction that all students who have disabilities
will be able to learn regardless of the nature or the severity of their handicap If the

learning environment and materials are sufficiently modified or oriented to their needs.
There is a general consensus in the body of research that, while special education

within the public school setting has made great strides in meeting the educational needs
of exceptional children, it Is a branch of education that continues to evolve, develop,
and be refined. The enactment of P.L 94-142 has created new demands in terms of

routines, personnel, arid structure for school administrators.
Since site-level principals have a significant influence on the amount and quality of

services acquired for handicapped students, their leadership role in the special

education delivery mechanism is a vital one. There is considerable support for new
approaches for refining current delivery models. Experience shows that the trend
toward more inclusive integration is sound and cost-effective in providing special

education services. (Reynold, Walberg, and Wang, 1987) New models, under informed
leadership, can be successful without undermining the hard-won rights of handicapped

children or the loss of special services. Findings indicate that refinement will not work
without careful planning, staff training, and the application of effective research.

This conclusion emphasizes the paramount need of the projected resource handbook
for site administrators.
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Introduction

In this era of dynamic change and challenge in public education, school-site
administrators find themselves heavily burdened. They are required to stay at the
forefront of awareness and action to maintain the quality of the educational process

under their supervision; align with legislative requirements; meet new demands; and

anticipate coming trends that could modify, advance, or reverse all that came before.
Research shows that the specific field of special education with its burgeoning issues,

agenda, and programs; has grown in importance and scope to such a degree that it is a

further imperative for site-administrators to be cognizant of, informed in, and

actively involved with the various facets of special education under their aegis.
Paradoxicaily, research aiso reveais that speciai education is a fieid in which many
administrators feei least capable, especially in regards to the plethora of specialized
literature of seemingly daunting volume and complexity.

President Ford's signing of Pubiic Law 94-142 in 1975 mandated that any person
aged three to twenty-one ciassified as handicapped is guaranteed the right to free pubiic
education in an environment of maximized opportunity, as weil as other specific rights

that directly impact schoois as pubiic institutions. The learning disabied come under

the definition of handicapped and can represent five to twenty-three percent of the total

school population. More dramaticaiiy, statistics show that this popuiation has more
than doubled in just the last ten years (Office of Speciai Education, United States
Department of Education 1988). There is a broad consensus among educators that

compiiance with P.L. 94-142 can impose a financiai burden that is exacerbated by the
vagaries of government funding and iimited budgetary resources.

Site-level administrators face the dilemma of trying to deal with the topic,

problems, and demands of an often unfamiliar and arcane field while simultaneously
insuring that the delivery agents and beneficiaries are served through the most
economic and effective coordination and implementation. This dilemma creates the

Impetus for the creation of A Special Education Resource Handbook for Site-Level
Administrators.

Rfiview of thfi Related Literature

On November 29, 1975, President Gerald Ford signed P.L 94-142, legislation that

had a profound effect on the public education system. Under this comprehensive
Education for All Children Act, which in 1990 became the Individuals with Disabilities

Education Act, every handicapped person ages three to twenty-one years is guaranteed

the right to a free public education in the least restrictive environment. This federal
funding legislation further protected the rights of handicapped children and their
parents, assisted states and localities in establishing educational settings for all

handicapped children, and provided measures to assess and assure the effectiveness of
efforts to meet the educational needs of handicapped children (USDE, 1984). This

legislation was the result of a movement by parents, special educators, and legislators
on behalf of four million students not receiving appropriate educational services and

one million excluded entirely from school (Hargan and Porringer, 1977).

Under the Education for All Handicapped Children Act, the following handicapping
conditions are recognized (Table I). "Handicapped" refers to an individual being a) a

person who is: (1) mentally retarded; (2) hard of hearing; (3) deaf; (4) speech
impaired; (5) visually handicapped; (6) seriously emotionally disturbed; (7)

orthopedically impaired; or (8) other health Impaired person; (9) persons with
specific learning disabilities, or (10) deaf-blind; and (b) who, by reason of the above
requires special education (Table I). The specific types of educational programs offered
depend upon the physical, psychological, and educational profile of the student. Since
handicapped children must be educated in the least restrictive environment, placement

should be related to the educational needs of the child rather than based on categorical

labels (Golin and Ducanis, 1981).

P.L. 94-142 indicates that students are to participate in the regular program to the

maximum extent appropriate. Handicapped children are to be educated with children

who are not handicapped, special classes, separate schooling, or removal of handicapped
children from the regular environment when the nature or the severity of the handicap

is such that education in the regular classes with the use of supplemental aids and
services cannot be achieved (P.L. 94-142, Sec. 612, 5, B, 1975). The act also

guarantees parents extensive procedural rights in the evaluation and placement of their
children with disabilities, and such children are entitled to private placements if

appropriate public programs are not available.
In less than fifteen years, P.L. 94-142 has achieved its basic goal in that virtually
all disabled children are being served by public schools. According to Leslie Barnes

Hagan, Chairwoman of the National Special Education Advisory Committee, "P.L. 94
142 is that rarity, a federal program that works. Thousands upon thousands of

children who might have been shunted aside to some cort^er, are receiving an education
enabling most of them to lead productive lives." (Wang, 1985)

Over ten percent of young people enrolled in public schools are eligible for special
education. Approximately eleven percent of the school-aged population is classified into
one of eleven handicapped categories and receives special education services as a result.
Of this group, the learning disabled comprises one of the most pervasive problem
groups among children in the United States. The U.S. Department of Education's Office of
Special Education statistics show that the largest category of exceptional children is the

learning disabled.

Depending on how learning disabled is defined, this number

constitutes anywhere five to twenty-three percent of the school population (Turnopol,
1971). The learning disabled population increased 119 percent since 1976 (Edgar and

Hayden, 1985). Mildly or judgementally handicapped children make up more than
three-fourths of the clients of special education and other similar categorical

programs. This distinct population has the right to receive special education services
within the regular school setting, and accommodating their attendance and needs creates
a major impact on schools.

Reasons for the rapid growth in the number of children served as learning disabled,

according to the United States Department of Education (Annual Report 1984), include
improved assessment procedures, liberal eligibility criteria, social acceptability for
this type of handicap, and the lack of educational alternatives for children who
experience problems in the regular classroom. The majority of learning handicapped
students' needs are met through a resource room setting where students may spend up to

SO percent of their school day in a resource specialist program (Table II).
The State pays about 54 percent of the average per pupil cost of special education.

Localities pay 37 percent nationwide. The federal government promised to pay 40

percent of the cost of federally mandated special education services by 1982 and
thereafter when this legislation was initially approved.

However, the nationwide

average is actually eight and one-half percent. Thus state and local education agencies
have borne the major burden of providing appropriate sevices for children with
disabilities.

Educators overwhelmingly agree that P.L. 94-142 places a financial

burden on their jurisdiction.

in addition to providing an appropriate education for miliions of handicapped

chiidren, the concept of individuai instruction to meet individual needs and the
redefinition of the role of the parent in the education process have been expanded. A

significant result is the realization the "Handicapped kids are a lot more similar to
their nonhandicapped peers than they are different"(Hofmeister,1990). Nevertheless,
as an educational field it is stiii in its infancy stage. Dramatic changes, options, and

aiternatives rather than a single philosophy or mode of delivery have been the norm in

implementation. Current researchers overwheimingly share the consensus that in
order to insure quality services for the handicapped, schoois must be apprised of
advances (Sternsberg, 1988).

The past decade has witnessed a steady stream of litigation involving the rights of
chiidren with disabilities. Although the school litigation piateaued during the 1980's,

the number of cases involving handicapped students increased dramatically

representing more than 30 percent of alt school lawsuits. School administrators must
be aware of parental and student rights, due process, and current court decisions

invoiving exceptional children. Administrators must bear significant responsibility in
insuring handicapped students' rights are being met to avoid iegal ramifications.
The absence of a specific legisiative mandate in P.L

94-142 in regard to the

building principal's role and function in special education services does not suggest that

school principals have little or no leadership role in educating handicapped children. It
does necessitate familiarity with all aspects of such a delivery system to ensure quality

programs. In earlier studies, Leitz and Kaiser (1979) found that building principals
wanted to significantly increase their total responsibilities for operational and decision:

making functions necessary to provide compiete and appropriate services to
educationally handicapped children. A broad sampling of special educators concluded

that principals had no or negligible responsibilities regarding special education service
delivery. The sample suggested principals should do more than they were currently
doing. The passage of P.L. 94-142 increased the need for clear guidelines for the role

of building principals to avoid gaps and overlaps between staff member's
responsibilities.

Educational programs rely heavily on the expertise available within individual

school systems (Reinhert, 1980). At the site-level, the principal is charged with the
responsibility of arraying the diverse skills and expertise of the school staff to provide
the most effective, best coordinated, and highest quality services for children (Golin

and Ducanis, 1981). School personnel work as a team - administrator, psychologist,

service providers - coordinate with teachers who have the daily responsibility for
meeting the educational needs of identified students. The professionals who constitute

the human service team that work with exceptional children possess varied skill and
knowledge that define their role as part of the team. The team approach ensures that a

handicapped student will receive unfragmented and coordinated services so they will not
I

slip through the cracks, it is a challenge to coordinate service delivery model systems

for a successful approach. One key to success is that the principal possesses the ability

to encourage the faculty to work together. If a team effort is perceived, success is more
likely.

The handicapped individual receives a comprehensive assessment that includes
information from parents; teachers; and other specialists such as psychologists,
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physicians, speech therapists, and social workers. Their cooperation in the assessment
process is mandated by P.L. 94-142. Information from a variety of sources Including
standardized tests, teacher observation, social and cultural background, and adaptive

behavior must be analyzed (Table Hi). The decision regarding placement is made by a

team knowledgeable about the student, the meaning of the evaluation data, and options
available for the student. Decisions regarding placement should be made on the basis of

a program most appropriate for the student in the least restrictive environment. The
important factor in the placement is that the best interest of the student is taken into
consideration rather than instructional or administrative convenience.

/

LEVELI

\

PROFESSIONALS

f

e.g^ physicians,

^

principals, psychologists

LEVEL II PROFESSIONALS

e.o., teachers,speech therapists,

counselors,social workers,physical and
occupational therapists

LEVEL III SUPPORTING PERSONNEL

e.g., nurses'aides,teacher aides

Figure 1 Heirarchical Relationships in the Professions

Activities

Task
Individual

Collect Data:

Medical
Assessment

Psycliologlcal

Team

Integrate Data
Identify Problems
Set Initial Goals

social

Educational
Interpret Data

Report Results

Decision-Making

Exptore Alternatives
Formulate Long-term
Goals

r
Implemont
Program
Collect New

Intervention

Data

nan Programs
Assign Tasks

1
Coordinate and

Monitor Program

Re-evaluate

Report Progress

I
Evaluation

Report Outcomes

Evaluate Outcomes
Provide Feedback

Figure 2 Individual and Team Activities

For the administrator who is an instruotional leader, who has the vision to develop

innovative practioes, and who places interest in the individual child; special education
offers unique career opportunities. Over the past tew years, there has been a shift
from initial procedural activities to implement legislation to a strengthened concern
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for quality and comprehensiveness of special education programs.

There is

considerable research to suggest that school principals have a significant influence on

the amount and quality of services to handicapped children (Lietz and Towie, 1982).
Various writings have attempted to identify special education skills of school
principals (Lietz and Towie, 1982). Skills deemed essential for a site administrator
are:

1.

An understanding of basic handicapping conditions - learning

disabled, visually handicapped, hearing

impaired, emotionally

disturbed, trainable and educable mentally impaired, physically
handicapped,and speech and language impaired.
2. Cursory knowledge of the regulations and

roles in P.L. 94-142

including

a. the function and development of individualized education
programs (lEPs)

b. timelines for referrals, testing, placement, and
reassessment

c. least restrictive placement and continuum of service.

3.

Knowledge of the available specialized educational programs,
equipment, and resources.

4. The administrative skills to organize and synthesize special education
and regular education programs.

5. The flexibility to work with a diverse set of professionals, staff, and
outside agencies.
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6. Competency in coordination budget and finace related to special
education.

7. The ability to supervise all aspects of program development.
8. Knowledge in coordinating staff development.

9. Skills in the development of policies, objectives, and evaluation.

10. Interpersonal skills to effectively relate to people including children
of varying handicaps.
As the instructional leader in the school, the building principal is the key individual
in the school to investigate and acquire resources to conduct staff development

programs. Under the provisions of P.L. 94-142, schools are required to establish

procedures and provisions for the development and implementation of a "comprehensive
system of personnel development."

Research and experience have consistently

suggested that staff development programs that provide ungoing training sqpport for
helping school staff to develop implementing expertise tend to be associated with
effective school improvement in general (Wang and Gennari, 1983). Certain features
have been identified as characteristics of effective staff development efforts. One of the

most important identified features is strong support from the building administrator.
The prioritization of staff inservice is an important first step for building
administrators before planning, coordinating, and presenting school-wide training
activities.

Most inservice needs can be identified through astute observation and

informal staff discussions. Surveys, which may also be used, have proven to be less
effective. Personnel and finacial resources must be determined.

12

Workshop techniques that have proven to be most effective are ones requiring
active rather than passive participation. The techniques having the greatest impact are
as follows (Joyce and Showers, 1980).
1. Modeling or demonstration

2. Practice in simulated

and classroom settings including

role playing and problem-solving, preferrably in teams

to force participation.
3. Feedback techniques including question/answer an the case
study method.
4. Brainstorming and hands-on sessions.
5. In classroom coaching.

The inservice coordinating responsibilities for the building principal should
include investigating the content and technique of various wokshop programs, selecting

the most appropriate and financially reasonable programming, and scheduling during a
convenient time. In the quest to meet the educational needs of all students with
disabilities, there have been dramatic changes in the special education field

in

exploring modes of delivery and philosophy to insure quality education in the least
restrictive environment for special education students.

Most school districts approach special education through pull-out programs using

self-contained separate classes to work with students for a portion of the day. Although
research discredits this approach, all but a few districts cling to it.

A number of

programs around the country are achieving immense success by putting handicapped
children into classrooms with other students, then giving the children the attention

13

they need within that classroom. The Association for Children with Learning
Disabilities expressed support for investigating and instituting new approaches: "We
endorse continued efforts to fulfill the intent of the law while recognizing that new

approaches need to be explored to meet the needs of all students(Association of Children
with Learning Disabilities, 1986).

When reporting to the California's State Department of Education Superintendent of
Public Instruction in 1986, the Honig Advisory Committee made the significant point

that "The resources of special education and regular education should be combined and
coordinated so as to reduce the distinction between them as service delivery

mechanisms" making a clear implication for the direction of the future of education for

the exceptional child. This course is overwhelmingly supported by research studies
conducted over the past ten years for integrated, less restrictive environments (Ross,
1990). The best instructional procedural practices in specified integrated settings
result in reliable, valid outcomes for the handicapped.

Integrated programs have

proven relatively easy to implement.

Madeleine C. Will, former Assistant Secretary for Special Education and
Rehabilitative Services in the United States Department of Education, has written and

spoken of the need to remove the barriers that exclude students with special education
needs from full integration into the life of the school and of the larger society. Will

calls for the establishment of new partnerships between regular and special educators
and between educators and parents as a means to this end (Will, 1986). In particular.

Will notes the need to empower building-level school administrators to assemble all
appropriate resources necessary for delivering effective, coordinated, comprehensive

1-4

educational services in reguiar schooi settings for ail students, including those with

special needs who are currently served by a variety of segregated programs. This
action means speciai programs must be allowed to collectively contribute skiils and
resources to carry out individualized education plans based on individualized education

needs. As a resuit, rnany variations of programs can be envisioned and extrapolated.
School districts that segregate iarge proportions of their handicapped students from

the reguiar classes are probably doing more harm than good, say a growing number of

experts. Disabled kids must eventually interact with their reguiar peers. They must
cope with the real world because there are few special education jobs in reai life
(Adkins, 1990). Research shows there is a positive correlation between the age at
which intervention occurs and the levei of success which can be expected as a result of
intervention.

One of the chaiienges is the need for greater administrative involvement in

exceptional education programs, increased efforts at involving parents and chiidren in
planning their total education program, more precise recordkeeping, better methods of
evaluating student progress, and accountability procedures implemented (Lietz and
Towie, 1982). The building levei principals' responsibility for exceptional programs

is, in many instances, what they wish to make of it. Principals who assume a low

profile in exceptional programming will probably find an increasing amount of activity
in their building over which they have little input or control.
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STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES

1.

Meet with appropriate district staff and resource persons throughout the

development process to solicit Input for the Resource Guide.

2.

Review current federal, state, and district special education materials and

policies related to the site-level administrative perspective.

3.

Review literature and research related to special education.

4.

Attend the 1991 Association of California School Administrator's

Special Education Conference.

5.

Review and organize material and information compiled.

6.

Edit, expand, and collate material to be included in the Resource Guide.

7.

Organize all documents for the printing of a comprehensive
administrative handbook.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The objectives of this project have been met In the following manner:

OBJECTIVE NtiMBERt: MEET WITH APPROPRIATE DISTRICT STAFF AND RESOURCE

PERSONSTHROUGHOUTTHE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS.

This objective has been accomplished by arranging meetings with the

Director of Pupil Services; Associate Superintendent of Instructional
Services, elementary, middle, and high school principals;

psychologists; resource specialists; special day class teacher; speech
therapists; and other support personnel during keypolnts In the development of
A Special Education Resource Handtx)Ok for Site Administrators.

OB-IECTIVF NUMBER 2: REVIEW CURRENT FEDERAL,STATE,AND DISTRICT SPECIAL
EDUCATION MATERIALS AND POLICIES RELATED TO THE SIT-LEVEL ADMINISTRATIVE
PERSPECTIVE.

This objective has been accomplished by obtaining copies of federal legislation.

State Education Code, district policies, and literature prepared by the Special
Education Office of Moreno Valley Unified School District relating to site
administrator's role In special education.
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ORIECTIVE NUMBER 3: REVIEW UTERATURE AND RESEARCH RELATED TO SPECIAL
EDUCATION.

This objective has been accomplished by consulting the education compendium,

micro-fiche, and periodicals contained in the California State University at San
Bernardino, University of California at Riverside, Loma Linda University at La
Sierra, and Riverside Public Library. Information has been obtained by

communication with the Special Education Division of California Department
of Education.

OB.IECTIVE NUMBER 4: ATTEND THE SPECIALEDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF
CAUFORNIA SCHOOLADMINISTRATORSCONFERENCE.

This objective has been accomplished by completing the necessary paperwork to
secure conference approval through The Moreno Valley Unified School District
(SB 1882 funds). K uch of the latest research studies and implementation

practices were garnered from attendance at five seminar sessions and contacts
with various presenters.

ORIECTIVE NUMBER 5:REVIEW AND ORGANIZE MATERIAL AND INFORMATION
COMPILED.

This objective was accomplished through careful examination of the materials
in terms of relevance to the handbook and the specific role of the
administrator at ind ividual school sites.
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OBJECTIVE NUMBER 6:

E:XPAND,EDIT,AND COLLATE MATERIAL TO BE INCLUDED IN

THE RESOURCEGUIDE

This objective was accomplished by a thorough check for accuracy.

OBJECTIVE NUMBER 7

ORGANIZE AU DOCUMENTS FOOT THE PRINTING OF A

COMPREHENSIVE ADMINISTlRATIVE HANDBOOK.

This objective was accomplished by organizing all documents prior to the

printing of the hand book. Materiais contained within the guide have been
divided into sixteen sections.
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STUDENT STUDY TEAM
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INTRODUCTION
TO
THE

STUDENT STUDY TEAM

The Student Study Team process is often one of the initial steps in identifying a
child as having special needs. Before a student is actually assessed for possible special
education placement, various interventions and adjustments to assist the student are
made. Any interventions must be documented. If these adjustments result in iittle
success,the next step in the process may be assessment for a handicapping condition.
An effective Student Study Team is an excellent school resource for students

experiencing difficulty. Because it is a systematic, structured approach that involves
parents, students, teachers, and other appropriate staff members, it brings together
key individuals through a constructive focus. Problems and concerns are clarified, yet
the student strengths are stressed.

In order for the Student Study Team to function efficiently and effectively, a one

day training for facilitators is recommended. In addition, staff member who participate
in the process should be inserviced briefly concerning the steps and focus of this
procedure.

24

STUDENT STUDY TEAM

WHAT

is a Student Study Team?

The Student Study Team(SST)is a SCHOOL SITE TEAM which
includes the parent and the student. This team:
*is a function of regular education

*uses asystematic problem solving approach to assiststudents who
are not progressing at a satisfactory rate
^clarifies problems and concerns

'develops strategies and oiganlzes resources

'provides a system for accountability
WHY

have a Student Study Team?

Student Study Teams have proven effective In providing an Immediate
support
of helpand
to classroom
In developing
programsystem
aJtematlves,
In utilizationteachers
of all appropriate
localappropriate
resources.
Who

is on a Student Study Team?
Membership consists of:
a) a site administrator

b) ateam of regular classroom teachers

c) referring teacher/counselor
d) parent

.

.

e) Student(4th grade and above, when appropnate)

Student Study Team meetings should not be conducted without the
above members.

Additional partldpants should attend when appropriate.
HOW

does a Student Study Team work?

Inservlce training for SST Is available through the Program
Specialists in the Special Education Department.

Source: California Department of Education. (1990). Student Study Team - A Resource
Manual for Trainers and Implementors. Sacramento: Resources in Special Education .

sTOOilMT STyOY
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SST:WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

1.

The Student Study Team is an economic, efficient, effective
way to bring together ait resources, human and programmatic,
to support students having difficuities in regular classes.

2. A number of other school site meetings may be eliminated.
This is a concentrated, problem solving meeting where all
the needed persons,including the student and parent, are
present at the same time.

3. By including the parent in a problem solving process, rather
than a disciplinaiy process, positive support for the school
and for public education in general is produced.
4.

It is an expression of the school's concern for students.

5.

It provides a supportive atmosphere for students to become
actively involved in determining their own needs and in

implementing strategies designed to help them.
6. It is a support team forteachers.

7. The team is a problem solving body that can define the needs
of the school and help translate those needs into improved
curriculum and instruction.

8. The process itself is a staff development activity;
New teaching strategies for one student may
apply to other students.

The team process produces a synergy that
results in more comprehensive learning
strategies.

The process identifies strengths of staff in
strategy interventions that should be dis
seminated to the entire teaching staff.
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TEAM

PRINCIPAL

2. CLASSROOM

TEACHERS

MEMBERSHIP-ELEMENTARY

Chairperson of team meetings can allocate school resources;
provides energy, support and direction to team members

Provide support for the referring teacher;often have a history
with the student; provide another teaching perspective from a
peer.

3. RESOURCE

PERSON(sr

Provides information and another point of view in the problem
solving process; knows the school population^and knows local
resources and problems.

4. REFERRING

TEACHER

Initiates identification of areas of concern;gathers complete

information/data regarding the student and problem; instructs
student based on the strategies jointly developed on the Student
Summary Sheet.

5. PARENTS OF Broaden problem solving base of information; share familial
THE STUDENT concerns;contribute problem related information from home
environment;share effective and ineffective home inter

ventions; darify questions of staff; participate in implementation
of strategies jointly developed on the Student Summary Sheet.
6. STUDENTFOURTH
GRADE AND
ABOVE

Shares strengths, concerns; participates in the decision making;
receives support and assistance from adults in taking some
responsibility for change.

'Resource persons could include Outreach Consultant, Reading Specialist, Bilingual
Specialist, Counselor, Psychologist, Speech and Language Spedalist, Resource
Specialist, Nurse, Career/Vocational Education Specialist, Community Service
Provider, etc.
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TEAM MEMBERSHIP - SECONDARY

I.

ADMIN

ISTRATOR/
COUNSELOR

Chairman of team meeting and coordinator of school resources;
provides energy,support, and direction to team members.

2. CLASSROOM Provide support forthe referring teacher,often have a history
TEACHERS
3. COUNSELOR

with the student.

Gathers complete information/dates regarding: student and

problem;coordinates/provides longitudinal and comprehen
sive information regarding student performance in all classes,
and regarding home and outside agency contacts, cooperation,
collaboration and resources.
4. RESOURCE

PERSON(s)'

Provides information and another point of view in the problem

solving process; knows the school population; and knows local
resources and problems.

5. REFERRING
TEACHER

Initiates identification of areas of concern;gathers complete

information/date regarding the student and problem; instructs
student based upon strategies jointly developed on the Student
Summary.

6. PARENTS OF
THE STUDENT

Broaden problem solving base of information;share familial
concerns:contribute problem related information observed in
home environment;share effective and ineffective home

interventions; clarify questions of staff; participate in imple
mentation of strategies jointly developed In Student Summary.
7. STUDENT

Shares strengths,concerns, goals and ambitions; participates
in decision making and is responsible for working on goals/
actions.

^Resource persons could include Outreach Consultant, Reading Specialist,
Bilingual Specialist, Counselor, Psychologist, Speech and Language Specialist,
Resource Specialist, Nurse, Career/Vocational Education Specialist, Community
Service Provider, etc.

MIND MAP

Identify concerns^^^'V^QO
prioritize

principal/administrator

.

generate solutions

teacher/counselor

actions

parent(s)

SST

foilow-up
O

student
resource persons

Group Memory
synergy

facilitator

O

safety
recorder

accountability

group members

ro
CO
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TIME MANAGEMENT
Basic Truths

Successful people, or famous people that you admire have the same
twenty-four hours in their day. You are equally rich in time available.
A good time manager does two things well, makes good decisions and
thinks creatively.

You tend to make time in your life for things that have personal value or
add meaning to your life.

TIME MANAGEMENT FOR STUDENT STUDY TEAMS
Good Preparation

• Meetings are scheduled on a regular basis at a convenient time.
• Team members know the "Where,When,and Who will attend" for each
meeting.

•The parent and the student have been prepared by the appropriate
team member(s).

• Team members arrive at the meeting prepared to participate with their
expertise or their data, which ought to Include at least one classroom
observation.

Good Meetings

• The meeting place is comfortable,inviting, well-ventilated, quiet,
and mosf/mpo/tanr,free from interruptions.

• Room is set up ahead of time with SST summary sheet filled out with
names, etc.

•Team spirit means that all members arrive on time,ready to start.
• A timekeeper is appointed to let the group know when half the time
(15 min.)is over and when a half hour has passed. This frees the
facilitator to concentrate on the group process.

• The concerns are prioritized before brainstorming strategies. This
helps the group clarify their shared cbncerhs and choose a limited
number for potential action.

• Team members wilt want to upgrade their skills and vary their
experiences by having the opportunity to facilitate or record or
other tasks that are needed.

• Team support for time management is increased by frequently
asking a member to observe and give feedback on their
perception of the meeting.
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WHAT IS THE STUDENT STUDY TEAM SUMMARY?

rl !

I

It is a 6 foot6 inch sheet of butcher paper on which a recorder
uses colored pens to capture the key information discussed during
the Student Study Team meeting.
WHY USE THE STUDENT STUDY TEAM SUMMARY SHEET?

The SST summary sheet on the wall and the arrangement
of chairs in a semi-circle provide a comfortable
environment for parents and students.

It provides a physical focus forthe group;it directs
energy to the information and the problem, not the
people.

It allows participants to know where they are in the
process of the meeting as well as the content.

It helps members concentrate. The data is recorded
which prevents endless repetition.
Allows for checking the accurate recording of
information and ideas.

Frees participants from taking notes.
It provides a "picture" of the student, including
strengths as well as concerns.

It assures accountability {who is responsible for what
action and by when).

C\J
CO

STUDENT STUDY TEAM SUMMARY

TEACHER.

STUDENT.

SCHOOL

PRIMARY LANG..

TEAM
GR

BIRTH

PARENTS.

M

KNOWN
STRENGTHS INFORMATION MODIFICATIONS

CONCERNS

fPPIQPiTIZE)

QUESTIONS

STRATEGIES
ACTIONS
BRAINSTORM fPRIORTIZB

RESPONSIBIUTY

WHO? WHEN?

FOLLOW4JR>OATE

Date.

Admin.I nit. & Date.
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MORENO VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

ELEMENTARY(K-8)STUDENT REFERRAL FORM,PAGE 1
Age.
Referring Agent,

Student's Name.
School

Grade.

:

Sex.

Home Phone

Parent/Guardian.

_ Work Phone

Address

Date of Birth.

Primary Language

Reason for Concern:

Behaviors Requiring Attention:

Language,Reading and Math
□
□
□
□
□

Has difficulty following written or oral directions
Has difficulty organizing thoughts and expressing them
Participates rarely in class discussions
Poor Reading Comprehension
Inadequate word attack skills

□ Difficulty with information presented verbally/visually
□ Uses short phrases or 2 - 3 words to express him/herself

□ Speech problems (articulation, fluency, stammers, etc.)
□ Poor Spelling
□ Limited vocabulary

□ Other language or reading problems

□ Poor math concepts or computation

Visual Perception
□ Reverses letter and/or word order

□ Makes numbers or letters backwards

□ Possible visual acuity problems

□ Other visual difficulties

Auditory Perception
□ Cannot imitate or pick out specific sounds
□ Other auditory problems

□ Possible hearing acuity problems
□ Poor auditory discrimination or memory

Motor Ability
□ Has difficulty in handwriting or holding pencil
□ Difficulty with large muscle activities
□ Cannot handle self in simple physical activities

□ Is unable to copy from the board accurately
□ Poor balance, clumsy
□ Other motor related problems

^

Behavior and Adjustment
□ Displays inappropriate or bizarre behavior

□ Withdrawn or seems preoccupied frequently

□ Must be constantly supervised and/or directed
□ Poor self-image

□ Aggressive (frequently in fights)
□ Does not become involved in new situations

□ Does not understand consequences of his actions

□ Overreacts to criticism

□ Difficulty conforming to accepted values
□ Doesn't work well in groups
□ Few friends, a loner
□ Other behavior or adjustment problems

Attention and Work Habits
□ Works only on preferred assignments

□ Frequently tardy or absent

□ Does not understand or does not follow directions

□ Frequently off-task

□ Doesn't do homework

□ Distractable

□ Overactive

□ Seldom completes task assigned
□ Other attention or work habit problems.

□ Wide discrepancy between classwork and test score data

NOTE:Federal and State laws require documentation. Please attach intervention log and work samples indicative of prog
ress over a minimum of six weeks.
WHITE — Cum File
1 of 2

CANARY — Case Carrier

PINK — Teacher

STUDENTS NAME.

ELEMENTARY(K-8)STUDENT REFERRAL FORM
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Academic Performance:
Reading
Basic skills

Comprehension.
Written Expression.

Other(specify):
Mathematics

Caiculation

Reasoning
Previous Standardized Test Results.

Attendance Record:

Record of Parent Contacts:
NOTE:Include if parent has been notified of this referral.

Additional Comments:
NOTE:Include areas of strength and interest,other agencies involved,record of retention,and additional
anecdotal information.

Health:

NOTE:Fill in an explanation for any checked boxes in the comments space.Provide specific information including dates
if appropriate.

□
□
□
□

□ Records indicate medical problems

Frequently absent due to illness
Is receiving medication
Unhealthful hygiene
Hearing problems

□ Has nutritional concerns

□ Vision problems

Nurse's Comments:
NOTE: A developmental history will be completed when appropriate

Follow-Up (to be filled out by C.G.I.T):
□ Watch and Consult

Date.

□ Formai request for Assessment

□ End action

Date.

□ Other

Date.

C .G .1T. Comments:
NOTE: Indicate dates of C.G.I.T. meetings. Attach additional pages if necessary. Attach C.G.I.T. minutes if available.

WHITE — Cum File
ge 2 of 2

CANARY — Case Carrier

PINK — Teacher

Date.

Admin.Init.& Date.
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MORENO VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
HIGH SCHOOLSTUDENT REFERRAL FORM

Sex.

Grade.

Age.

Student's Name.

Referring Agent.

School

DOB.

Primary Language.

Class Title

Reason for Concern:

Behaviors Requiring Attention: (Check appropriate areas.;

Language Reading and Math
□
□
□
□
□
□

Has difficulty following written or oral directions
Has difficulty organizing thoughts and expressing them
Participates rarely in class discussions
Poor Reading Comprehension
Inadequate word attack skills
Poor math concepts or computation

Visual Perception
□ Reverses letter and/or word order
□ Possible visual acuity problems

□ Difficulty with Information presented verbally/visually
□ Uses short phrases or 2-3 words to express him/herself
□ Speech problems (articulation, fluency, stammers, etc.)
□ Poor Spelling
□ Limited vocabulary

□ Other language or reading problems
□ Makes numbers or letters backwards
□ Other visual difficulties.

Auditory Perception
□ Cannot Imitate or pick out specific sounds

□ Possible hearing acuity problems
□ Poor auditory discrimination or memory

□ Other auditory problems

^—

Motor Abiiity

□ Has difficulty In handwriting or holding a pencil
□ Difficulty with large muscle activities
□ Cannot handle self In simple physical activities

□ Is unable to copy from the board accurately
□ Poor balance, clumsy

□ Other auditory problems

^

Behavior and Adjustment

□ Displays inappropriate or bizarre behaylor

□ Withdrawn or seems preoccupied frequently

□ Must be constantly supervised and/or directed
□ Poor self-image

□ Aggressive (frequently In fights)
□ Does not become involved In new situations
□ Does not understand consequences of his actions
□

□

Works only on preferred assignments
Does not understand or does not follow directions

□ Overreacts to criticism

□ Difficulty conforming to accepted values
□ Doesn't work well In groups
□ Few friends, a loner

□ Other behavior or adjustment problems

□

Frequently tardy or absent

□

Frequently off-task

□ Distractable

. □ Doesn't do homework
□

Seldom completes task assigned

□ Overactive

□

Wide discrepancy between classwork and test score data

□

Current Course Grade.

Other attention or work habit problems

Attendance Record.

NOTE: Federal and State laws require documentation. Please attach Intervention log and work samples indicative to
progress over a minimum of six weeks.
WHITE— Cum File

CANARY—Case Carrier

PINK —Teacher
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HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT STUDY TEAM REFERRAL FORM

Record of Parent Contacts:
NOTE: Include if parent has been notified of this referral.

Additional Comments:

NOTE: Include areas of strength and interest, other agencies involved,additional anecdotal information and relevant
previous test results as appropriate.

Progress in Other Classes(to be filled out by Counselor)
NOTE: Rll in or attach progress reports. Bring CUM file to SST Meeting.

Health:
^
NOTE: Rll in an explanation for any checked boxes in the comments space.Provide specific information including
dates if appropriate.

□
□
□
□

Frequently absent due to illness
Is receiving medication
Unhealthful hygiene
Hearing problems

□ Records indicate medical problems
□ Has nutritional concerns

□ Visual problems

Nurse's Comments:
NOTE: A developmental history will be completed when appropriate.

Follow-up (to be filled out by SST.)
□ Watch and Consult

Date_

□ Formal request for Assessment

□ End action

Date_

□ Other.

^

SST Comments:

NOTE: Indicate dates of all SST meetings. Attach additional pages if necessary. Attach SST minutes if available.

WHITE—Cum RIe

CANARY—Case Carrier

Pink—Teacher

Date.
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THE PARENT AS PAR-nCIPANT IN THE
SST MEETING PROCESS

The parents should be contacted personally by the teacher or
principal, inviting them to participate. Contact may be followed
up with a letter. Sample letters are included in the appendix.
Rease Note: For purposes of the training meeting, please give
the parent directions to the training site if it
is not at the home school.

The contact person should explain that the SST Is a problem
solving meeting not a disciplinary meeting. It Is an opportunity
for school staff and the parents to share In a process which
looks at a student's strengths as well as concerns in order to
help the student succeed at school.

The contact person should explain what will happen at the meeting
and who will be participating. Share a blank copy of the SST
summary sheet with the parents before the meeting which will help
them understand the format.

Parents should be informed that they are a part ofthe team and
have necessary information and opinions regarding their child.
They will be asked to complete a preparation sheet and bring it
with them to the SST meeting. They also need to know their input
is essential for forming a realistic action plan.
If parents are unable to attend the meeting, make sure that prior
to the meeting,someone on the team secures the necessary
information. The information should be recorded on the SST

summary. A team member should be assigned to review the results
of the meeting with the parent, using the completed SST Summary
sheet.

At the Student Study Team meeting,seat the parent and student
next to a teacher or staff member they already know. Ail persons
present at the meeting introduce themselves and their roles. Use
of name tags at the meeting is also helpful for the parents.

It is important that they be told about the time allotted for the
meeting and that a time keeper will be used. At the beginning of
the meeting tell the parent it will be unnecessary to take notes.
They will receive a small copy of the completed SST summary.
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Coaching Behaviors That
Influence Teacher Thinking
Paraphrasing

• Probing for Specificity

Withholding Judgment

Asking Questions That Cause the Teacher
to Envision Consequences

• Rapport Skills - Body Matching, Language, Intohation

• Making Positive Presuppositions

• Pace and Lead
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Section 2:

Special Education
Referral

and

Assessment
Procedures
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SECTION 2:

SPECIAL EDUCATION REFERRAL and
ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

.Steps in Processing Special Education Referrals
■The Special Education Process

■ Procedural Safeguards Regarding Assessment
.District Office Procedures

.C.H. Class Referrals and Placement

.Basic Skills L.H. Referrals and Placement
.Basic Skills Assessment Guidelines

.Developmental L.H. Guidelines
.Adaptive Physical Education Referrals

.Physical Education Matrix
.Seriously Emotionally Distrubed Referral
Procedures

.Seriously Emotionally Distrubed Assessment
Guidelines

.Mental Health (AB 3632) Referral Procedures
.Referral Consent Form

.Interagency Checklist
.AB 3632 Memorandum Information
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.Non-Public School Placement Process
.California Children's Service Referral
.Assessment Checklist Form
.Parent Notification of Referral Form

.Sample Assessment Letter
.Sample Assessment Plan
.Classroom Observation Form

.Health Screening Form

.Developmental Health History Form
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STEPS IN PROCESSING SPECIAL EDUCATION REFERRALS

1. Student Study Team special education referrals are directed from the S.S.T. to the
case carrier. S.S.T. referrals for assessment should occur after appropriate doc
umentation of intervention activities.

2. The case carrier schedules an Informal meeting with appropriate staff to discuss
and develop assessment plan.

3 Case carrier notifies parents of receipt of referral, explains special education rights
and assessment plan, and obtains consent to assess.

4. Assessment is conducted.

5. Assessment results are summarized and student needs prioritized in writing.
6. Brief staffing is conducted to review assessment results.
7. I.E.P.T. meets with parent(s)to:
a. Discuss assessment results.
b. Determine eligibility for services.

c. Design I.E.P. total service plan.

d. Examine placement alternatives and recommend placement.
(1) Regular class.
(2) Regular class with DIS.
(a) Counseling
(b) Speech

(c) Adapted P.E.
(d) Other

(3) Resource Specialist

(4) Special Day Class(Requires District i.E.P.Team to place.)
(5) More Restrictive Environment(Requires District I.E.P.Team to place).

WRITTEN PARENTAL CONSENT IS REQUIRED FOR BOTH ASSESS
MENT AND PLACEMENT.

Source: Moreno Valley Unified School District. (1989). Special Education Guide. Moreno
Valley, CA: Special Education Department.

The Special Education Process
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IDENTIFICATION

CONTINUATION OF STUDENT
IN REGULAR EDUCATION
REFERRAL

NO REFERRAL

PARENTAL APPEAL

PARENTAL CONSENT

TO EVALUATION

REFUSAL OF PARENT
TO CONSENT
TO EVALUATION

CONTINUATION OF STUDENT
IN REGULAR EDUCATION
SCHOOL APPEAL

PARENTAL REQUEST
EVALUATION

ELIGIBILITY FOR
SPECIAL EDUCATION
AND CLASSIFICATION

FOR INDEPENDENT
EVALUATION

INELIGIBILITY FOR
SPECIAL EDUCATION

CONTINUATION OF STUDENT
IN REGULAR EDUCATION
PARENTAL APPEAL

I
DEVELOPMENT
OF lEP

CONTINUATION OF STUDENT
PARENTAL CONSENT

REFUSAL OF PARENT
TO CONSENT TO

IN REGULAR EDUCATION

TO INITIAL PLACEMENT

INITIAL PLACEMENT

SCHOOL OR PARENTAL
APPEAL

1
IMPLEMENTATION
OF lEP

1
REVIEW AND REVISION
OF lEP

t
REEVALUATION
OF STUDENT
RETURN OF STUDENT

1
CONTINUED ELIGIBILITY
FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

TO REGULAR EDUCATION
INELIGIBILITY FOR
SPECIAL EDUCATION

PARENTAL APPEAL
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GUARANTEED PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS REGARDING
ASSESSMENT

1)

Handicapped children and their parents are guaranteed procedural safeguards
regarding the evaluation for and placement of children Into special education
programs. Parents will be Informed of their right to obtain an Independent
educational evaluation. Parents will be Inform^ of their right and given an

opportunity for an Impartial hearing when In disagreement with: a)assessment,
b)program placement,c)programming,or d)procedure for safeguarding confi
dentiality of Information.

2)

Each child In special education will be reassessed every three years, or more
often If necessary.

3)

Tests and evaluation materials will be administered In the child's natural
language or mode of communication.

4)

Tests and evaluation materials shall be valid for the specific purpose for which
they are used.

5)

Tests and materials will be administered by trained personnel.

6)

Tests and materials will be used In conformance with the Instructions provided
by their producer.

7)

Tests are used to assess spedfic educational needs and shall not be limited to
a single Intelligence quotient.

NOTIFY PARENT OF RECORDS RECEIVED

Remember, when records are recfth/fld from another educational aoencv. parents
must be notified within five(5)days of:

1)

The receiptof the records.

2)

Their right to review the records.

3)

All the procedural safeguards available to parents.

Any forms sent to parents or guardians requiring their consent or providing them with
Information must be In the primary language of the home.

Remember that Independent assessments are to be considered In decisions regarding
the child's education.
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Procedure for Referrlno to the District Office for Placgmgnt

1)

When the local I.E.P.T. anticipates a referral for one of the reasons below,the
local site administrator or designee will contact the appropriate Special
Education administrator or Program Spedaiist to schedule an I.E.P. meeting.
NOTE: None of the listed referrals will be initiated without appropriate district
office partidpation.

"Special Day Class placement for Centralized Programs(CH,BSLH,Primary
LH, Elementary LH.and Middle School LH)
"County programs and/or services.
"Intra-district transfers.

"Nonpublic school placements.
"SED

"Mental HeaHh(AB 3632)

"Diagnostic School Referral
"More in-depth assessment.
"When an I.E.P.T.does not reach a dedsion.

These potential referrals shall have a staffing meeting with appropriate Special
Education Office personnel, referring psychologist,teacher, administrator and
others as appropriate. The items listed In number three below shall be
available for this meeting.

2)

The Spedal Education Administrator or Program Spedaiist will chair the I.E.P.T.
meeting. Convened as such this team is considered the District I.E.P. Team.

3)

If the I.E.P.T. agrees to refer outside the distrid,the following documentation is
required:

1)
2)

Moreno Valley Student Referral Form
Copy ofthe current I.E.P.

3)
4)
5)

Recent psychological report(less than one year old).
Written documentation of attempted site level interventions.
Other pertinent information (D.I.S. Assessments, medical reports,

6)
7)

Immunization Record
Developmental History

behavioral logs).

4)

The Special Education Department will forward the case to the appropriate
agency.
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REFERRAL AND PLACEMENT OF STUDENTS
INTO CENTRALIZED SDC PROGRAMS

Effective with the 1989-90 school year, all lEP meetings for the purpose of placement
into, transfer within, and movelment from Centralized SDC Programs will be scheduled
and coordinated at the central office.

When a local site support staff has determined that a referral for a more restrictive
placement is appropriate, the case carrier for the student shall be responsible for the
following activities:

• Contact the district special education office to review the potential referral
and submit the following materials to the central office:

1. Copies of the most recent psychoeducational study
2. Copies of the last three lEPs(if available)
3. A brief written reportfrom the local team documenting the rationale

for a more restrictive placement(required for all Special Day Class
4.

placements)
Documentation of all local interventions including outcomes

5. Recent academic achievementtest scores(within three months)

6. Any other information relevantto the referralfor a more restrictive
placement

• Coordination with central office staff in the schedufing of the lEP meeting.

• Consultation with the receiving Special Day Class teacher,(if the student is
placed) prior to the transfer.
• Coordination of the transfer of records to the centraloffice and receiving
school.

NOTE:

lEP meetings will be scheduled by the district office only aSlSL the above

documentation (1-6) has been reviewed.

Consistent with the California Education Code, California Master Plan for Special
Education, California Administrative Code, the Code of Federal Regulations, and

P.L.94-142, Moreno Valley Unified School District is dedicated to the principle of
least restri<kive environment. Towards that end, students will be considered for

placement out of their home classrooms and home schools only after all local
resources and options have been exhausted. The report from the local team detailing

prior interventions shall become part of the student's confidential file. This report will
be the basis of the rationale for a more restrictive placement as required in California
Administrative Code Title V regulation (Article 3.1, 3042(b)). Generally speaking, local
interventions should include but are not limited to: RSP placement up to 49% of the

school day (for a significant period of time), and utilization of all appropriate related
services (designated instructional services).
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The text of CAC Title V, Article 3.1,3042(b)reads as follows:

"The individualized education program team shall document its rationale

for placement in other than the pupil's school and classroom in which the
pupil would otherwise attend if the pupil were not handicapped. The
documentation shall indicate why the pupil's handicap prevents his or

her needs from being met in a less restrictive environment even with the
use of supplementary aids and services."
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CH CLASS REFERRALS AMH PLACEMENT

In order to assure that placements occur smoothly,the following procedural guidelines
have been formulated.

1.

Student Is evaluated at home site or at pre-school evaluation site.

2.

Case carrier(Language/Speech/Hearing specialist)contacts district office to
review pupil's file and qualifications for CH. Program Specialist will notify
receiving school administration of an Impending referral.

3.

Language/Speech/Hearing Specialist will confer with receiving teacher
regarding needs and abilities of the pupil prior to lEP meeting.

4.

(a)

The I.E.P. meeting will be scheduled by the district office staff.

(b)

Receiving teacher must be Invited to the I.E.P. meeting. Parents of
pre-school students must present proof of the current Immunization
prior to enrollment.

(c)

The pre-school I.E.P. meeting will be held at the receiving school.
Kindergarten and Primary CH class I.E.P. meetings should be held at
home school.

5.

Student files will be transferred to receiving school at the meeting.

6.

Transportation will be arranged by the Special Education District Office
after lEP meeting has occurred.
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BASIC SKILLS LH CLASS REFERRALS AND PLACEMENTS

The following procedural guidelines have been developed to assure that placements
occur smoothly;

1.

Student is evaluated at home site.
(within a year).

Adaptive behavior scales must be recent

2.

Case carrier (site psychologist) contacts Program Specialist representing Basic
Skills LH, to review file and observe student in current program. Program
Specialist will notify receiving (Basic Skills LH) program's psychologist of
impending referral.

3.

Program Specialist will set up a staffing meeting to include referring
psychologist and teacher, receiving psychologist and Program Specialist. The
Basic Skills LH Assignment Guidelines Worksheet will be filled out at this
meeting.

4.

5.

6.

a.

An I.E.P. meeting will be scheduled by spedal education clerk.

b.

I.E.P. meeting should be held at receiving site.

c.

The Program Specialist is the District Office Representative at the
meeting.

d.

Referring psychologist will bring Cumuiative file, Special Education
Master RIe and teacher files to the meeting.

e.

Receiving teacher will bring school registration packet, have parents
complete any missing information, and have them complete a new
Emergency Card.

Student file will be transferred to receiving school at meeting.

Transportation will be arranged by District Office Special Education Department
after I.E.P. the meeting has occurred.
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STUDENT ASSgSSMENT GUIDELINES ■ BASIC SKUUS UH CUASS

Student must have:

1.

^

Eligibility as an individual with exceptional needs based on C.A.C. Title V
criteria.

2.

Present or previous enrollment in a Special Day Classfor LH.

3.

Primary handicapping condition from an identified Specific Learning Disability,
neurological impairment, or significantly below average Intellectual functioning.
Secondary influences such as physical conditions, social/personal disorders or
problems, poor motivation or attendance, cultural Issues, etc., shall not be the
primary concern.

4.

Significantly below the intellectual functioning and ability as indicated by any
two of the following:

a)

1.

An overall rate of scholastic achievement reflecting no growth or
minimal growth; and

2.

Standard scores in the majority of basic academic areas at least
two standard deviations below the mean (below 3rd percentile).

b)

Significantly below average general Intellectual functioning as indicated
by a maximum IQ score falling two standard deviations below the mean.
IQ standard scores should fall within the range of 50 to 70, with some
allowance for clinical judgement.

c)

Deficits in adaptive behavior 1 1/2 standard deviations or more below the
mean on a standardized test (below the 7th percentile) with some
allowance for clinical judgement.

NOTE: The State Department of Education has recommended alternative
means of measuring the above criteria. These may be necessary due to the
language, age,intellectual level, ethnicity, etc., of the student.

5.

Recommended placement is a decision of the lEP Team, which beyond its
usual members, must include the receiving teacher and District Special
Education Administrator or designee.
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STUDENT PLACEMENT GUIDELINES - DEVELOPMENTAL LH CLASS
A.

Plflrftmant Criteria

1.

Eligibility based on state guidelines as an individual with nonsevere
exceptional needs.

2.

Present or previous enrollment in RSP or SDC for at least one school
quarter.

3.

Rfth birthday priorto September 1 of current school year.

4.

Intellectual functioning between the 5th and 1st percentiles,
or,

Adaptive behavior rated between the 5th and 1st percentiles or
equivalent social quotient.

These criteria should be considered with careful clinical judgement.

Alternative means should be used to measure intellectual functioning
when necessary due to the pupil's ethnicity, language, age, or other
factor.

5.

Recommended placement is a decision ofthe I.E.P. Team,whi(^ 5,®^°
its usual members must include the receiving teacher and District
Special Education administrator/designee.

6.

The Developmental Learning Handicapped Special Day Class is not

intended for pupils whose primary handicap is a communicative or
physical handicap.

B.

Exit Criteria

Pupil should exit the Developmental Learning Handicapped class when one of

the following has occurred:

1.

Demonstration of satisfactory performance in a mainstream

regular education program or in another special education setting tor
more than half of the school day. (Half of the Kindergarten day is
acceptable when appropriate.)

Satisfactory performance is defined as observed acceptable academic
and social behavior as reported by the mainstream teacher a^

Developmental LH tacher. Mainstreamed settings include Primary LH,
Basic Skills LH, RSP,and regular classroom.
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Oevelopment LH (continued)

2.

Diagnosis as Severely Handicapped in the categories of Severely
Emotionally Disturbed or Trainable Mentally Handicapped.

3.

If no other exit criterion is reached, a Developmental Learning

Handicapped pupil should exit at the end of the school year in which the
pupil reaches the 7th birthday.
4.

Members of the exit I.E.P. Team shall be:
a.
b.

DLH Teacher
Parent

c.

Site Administrator or Designee

d.

Special Education District Office Representative

e.

Mainstream Teacher when appropriate.

f.

Assessors/Staff qualified to interpret assessment
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ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION
INFORMATION
AND STEPS IN THE PROCESSING OF REFERRALS

1. Adapted P.E. is a designated instructional service (DIS) under Special
Education.

2. Adapted P.E. is not provided for temporary injuries.

3. Any school professional or parent can refer a child for Adapted P.E. screening.
4. Adapted P.E. referral sheets may be picked up from the A.P.E. specialist's mail
box at each elementary school and can be retumed to the box or given to her
in person. (It does not have to go through the Student Study Team). Ten items
must be checked on the referral form to warrant screening. Middle/High
School staff may use a referral note.

5. The Adapted P.E. specialist will screen the student. If she or he qualifies for
further testing a Parent Notification of Referral and Assessment form will be
sent to parents asking for permission to do formal testing. No formal testing
can be done without parent permission.

6. Adapted P.E. Specialist assesses the student.

7. Adapted P.E. Specialist writes a report on testing and observation. Medical
information and any other important information are included. A recommen
dation is stated.

8. The I.E.P. (Individualized Educational Program)Team meets to determine the
most appropriate placement. The meeting will include:
A.

Assessment results.

B. Information given by I.E.P.team members.

C. Examination of placement alternatives and recommendation of appropriate
placement.
D. Options:
1. Regular P.E.
2.

Modified P.E.

3. Specially Designed P.E.
4. Adapted P.E.

E. A student receiving APE Services must also meet state eligibility criteria as
a student with exceptional needs, and have one of 11 recognized
handicapping conditions indicated on the I.E.P.

NOTE: A doctor's note does nQl determine the eligibility for Adapted P.E. services
because it is not a multidisciplinary approach to placement. Parents
should provide medical information which will be considered by the public
education agency. The I.E.P. team determines the best possible place for
the student in the least restrictive environment.
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MORENO VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

Instructional Seivlces • Special Education
PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES

(BASED ON CALIFORNIA STATE GUIDELINES FOR ADAPTED P.E.)

P.E.PROGRAM

PARTICIPANTS

Non-handlcapped and handicap
ped students who can safely and
successfully participate

REGULAR P.E.

TAUGHT BY

High school and middle
school P.E. teachers

Elementary school regular
classroom teachers

MODIFIED- REGULAR P.E.

Non-handicapped and handicap

High School and middle

ped students with modification of

school P.E. teachers

rules and/or equipment consider
ing the health and/or physical In

Regular elementary class

volvement

room teachers

NOTE: P.E.specialists can
be used as a resource

SPECIALLY DESIGNED P.E.

ADAPTED P.E.

Special Day Class students who
have skiDs within mental age or
special day class expectations
but not appropriate for regular P.E.

Students with a physical disability.
The disability recpjires extreme
care and/or need for significant
modification of activities. Crfteria

Special Education
classroom teacher

Adapted physical education
teachers at the high school,
middle schools, elementary
or special school campus

- Motor Perfonnance level50% of

level expected for age level.
Sodal and emotionalfactors may
be considered

CALIFORNIA STATE ADAPTED P.E. MATRIX
Level!

Normal Motor Performance

Level II

83% of age level expected

Level III

75% of age level expected

If students at Level III are not sue
cessful and are outside normal limits

tliey may qualify for A.P.E.
Level IV
Level V

50% of age level expected
Less than 50% of age level

Recommended for Adapted P.E.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REFERRAL PROCEDURES TO COUNT\^
OPERATED SPECIAL DAY CLASSES FOR SERIOUSLY

EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED (SED)

As a result of reglonal input sessions regarding the SED referral process, the following
procedures are recommended:
1.

Districts may request collaboration in problematic cases that have a potential
for SED referral. The Riverside County Offiqe of Education will respond within
the limits of available personnel by providing psychological/behavioral consul
tation and support.

The purposes of the consultation will include:
A. selection of assessment instrument techniques
8. awareness of program alternatives
C. clanfication of SEP criteria
D. recommendations for classroom modifications

E. assistance in developing the referral packet

2.

The district will submit a complete referral packet,following the guidelines for
the psychological report as approved by the SELPA Coordinating Council.

3.

The following timelines are presented as objectives for SED referrals:

A.
8.
C.
D.
E.
4.

Within 5 days - Phone contact with parent and district
Within 20 days - Observation of pupil
Within 30 days - Schedule lEP
If student not placed within 35 days, referral coordinator to be notified.
If not placed within 45 days, referral coordinator to notify director.

To avoid the "ysaf'Snd crunch":

A. initial referrals to the County shall follow Education Code 56344 regarding
year-end procedures.
8. iEP's for potential return to districts shall be scheduled from January through
the end of May.

5.

In order to resolve any disagreements between the District and the County
regarding diagnosis and/or placement,a team of3 neutral psychologists to be
selected by the parties involved will study the case and render a final decision.

8.

Whenever possible. District and County staff will communicate from a joint
perspective to parents and other professionals as a result of the collaboration
process.
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Recommendations for SED Referral (continued)

7.

Interim placements(administrative)shall follow Education Code and County
guidelines as outlined In the Procedural Handbook. In situations Involving
out-of-state eligibility designations,there will be communication between the
County and District regarding the apparent appropriate Interim placement,
whether LH/SDC or SED, pending the administrative placement review
meeting.

8.

In exiting a student from the SED program,the County will be responsible
for current reports and documentation and will Involve the District well In
advance of the lEP and of communications with parents.

9.

When a student exits a County SED program,the County and District will work
cooperatively to Insure successful transition Including monitoring of the success
of the student In the new placement. In the event that the student Is NOT
successful,the County and District will reconvene an lEP meeting.
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NECESSARY COMPONENTS OF S.E.D.
ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION

REASON FOR PEFEPPAl

. .. . .u

.

.

Rationale: A few brief sentences to orient the reader quickly to the nature of
of the evaluation.

A. State referral source

B. List specific observable behaviors of concern, including location and
frequency.
C. Note academic performance.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Rationale: This section helps to establish if behaviors of concern have
existed "over a long period of time"and to a"marked degree." It also provides
a necessary global overview of the student's development, and identifies

prior interventions. Medical data also helps to eliminate, per a physician,
possible physical problems affecting emotional functioning.
A. Health History should include review of:
1. Developmental history

2. Major illnesses, accidents, and situational traumas

3. Psychiatric interventions, including hospitalizations, if any
4. Current health status, including medication/diet, hygiene, and vision/
hearing test results.

8. Family Status should include statement of:
1. Family make-up
2. Socioeconomic status

3. Cultural background
C. School History shouid include:
1. Record of school changes and reasons
2. Attendance

3. Prior interventions and/or program interventions, duration, and
outcome

D. Other Background Information as needed shoUid include:
1. Reports from outside agencies

2. Dates and/or reports from private counseling or psychotherapy
3. Parent contact, reasons, and results
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Necessary Components of S.E.D.(continued)
III.

RECAP OF PREVIOUS ASSESSMENT

Rationale: Necessary for establishing baseline information to compare against
current test results.

IV.

CURRENT ASSESSMENT RESIIl TR fin last 12 months^

Rationale: The nature of S.E.D.assessment necessitates a global evaluation

of each student. The following identified areas of assessment are needed to
help define if a student's sociai-emotlonal status is"effecting educational
performance"and documentthe "pervasiveness" of the problem. A compre
hensive evaluation is also needed to gather necessaiy Inforrnation to assess
if the student does,indeed, qualify for special education services under any
one of the state eligibility criteria for special education services.
Current Assessment Results should include evaluation of:

A.

Cognitive/Intellectual

B.

Academic

C. Sodal/Emotional (home/school)
0. Adaptive behavior(home/school)
E.
F.

V.

Language Skills
Motor Skills(gross and fine)

SUMMARY

^

^.

Rationale: The summary should include all pertinent data compiled in

developing the study. A hypothesis should be formulated regarding aojd
disability based on eligibility criteria supported and cross-validated by data
from all appropriate sources included In the study and references,such as
the EDM and DSM III.

A. An integrative interpretation and summary of referral data, background
information, previous and present assessmentInformation to clarify
current educational performance:

1. Learning ability (cognitive function,thought process, rate of learning,
mental flexibility)

2. Relationships(interaction with peers,family, and other adults)
3. Behavior and emotional status(coping skills, anxiety levels, selfconcepts,adjustments to change, behavior patterns)
B. Ideritified strengths and weaknesses

C. Statement of eiigibiiity for special education services:
1. Does student's current performance indicate one or more handicapping
conditions?
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Necessary Components of S.E.D.(continued)

2. In consideration of S.E.D. eligibility criteria, does the student display the

qualifying behaviors which through comprehensive evaluation meet
all three qualifying conditions:

a. Duration of condition(must be over a long period of time)
b. Degree of disturbance(must be to a marked degree)
a Effect on educational performance(must adversely effect
educational performance)
IV.

RFr.nMMFNDATIONS

.

Rationale: Recommendations are necessary to provide guidelines for any

necessary remediation strategies. This section should outlirte pragmatic
intervention steps to address identified student weaknesses in both the home
and school setting.

A. Instructionai/lntervention strategies:
1. Home
2. School

B. Description of services needed to implement necessary strategies:
1. Based on student's spedal needs.
2. In least restrictive educational environment.
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MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES REFERRAL PROCEDURE
(AB 3632 Referrals)

1.

Who will qualify for this service? This is only for special education
students who need this service in order to benefit from their educational
placement.

2.

How Is this different from the past? The major difference is that the

parent does not have to pay. Whatever mental health services the student

needs must be provided by Mental Health with no cost to the parerit. This could
vary from once per week counseling sen/ices to possible residential placement
and anything in between.

3.

Must this be documented on the LE.P.? Yes. You should note on the
I.E.P. that a referral has been made for mental health services. After a Mental

Health professional has determined what service will be provided, then another
meeting must be scheduled to document it on the I.E.P. (Use the DIS services
selection for these notations.)

4.

When can a referral be made? Either as you are assessing the child for

eligibility (if you strongly suspect mental health services will be needed)or after
a child is already enrolled as a special education student.

5.

Who Is responsible for transportation? If the parent cannot provide it,
then the district must. This will not be paid for by Mental Health.

6.

Do we send referrals directly to Mental Health? No. All Mental Health
referrals must be made through the District Office and signed by the Special
Education Administrator.

7.

Who Is responsible for making referrals at local school sites?
Referrals are made by the I.E.P. team in consultation with the site psychologist.
The psychologist is responsible for preparing the referral packet and sending it
to the District Office.

8.

What about residential placements? If the need for residential placement

is a possibility, notify the District Office and immediately process an AB 3632
referral for an assessment. Note that Mental Health determines the necessity of

a residential placement, and will dqI provide hospitalization.
Please follow the procedures below in making referrals:

1.

Complete the Referral/Release Form at an lEP meeting and secure parent
signature. Referral to County Mental Health under AB3632 must be listed under
DIS services
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Mental Health Services Referral(continued)

2.

Complete the first portion of the Interagency Referral Checklist up to mailing the
referral.

3.

List previous guidance services that have already been provided by the school.
parent and/or teacher consultation, SST Inten/entlon, student observations, as

(We provide many informal services that we may take for granted, such as
well as services provided on a crisis basis.)

4.

Include the Psychological Report and the most recent I.E,P.

5.

Submit all of the above to the District Office.

6.

The Special Education Department will forward the referral to County Mental
Health and expedite any additional communication necessary to process the
referral.

RIVERSIDE COUNTY SPECIAL EDUCATION LOCAL PLAN AREA
3939 Thirteenth Street
62
Riverside,California 92501
(714) 369-6476

Received by Riverside
County Menui Heelth

Consent for Referral/Release of Student Information

(Dite)

To Riverside County Mental Health Services
Date:

Sex: 0 Male

Name of Referred:

Phone;

lEP Contact:

Referring Distria:

0 Femalt

LEA Contaa:

Living with:

□ Parent

Parent/Guardian:
Address:

Q Foster

□LCI

—_____——
.

.,19.

DOB:

Home Phone: .

—

——

Business Phone; .

—

Social Worker:
Phone:

Primary Home Language:

□ English

□ Spanish

O Other:
to refer the above named studen

I hereby authorize.

to Riverside County Mental Health Services.Ihereby also agree, that the School District is authorized to release to Menta
Health Services,andMentalHealth Services are authorizedtorelease totheSchoolDistrict,any pupilrecords thatmay beo
assistance to Mental Health Services or the SchoolDistrict and that Menu!Health Services Personnel may interview schoo

staff and observe the student at school.

This authorization shall remain for one year from date of signature unless revoked in writing by the pupil or the pupil-

parent, guardian or conservator.

Date

Person Giving Consent

If other than pupil giving consent, indicated relationship to pupil:

c oarent

□ Guardian

□ Conservator*

□ Court Appointed Personal Representative*

□ Surrogate Parent*

THt SRSON GIVING SIGNATURE TO THIS RELEASE HAS THE RIGHTTO RECEIVE COPY OF THIS AUTHORI

ZATION. PLEASE RETAIN THE GOLDENROO COPY FOR YOUR RECORDS.
• Written pro^f required.
fOUM NO. 9014

(Rtynfd 10^1

OWTmSimOl*: Whiw-Oiwrici

Yellow •M««IH.il.l. Hok - MeiwlHmIHi.

n.0 OA CoWeorod • PenOn Civing Cor»«
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riverside OdWlY SELPA/RIVEBSIDE OOMT DEPAKMHI OF WNEM.HEALIH
pmmOENCY REnPRAL CHECKLIST

(Indicata data «tan conplata)
niiviiiigr

CnUD'S

ima.wmmni i«igr

_

fmsigicr(a. mgawa)

Hold tfaa lEP

If .ppraprlata, indict."Hafwril to M«t.l Hdth for Ascsamt" UKier

th. DIS Mction«

Comact m Intemlly tajKdll*

»« P«»«

datit «nd tin., ''I*"'— tran.port.tion iamtes),

PrapK. th.Itefvr.1 ^ctet to Msntal Health and attach tha follciHK in this order:
IMfactal Chaddi*

_ Tj.ccnpietad Conamt for Rafarral/Ralaaa. fona, includinf th. paranf..i»»tura
__ CopF of

lEP

Doaj«Uti« of obaarmtion. and .««an«t./ravlaa of aaaawic that the atuict ne«is
^ and bata^ioral dwact«i.tic aa indicatad on Pdta 6 of tha Intara®ancy Agreanmt.

of paycholfl«icl eomaalim and giid«c mtvieM provldad or docunmtaticn
"" for tha rational, for tha dadaion that cwwalii* la inapproprlac.
of ralavmt infotnatlon/recorda froa .bjdait cm.fila«

Mail pad9t to daaiflnatad Mental Hdth Offic and la( rafarral.
RatuRi Pirit copy of tha ConMt Fotin atmped with data racaivad to 1£A.

Contact parent, to Khaiila acacunt and dooment miniiiu.of tao conOKts. If parent does not
reapcnd, notify LEA in ariting.

Reviaa rafarral untarlala end do obaarvations, as approprlata.
Cc^ilata tha AasaMoent Plan.

Hava parent eiffi theMl Con*nt for Itctnant and tha School's Acaaniant Plan; give the parent
a copy of tin AceMwnt Plan end point out Parent Rights.
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Interagmcy Rafarrml Q«ekli«t
Child's

_______

Send s copy of chs Aaaesaint Plsn to 12k.

Ccnplets ths assasnnt within 50 dsys
Ccntaet 124 fdr 15 dqr cctensicn by psnnt, if

S«d writtm «s«s««nt rq»ort «i checklist to th.124 nP lb-thrwib th. 124 ccntsct person.
TMa initiates sehedulins of thp IZP by the LE4.

Diaeuss recanindaticns of aseesaawt report with perent nd sppreyriate lEP tesm imters prior
to the lEP

124

Ibid tlb BP -Kii* «d ddUn-t. a« nc-d t,«i mrdem

1® (InclbUd, lUrt bu,

fn<|m7 ab tntlm) aid «clM aa (sdta ab objdetlwi ab aaliartoi preeabna m u»

"iiniel Goals «i Gbjeetivss" seetlm.

Have parent si«i the IBP.

GiMe a copy of the lEP to Ml and the perwt.

Atudi(»nal Haaoi tbact t» Ua a« fU.aw « Ob HP ab flU a» HMmaajr Itafar.1
Cheddist.

Ilk

Etisuco aiiiei TB review (or 6smth HP revlair for aS Reaidsntial) is held.
Qnsure itii ie jiear eveluatlcn is cosylatad.
lfl/124

Mental Health notifies the 124 contact p*B*n in writinf

service beings,if service is

tendnated by the fsmtly or if chwgee are recomended.
Schools notify Mattel Health if faeily'

124
sebedulee all recpiired Iff neetiiv where m/124 report cn the child's current fmcticning
md progress toward meeting goals and objeetivee.

Mary Lantz, SELPA Regional Administrator ^

EPCM:

LEA'S/Mental Health Clinics

TO:

Riverside County Office of Education

^

SELPA
RVS«>OE COUNTY

SPECIAL
EDUCATION
LOCAL PLAN
AREA
RIVEHSIOE COUNTY

Donna M. Dahl, Program Manager - Children

Riversi^ County D^rtanent of Mental

^

Health

OFFICE OF roUCATlON
3939 THIRTEENTH STRE:
POST OFFICE BOX 868
RIVERSIDE. CA 92S02

(714)369^76

AB 3632 COniiunication Menorandum #1
Mental Health Services for Special

RE:

October 21, 1988

DAIE:

Education Students under Government

Code, Chapter 26.5 (AB3632)

Through the 3632 trainings and discussion between the SELPA and
Mental Health, several issues/concerns have arisen that we wish
to address.
Vfe would hope that the following provides

clarificatiai and that you will file this together with your
other 3632 policies and procedures and with the interagency
agreement. It is our intent, as issues arise, to share their
resolution through further written corrmunication memoranda.
Flow of Referrals

It is inportant that referrals to Mental Health for 3632
assessinaTt be processed in an ongoing manner rather than
accumulated and referred in batches. An even flow of referrals

would allow a better response time frcm Mental Health on the
assessments
AMM Unified

Banning Unified
Beaumom Unified

Referral Procedures

Coacneda viiiey Unified

In order to make referrals to Mental Health more consistent, we

have attached the required forms and procedures for I^'s and
MH to follow. The Interagency Referral Checklist outlines the

step by st^ process in making a referral and should be used

Oesert Center Unified
Oeaert Sands Unified

Elsinere Union Hign
Hemet Unified

Juniea unified
Menifee Umon

Moreno vuiey Unified
Mwmeta
Nuview Un«n

Ptim Sonngs Unified
Paid N^e Unified

Ptmi union Mtgn
Rfvers^e County
Offce of Education
Romoiand

San jacnto Unified
Temecuia Union,
Vti vefoe
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AB 3632 Conriunication Memorandun #1
October 31, 1988
Page 2

in each case. Following the checklist is the Consent for Referral/Release of
Student Information form and a sample 0X5 section of the lEF form.

Please follow the procedures and complete forms correctly in order to expedite
the referral. Mental Health will return any inccrplete packet to the lEA.
Definition of "Parent"

There is a difference in who can be acc^ted as parent by Mental

Health versus the "parent" defined by Education.
Within education if the natural parent or legal guardian is unavailable or if

the pqpil is a ward of the court, the local education agef^ is required to
appoint a surrogate parent for purposes of educational decisions for special
education ptpils. In addition, the natural parent may designate another adult
to represent the interests of the child for educational and related services.
Within Mental Health, the parent must sign a "Consent for Treatment" prior to
the assessment. The only acceptable individuals to sign this for AB3632
referrals are the natural parent, legal guardian or legally emancipated minor.
A court order authorizing treatment (for wards and dependents of the court) is

also acceptable.

Although a 3632 referral from schools will be taken by

Mental Health even if signed by other parent surrogates, the assessment can

only be ccnpleted following signature on the Consent from one of the above
listed individuals or the court order.

This underscores the need for the

minor's social worker/probation officer to be involved in the lEP process
since they routinely initiate court orders.
Minors In Residential Placement From Other Cowties

Mixwrs who reside in gra^ hones (LCI's) or foster care and have been placed

there by agencies from other counties (Social Services, Probation, Mental
Health, Regional Center) may be referred for 3632 assessment. Again it is
inportant that the placing social worker/Zprobation officer be contacted to

participate in the initial lEP referral discussion. However,a Mental Health
intercounty agreement states that the county from which the child was placed
jnall provide the assessment and/or services unless arranged with the county
in which the minor new resides.
receives a 3632

Therefore, when Riverside Mental Health
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AB 3632 Camiunication Memorandum #1
October 31, 1988
Page 3

referral on one of these mirnrs, Mental Health staff will contact the Mental

Health D^artment in the placing county to determine vrtio will do the

assessment and any subsequent treatment. If these diil^en are treated in our
county then funds are available from the state to provide the services. Some
counties may choose to come into Riverside and do their owi assessments and

provide services, if needed. Please note that Mm^l Health programs in seme
other counties are more insistent that the indivi^ial signing the referral

meet the education definition of "parent" before they will assess the child.
3632 Referrals on Wards and Dependents of the Court

As previously mentioned, it is in^rtant ^t the minor's social
worker/probation officer be involved in all discussions concerning 3632
referral and treatment.

The Riverside County Department of Rtolic Social

Services has taken the position that no d^endent of the court can be placed
residentiallv by an HP team under the 3632 process.

It is felt that the

Juvenile Court has jurisdiction and makes all residential placement d^isiora.
Therefore, if residential placement for eAicational purposes is being
discussed, the social worker will take that reocmnendation to the Juvenile
Court. It will not be placed on the lEP. Dependents of the court can be
referred for treatment, however. Again, this highlights the need for the
worker to be involved in the lEP meeting to address the school's concerns
about the needs of the diild.

Financial Responsibility

As with other educationally related services, the parent has no financial

responsibility for Mental Health services listed on the HP under AB3632. This
includes medications prescribed as a part of those services. Mental Heal^,
however, will follow its usual procedure of a family financial screening with

parents and may bill Medi-cal, or, with parent's consent, bill the family's
insurance.

Although the parent may be assessed to have a financial Utility, their fee
will be waived for any services under 3632. Non 3632 services to any family
member, however, are still the parents' responsibility. PleMe contact your
local mental health clinic if there is a question on any individual situation.

The cost of residential placement under 3632 is
the re^cnsibility of
eith«'' the parent or the school. In these cases Mental Health authorizes

paym^t out of a special fund located within the State Department of Social

Services.
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AB 3632 Comnunication Memorandum #1
October 31, 1988

Page 4

The cost of the minor's educational progran, while in residential care under
3632, however, is the school's responsibility. Thus, the plan for educational
services must also be discussed at the lEP when the residential placement is
considered. Residential placements are not available within eadi district.
Thus, special programning such as"Non Public School" may need to be
considered.

Close contact between the Mental Health Case Manager, the

District and the SEZfA must occur as residential facility options are being
explored in order to coordinate the residential and edxational placements.
Parental Involvement

As with all educational services, parental involvement is inportant at each
st^ of the 3632 process. Parents, even if not involved in the IEP> still
must sign the Mental Health "Consent for Treatment" form (unless there is a

court order) and they will be asked to ocme in and provide information on
their child.

Any subsequent treatment must also include parents whenever

possible. Thus, it is inportant that extensive discussion occur with parents
at the time that the lEP team is considering Mental Health referral in order

to aisure parents' understanding of the need for their active involvement.
Referrals from Non E^Jblic Schools (HPS)
A

3632 referral on a NFS student must involve both SEZPA and district

agreement.

Consideration should be given to what services are noodod and

available beyond that provided in HPS. The informal discussion' with Mental
Health prior to an lEP to discuss this issue is crucial and will save
confusion and time.
Cn potential 3632 residential placements (per the
regulations and interagency agreement), Mental Health must be involved in the
initial discussion prior to referral.

Referrals for Residential Placement

Exc^t in NPS cases, it is anticipated that residential placements will
increasingly occur only after other educational and Mental Health services
have been tried. Thus, generally Mental Health may already be involved with
these minors. In that case consideration of residential placement will result
from a convened lEP where it is determined that the current mental health and

educational services are not meeting the child's educational needs.
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If the child for sane reason is not kncMi to Mental Health, then it is

inportant that the
call Mental Health and discuss informally the situation
prior to the lEP team meeting. Mental Health can then be better pr^red for
the lEP where discussion concerning referral for residential care is to occur.

Referrals on Minors Who Are Hospitalized or Are in Need of Hospitalization

Services that are allowed under AB3632 pursuant to law and regulations include

day treatment services, Quotient services, case management and residential
services. Outpatient services include assessment, individual therapy, group
therapy, medications (as a part of a treatment process), collateral services
(such as family work when needed to meet the needs of the diild) and crisis
intervention (this must be a face to face contact). Case management is a
covered service if listed on the lEP or as a part of residential care.

Ho^ital services, however, are not covered vnder 3632.
If a <^ld
potentially needs hospitalization, the local emergency service should be
contacted imnediately by phone, or ideally the parent ^nuld be referred to
the local emergency services. The child should not be referred through the

3632 process for hc^ital services.
Referrals for 3632 assessment on minors already hospitalized should be

approached cautiously.

Althou^ hospital costs are generally considered a

medical service, and ths not a 3632 service, fair hearings have been won in

other counties

parents which required School Districts and/or r^tal Health

to pay for those services. Certainly, planning for a child's discharge is
appropriate and inportant. Hcwever, assessment to determine the appropriate
follow up service needed is difficult if the child is in acute psychiatric
crisis which has necessitated ho^italization.
A request by parents for
assessment should be pursued through the regular process with these things in
mind. An informal call to Mental Health to determine the point at which
assessment is appropriate is reconmended. If referral is initiated , the
child will need to be brou^t to the clinic for assesament.

Thank you for your attention to these details.

Please feel free to contact

Mary or Donna if you have questions.
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NON-PUBLIC SCHOOL PLACEMENT PROCESS
INTRODUCTION

Federal and state laws assure that all individuals with exceptional needs have

the right to a free, appropriate public education. If such education is not
available, or appropriate in a public school setting, public education funding

may be used to place in a State Certified Non-PuWIc School(NPS), State law
requires that the cost of all NPS placements be reviewed by the local governing
board. (EC 56342)

CRITERIA FOR APPROVAL OF NON-PUBLIC SCHOOLSERVICES

Approval of NPS services shall be based on the following criteria:
Lack of Appropriate Services/Program

A student's handicap is of a nature and/or severity that the student

requires a special education program/service which cannot be provided
by the District/County/State.
INITIATING NON-PUBLIC SCHOOL SERVICES

1.

Districts may refer students to be considered for NPS to the Regional

Services Office, who will schedule the I.E.P. meetings.

2.
Following the District Level I.E.P. meeting,acopy ofthe I.E.P.,
psychological report, medical and psychiatric reportaand other

supporting data,should be sent immediately to the Regional Services
Office by the District Office Special Education Staff.

3.
Initial placements, recommendation,and review of administrative
placements in NPS shall be chaired by the Special Education
Administrator or designee. No placements will l)e made without this
process occuring.

4.
At the I.E.P. meeting, if an initial NPS placement is recommended,the
statement This meeting was recessed to allow Board of Education
review of NPS costs. Unless the Board makes a recommendation,the

meeting will not be reconvened and the I.E.P. will be implemented"
should be entered in the Special Comments section of the I.E.P.form.
5.

Annual reviews will be scheduled by the Regional Services Office

oftheSELPA.
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CCS (CALIFORNIA CHILDREN'S SERVICES)

The following are requests for services aind notification of PT & OT service forms. The
request for therapy form is to be completed by the site administrator and forwarded to
the address noted at the bottom of the form for children to be screened as potential

CCS clients. CCS determines eligibility for services. If you have any questions call
their Senior Therapist.(714)683-8140, ext. 84. Additional forms are available from
the Special Education Department.
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COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE

CALIFORNIA CHILDREN SERVICES

REQUEST FOR SERVICES
D.O.B.

Child's Name

Home:

Parenc/Guardlan's Name

Phone:
Work:

Resideaelal Address

Zip

City

Street
Address

School of Attendance
Name

Zip

City

Street

Type of Service Desired

I "i Physical Therapy
I—I Occupational Therapy

I I Ophthalmology
r~1 Neurology

l~~r Equipment

I Audiometry

I

I Cardiology

I

1"*^ Other

Orthopedic

List physician(s) who have or are currently seeing the child.

3.

Child has received CCS services in another county

2.

Is child knovn to Riverside CCS? □Yes □No

1.

Name

Street

Name

Street

Name

Zip

City

City

Zip

4. Does referring agency wish to be notified of child's eligibility for services?
I Yes

No

This request is not a completed
referral until medical records

are received and medical eligi
bility determined.
Date

Agency

Referred by:

Phone

Zip

City

Street

Distribution:

Return original to:

CCS/MTU

County of Riverside
Department of Health

School/Agency
Parent

California Children Services
P.O. Box 1370

Riverside» CA

DOH-CCS-005 (Rev. 3/86)

92502

COUm OF RIVIRSIDB
CALIFORMIA CHILDREN SERVICES

NOTIFICATION OF PHYSICAL AND OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPY SERVICES

B.D.

Name

CCS#

School of Actcndanca

Treating Diagnosis _

MTU

5'* Thsrapist
■

Phone

Oats _____

PHYSICAL THERAPY:

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY:

I give ny consent for Riverside County CCS to provide my child's local
educational agency with the current therapy services being provided for

oy child. This form should be included in my child's educational
records.'

PARENT SIGNATURE

Distribution:
.HTU

School
Parent

DOH-CCS-008 (Rev. 3/86)

DATE
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ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
Completion Date

Student's Name

Date of Birth

School

Grade

Primary Language

How Determined

□ Yes

Interpreter Required

□ No
DATE

Initial Referral Received

Parents Notified of Refierral

Case Carrier Assigned
Parent Rights to Parent
Assessment Plan to Parent

Informed Consent Received
Classroom Observation

Assessment

Started

Completed
Report Written.
Parent Notified of lEP Meeting

lEP Meeting held.

lEP Team Action:

Documentation of the above is contained in the student file.

Case Carrier
p.

. r..1 ' af

so School days from date of Irtforrned Consent

SIGNATURE
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Parent Notification of Referral
Date:

Dear

has been referred to the Individualized Education Program Team as an

individual who may have a need for one or more of the following Special Education Services:
SPEECH &1ANGUACE SERVICES: The pupil may remain enrolled in the Regular School Program or be enrolled in

Special Education and receive speech and language services individually or in srnall groups.

DESIGNATEDINSTRUCTION&SERVICES: The pupil isenrolled in the RegularSchoolProgram and receivesspecial

supportwhich mayincludesuch servicesasadaptive physicaleducation,itinerantservices,etc.A pupil may also be
enrolled in a Special Education Program and receive these services.

RESOURCE SPECIALIST PROGRAM: The pupil would remain enrolled in the Regular School Program for the

majority of the school day and receives supplementary assistance from a Resource teacher.

SPECIALCLASS: The pupilwould beenrolled in aspecialclassforthe majorityoftheschoolday,but mayspend time
in regular school programs.

In ordertodetermine need fortheseservices,itis necessarytoconductan assessment.An assessment plan with a request
for your consent for assessment:
□ will be sent to you within two weeb.

□ is attached.

The assessmerit plan will outline the areas in which your son/daughter needs to be assessed and the specialist to be

involvedin theassessment. Theresultsof the assessment willhelpus makerecommendations for programs/services tobe

provided, at no cost to you, in order to meet your child's education more adequately. No placement or service will
occur without your permission.

If vou approve theplan,the assessment will takeplace. You will be invitedto a meeting(youcanbringa representative) to

hear a report of the assessment. THE ONLY WAY THE ASSESSMENTCANBECOMPLETEDISFOR YOU TO GIVE

CONSENT BY SIGNING THE ASSESSMENT FORM.

Should your child be enrolled in a Special Education Program, on-going assessments of your child's educational needs

will be conducted by a team of specialists. You will be called upon to assist the team and tell them your educational

priorities for your youngster.

All the tests and assessment materials will be presented to the pupil in English,or in the native language, or in another,

more appropriate, mode of communication that meets your child's needs.
Thank you for your cooperation.

If you have any questions, please contact:

School/District/County

FORM S0e4i

(Revtsed 12-83)

IBPT Representative
Telephone

OtSTniBUnON: White • PSR File

Yellow - Teacher

Pink - Parent
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MORENO VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
KalyGAin

BUSrcsSACORESS. 25634 Alessandro Boulevard. Moreno Valley, CA 92553

ktorastw^

luMflGADORESS: 13911 Pems Boulevafd. Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Tuewvaew
afBVflsceircFSCHoas

1H£FHll€ (714)485-5600

FtobettabM

Dear Parents:

Federal and State laws require that all special education students be reassessed every
three years. The purpose Is to establish continued special education eligibility and to
assure the delivery of appropriate educational services.

This reassessment will include the areas agreed to on the attached Assessment Plan. The
results will be shared with you during the next lEP meeting. This important
information will be used In planning your child's high school academic and vocational
program.

Alternative Cognitive Assessment for Three-Year Review

■ •
Date

was previously administered the following ability test(s):
Test

Current estimate of ability based upon these prior test results:

The school psychologist has reviewed these prior results and believes, in his/her

professional judgment, that these results are still reflective of your child's ability
ievels. Therefore, it is recommended that these results be used tor determining special
education eligibility rather than doing new, format ability testing.
School Psychologist

Date

I agree that these prior test results still reflect my child's intellectual functioning
ability levels and agree that, tor the purpose of the three-year review, ability testing is
not needed.

Parent/Guardian

Please note that cognitive assessment (intellectual functioning) may only include the use

of prior test results. If you believe that new ability testing needs to be administered, a
new,revised assessment plan will be presented to you for your consent.

10/91
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ALTERNATIVE COGNITIVE ASSESSMENT FOR THREE YEAR REVIEWS

This procedure is to be used at the secondary level only and is

appropriate for students who have had two or more intelligence
tests with consistent results.

Consistent results are defined as 10

scores within the standard error of measurement.

The majority of

students who received this type of assessment in Moreno Valley
Unified School District had at least three IQ tests with Verbal,

Performance and Full Scale lOs within three points of each other.

To use this procedural, complete the Assessment Plan with the usual
information and add the following phrase after the section called
Intellectual Development:
See attached Alternative Cognitive
Assessment for Three Year Reviews. The psychologist will then
complete the necessary information on this form.

Parent permission Is obtained in the normal manner.
The
determination to use this procedure is made by the School
Psychologist. Parents have the right to refuse to follow the format
and may request a current intelligence test.

If you have any questions, please call Harold Standerfer, Director of
Pupil Personnel Services, at (714) 485-5600, Extension 2981.

10/91

RIVERSIDE COUNTY SPECIAL EDUCATION LOCAL PLAN AREA

ASSESSMENT PLAN
Qjte:

'

* ■

School:

To the Parent/Guardian of:

————

——
firu

Middit

Purpose of Assessment:

- ..

Administrative Placement

—————

Birthdate:

UU

—

Initial Referral

—

Review

3-Year Assessment

Your child has been referred for assessment.In order to meet your child's individual education needs,thefollowing assessment is needed.An assessment will beconducted by

appropriately qualified staff; and,when appropriate,suitable interpretersor prerecorded tests in the individual's prin^UngMge may be used. assessmmt mayindude
student observation in a group sening and/or interview with you plusa review of any'•eports you have authorized or thatalready exist in currentschool records.The resultsof
completing these assessments may be a recommendation for special education placement

INDICATE PROFESSIONALS INVOLVED IN THE INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT(see code below)

G

ACAOCiVMC/FRf-ACAOCMIC ACHICVfMDIT
PurpoM:

These tests measure cwreni reading,spelling,and arithmetic or pre-readinestikHb loch as maichmg orsorting.They may indude,but are net limited to:
Feabody tndividud Achimment Taa. Key Math Diagnostic teat. Spache Diagnouic Reading Scatea. Oevetopmental Scai^ Wide Range AcfWevemem Test. Brigance. Woodcock
Reading Mauery.

G

soaAL/APAPnvEiauviot
PurpoM:

G

These scales of development help to tell what indlviduaH can dofor themselves and how they get along vriih other people.They may indude.but are not limited to:
Adaptive Behavior Scale. Vineland Test ofSocial Maturity.Pro'School Attaintnent Record.BuHte's Behavior Rating Scale,Children's Adaptive Behavior Scale.

PSYCHOMOTOIDCVaOPMBtT
Purpoee:

Instrumentsinthisarea measure how wellanindividualcoordinatesbody movementinsmallandlargemusdeactivities.They mayalso measureperceptualskill.They mayindude,but
are not limited to:

frosiif Developmental Test of Visual Perception.Bender-Cestak Visual Motor Integration Test.Developmental Scales.Purdue Perceptual MotorInventory.Denver Devefopmentai
Screening Test. Motor-free Visual Perception Test. Bruininks-^^etsky.frostig Motor Survey.

G

COMMUNICATION DEVaOfMDIT
Purpoee:

These tern measure tt»e individualVability to underwand,relate to and use language and speech dearly and appropriately.They mayIndude.but are not Bmimd to:
Illinois Test of Psychoiinguistic AbilHy. Peabody Piaure Vocabulary Test. Northwestern Syntaa Screening Test. Langua^ Samples.Unguage Development Scales. Boehm Test of
Language Concepts. Assessmete of Children's Language Comprehension.fuHerton language,CoUmars-frtdoe.iapresarve Ono-Word Pkture Vocabulary Test

G

tNTHLECTUAL OiVaOfMDir
Purpoee:

Thesetests
measure how wellan
whathe/shehasseenandheardaroundhim/her.howwellheAhecan
usethatInformation,and
how mayindude.butare
he/shesolvesproblems.
They
also reflectleyning
rate andindividualremembers
assistin predictini how
well he/she willdo inschooL Verbaland ptrformmceinamimenttare
used,» appropriate.They
net
Kmitedio:

Stanford-Birm IntelUgence Scale. Wechsler Tests of IntefUgence-Revised.laker Mtemational Performance Scale. Mmrm-Patmar Scale. Columbia Mental Maturity Scale. Wadts
Analvtis of Cognitive Structure. Detroit Tests of Learning Aptitude.
O If ahemattve means arc to be uMd.check boB.

G

VOCATIONAl/CAtfEiOCVaOfM&nr
Purpoee:

Theseinstrunwnts measuretheIndivtdual'iintwcmand aMIHieirelativetolevobofsUidtreiupiwent,workleeAncu sodf^occupmionalpreparation.Theymeyindude.butarenot
limited to:

McCarrott-Dial System. Califomia Abdkies Placement Survey.CaMomie OccupationalPreferenceSydems,Wide Range latered Opinion Teat
OTHBI: (Aodioiofical/Heahh. Vision/Hearing Screcrmg,Profcciive AsMSsment,Independent Assessment,etc.)

The professionals involved in the individual assessment outlined above may indude:

1 Spedal Education Teacher
2 Speech/Language Pathologist

3 Psychologist
4 Nurse

5 Remedial/Adaptive P.L Teacher
6 Other(Specify)

PARENTS-PLEASE COMPtETE ALL3CHECKED AREAS.

Please list language other than English spoken at home:

^——

—

^ease initial one and sign:

I hereby give myInformedconsentfortheassessmentindicatedaboveto beconducted.IunderstandthattheresuhswillbekeptconfidentialandthatI wilH»invit^

to attend theIndividualized EducationProgram meeting todiscussthe results.Itisalso myundersundingthatnoeducationalplacement/service willresultfrom this
assessment without my written permission.

I hereby deny consent to conduct the assessment described.
Parent will also submit private assessment for consideration.
Please refer to the reverse side of this form for a listing of Parents Rights and Appeal Procedures.

Signature ofParent/Cuardian

Oat*Signed

If you have any questions,please contact the person listed below.If not,please return the white and yellow copiestothe person listed below.
nie

Address

Telephone Number
r-<

'i-.
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CLASSROOM OBSERVATION
To meet regulations of California Administrative Code Title V,Article 3, Section 3231,and Federal Register,Title 45,
section 121a54a.

Pupil observed

_ School

Birthdate.

on the date of

rhis observation was registered by

I. teacher description of pupil's school difficulty to be observed:

L OBSERVED BEHAVIORS
Oat*

Plae*

Tim*

Inatiuctlonal

L**mlne M*t*rtels

B*h*vioral Action* Obaarvad

Obi*ctlv*(*)

•nd Taafcs Involwd

(baseline behavior)

). FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED

(What observed"environmentalfactorsand peerand teacherinteraction maypossibly be contributing tothispupil's
school difficultyf")

4.

Assistance

80

A. What specific steps have been taken to assist this pupil in the area of his/her school difficulty?

B. What was the observed effectiveness and/or results of this assistance?

5. Recommended Follow-Up

A. Priority educational goals or instructional objectives.

B. Instructional materials, programs, placement,etc.

C. Positive reinforcement to be used.

D. Other comments and recommendations.

Observer's Signature
fOUMNO.SOU

(n-*3)

Signed Date

HEALTH
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HEALTH SERVICES
HEALTH UPDATE

School:

Date:

Student:

Track:

Grade/Room:
VISION

Pass

Code:✓•20/20 Numerical Rgure
ReoreserIts Vision at 10

Date

WithoutQasses
L

R

With*Glasses
R

Refenal

Plus Sphere L

L

R

Musde
Balance

Far

Musde
Balance

Near

Color

HEARING
Date

Plus Sphere R

L

Vision

Referral

Height:

Percenrile

Weight:

Percentile

Comments:

HEALTH PROBLEMS, TEST RESULTS, ETC.:

MEDICATIONS/POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS REGARDING LEARNING & ATTENTION

Fail

Referral

rrwATTU SERVICE:
//G

€

DEVELOPMENTAL AND HEALTH HISTORY
■

Students Name:

(Last)
Address:

_

Work:

(Telephone)
How long have you known the student *
(If you are not parent)? _________

(Name)

Specify Relationship: .
Family Doctor

(Home Phone)

(C5y/Zp)

(Mdnsss)
Parent/Guarcfian Telephone: Home:

Information provided by:

□M □F

Blrthdate: _

(Midde)

(first)

(Telephone)

(Ciy/State)

(Name)

I. FAMILY HISTORY

Reiaionshio

Name

Aae

INHOME
Yes
No

Occuoation

Mother
Father
Others:

Is there any relative of the student who has teamingproblems? □ Yes □ No Relationship:
If yes, expian:

____

i ■

I a'ngiiagflfi spoken in the home (circle any that apply):
English, Spanish. Japanese, Other
Medical Family History (Circle any that apply):
Familial Diseases, Diabetes, Seizure Disorder, Asthma, Alletgies,Heart Disease, Birth Defects,
Infant Death, Severe Vision or Hearing Problems, Cancer, Mental Retardation, Nervous Break
down, Other (Specify):

Is there any member of the fami^ who has mentalproblems? Q Yes □ No

If yes, explain:

,

Mothers health cnacto conception (lUnesses, surgery, injuries, acadents):
II. PREGNANCY HISTORY

Mcthcrr phy'^n'

rfttrinq this pregnancv! □ Good □ Far □ Poor (Explain problem and

specify the month of pregnancy when problem occurred - for example, chronic illnesses, hypertension,

accidents, bleeding, surgeries, tests, x-rays, others):

Mothers age at pregnancy:

'

' '

Month of first doctor visit: ____ Did not see doctor Q

M^th?r? enrtfrPH' ^'^ath during this orggnanev! □ Good □ fiair □ Poor (expian problems):

M
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HEALTH UPDATE

Page 2
SUMMARY/IMPRESSION:

RECOMMENDATION FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES BASED ON HEALTH EUGIBIUTY

CRITERIA;

^

SCHOOL NURSE
H-30

REV.; 10/90
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(F'regnancy History - continued)

description medications: □ No □ Yes (please specify):
□ AioohoMrec|iency
Sujbstance Use: □ Smoking/# per day:
c

Diugsrirequency

0 her:

□ Cocaine □ Heroine □ Marijuana □ Speed □No substance use

-

\

Labor and Defivery History:

Length of Labor

■

Spontaneous:

Inkroments: ____ Caesarean Section:

Bleeding: _______

—

Induced:

Woma-

Hospital.

|TOrTie. ,

Convulsions: „

^ r

Ccmpllcallons oi mother during or after deuvery:
III

^ ■ n..

Infections: —

■

'

BIRTH AND INFANT HISTORY

Was the baby bom full term? Q Yes □ Premature □ Late How many weeks early or late?

Infant's condition at birth: Weight: . ...

Length:

Was infant: □ Cyanotic (blue) □ Jaundiced (yellow) □ Gven Oxygen ?•How long:..—

Complications of Infant during Wrth: Q Convulsions Q Aspiration Q Other:
Any other special problems or abnormality? Q Yes Q No If yes, how long:
Old infant have:

_

^

m«

^

i-.

Q Toxoplasmosis Q Rubella Q Cylomegalovirus(CMV) Q Herpes Q SyphUs l-J Cerebral alsy
□ Meningitis Q AIDS

Infant remainedIn hospital? Q Yes Q No If yes, specify:

Did infant go home on medication? □ Yes □ No If yes, what for

How long?

Rrstyearof Ife:

.

Feeding patterns Inclucfing breast or bottle; adjustment to solid foods, etc..

Sleep patterns: Was Infant: Q Active □ Listless Q CoScky IQ Imtat^
Any weight loss? — Weight gainsi Q Stow O Average Q Excessive

Appetite: Q Good Q Poor

IV. HEALTH HISTORY (Infancy to present)
Childhood diseases/Illnesses: , „

'

Acddents: □No □ Yes Age:

.

—

Specify: __—

Hospitallzatlons: QNo □Yes Age:
Reason: - .
(Coordinationproblems: □No Q Yes Explain:
□High Fevers (IDS' or more)? How long and how often?:

□Colds (how often?):

'

—
—

□Ear Infections (how often?):

□Physical Disability (specify):

□ Allergies - Food, Insect Bites, Drogs, etc. - Explain:
Head Injuries: Qno QYes Age artd outcome:
Seizures or Convulsions: Q No Q Yes Age:

Surgeries: Q No Q Yes Age arxJ type: _______
List present medications (for what conditions): ___
List past medications (for what conditions):
■

(Health History - contirwed)
Hearing or dar problertB:
Vision problems:

Doctor

(Name/Ctty/Phone)

(Date tested)
Doctor

(Date tested)

(Name/Clty/Phone)

Wearsglassesorcontacts: QNo QVes Datefilled:
Doctor

Last physicai examination:

(Name/Ctty/Phone)

(Date)
Doctor

Last neurologicai examination:

(Name/City/Phone)

(Date)
Doctor

Last dentai examination:

(Name/CBy/Phone)

(Date)

List any probiemscfiscovered at above exams:
Developmentai History

AOB

Averaoe

Slow

Crawled

Sat Alone
Stood Alone
Walked Atone

Skiooed
Rode Tricvde
Said Words
Said Sentences
Taiiflt Trained: Urine
Bowele
Jressed Sell
'eo Self

WeightGains

Appetite:
V.

□ Good

□ Poor

Explain any problems:

BEHAVIOR HISTORY
EXPUIN

Please check one:

□ Yes □ No

is your Child frequently over-anxious? (e.g., very
nervous, fearful, worrying, sensitive, etc.)

□ Yes □ No

Is your child frequently shy or withdrawn?
(e.g., very timid, likes to be alone, selfconscious, secretive, few or no frierKfs,etc.)

Q Yes G No

Is your child frequently depressed? (e.g.. very
sad. moody, feels wonhless. lacks energy ortirBd
a lot, cn'es a bt, etc.)

G Yes G No

Has your child ever been self-destnictive?
(e.g., suidde attempts, sulddal thoughts or

statements, self-mutilation, etc.)

Q Yes G No

Does your child frequently complain of physical

problems that have ogknown mecficai causes?
(e.g., headaches, rashes, stomach-aches or
nausea, dizziness, vague aches/pains, etc.)

□ Yes □ No

Does your childhave any eating or sleeping
problems? (e.g., overeats or undereais, sleep
walWng, excessive nightmares, obesity, over
sleeps or undersleeps, anorexia, etc.)

(Behavior History-continued)

□ Yes □ No

Does your child seemto be overly aggressive

attention, et&l

Does your child seem to be hyperactive or very
Inattentive? (e.g., frequent daydreaming, always
"on-the-go,* often fails to finish things, very
.
"fidgety* andrestless, cam concentrate or pay

□ Yes □ No

Does your cWlddemonstrate anfi-sodalor
"definquent" behaviors? (e.g., tmancy, lying,
stealing, swearing, destroying property, using
drugs, alcohol, or tobacco, etc.)

either verbally or physically? (e.g., frequent
fights, arguing, screaming or yelling, temper
tantrums, throwing ttiirigs, threatens others, etc.)

□ Yes □ No

Does your chndtendto act too young for his/her
age? (e^j., tends to relate to younger children,

Does your chad demonstrate sodalor emotional

Has your childever beenretained? Grade:

wetting, hafludnallons, sex preoccupation, acting
ike the 0(490^ gender, aoddent-prone, etc.)

probl^ that are not Dsted above? (e.g.,bed

designed for younger children, etc.)

care orhlnyher,eiijoy8 games or actlvaies

often hums ormakes odd noises, frequently
whines, cfngs to adultsandwants others to "take

□ Yes □ rJo

□ Yes □ No

□ Yes □ No

How would you rate your chlkft oveiafl social/ enioUonal a^ustment?

•

Date

—
•

'

—

—

—
—

Page 4
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—
—
—
■

———

•
_—,—

—

_—

Signature of Parent/GuanSan

—

■

_

QsebwAvarage □ LpwAvwaB" □ Average □ High Average QAboveAverage
Is there anything else youthinkthe sehoolshouldknow about your childthaihes not been asked about In
the previous sections?

H.21
Rev. 1/91
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Section 3:
Continuum
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SECTION 3:

CONTINUUM OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
SERVICES

.Introduction

.Continuum of Services Matrix

.Description

of Special Education Programs
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INTRODUCTION

TO THE CONTINUUM
OF

SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES

State and federal law requires that each handicapped

child

be

placed

in

the "least

environment" appropriate to their

restrictive

educational

-^dividual needs.

Public

education is charged with offering assistance to exceptional
individuals in a setting which promotes maximum interaction

with the general school population.

The most appropriate

setting for some students may be in a self-contained school
that provides minimum interaction with regular schoolchildren.
In order to provide appropriate education, school districts are
obligated to offer a "continuum of alternative placements,"
including instruction in regular classes, special classes,

special school, home instruction, and instruction in hospitals
and institutions.

Supplementary services such as providing

resource and itinerant teachers to assist exceptional children

assigned to the regular classroom (Designated Instructional
Services) must also be provided.
The team determination of the appropriate placement of

the exceptional child within the continuum of services is made
by the Individualized Education Program (I.E.P.) team. This is a

group of professional educators who meet with the parents who
assess the needs of the child and make recommendations for

the combination of services and placement that will help the
student succeed in school.

COVTZHUUM

FROM

LSASV

OF

SFSCIAL

RSSTRIC3IV8

TO

IDUCATIOai

MOST

90

SKAVICSS

RXSTSXCTZVS

Regular classes with Designated Instructional Services (D.I.S.)
i.e.. Speech Therapy, Adapted Physical Education, Aides for
Physically Handicapped, Counseling,
Consultants, etc.

Regular classes with Resource Specialist Program
(RSP) for a portion of the school day.
u
•H

U
4J
CO

<D

CC
CO
CO

Non-severely handicapped Special Day Class

0)

(S.D.C.) at least 50% of School Day.

Severely Handicapped Special Day ClassV

o
>

(S.D.C.).

u
o
•H

u
4J
CO

Nonpublic School Placement

0)

cc
<D
U
0

X

State School

1
I
I
I

Placement

I
V

Residential
Placement

Home/

Hospital^
[nstruci

tion,

Source: Moreno Valley Unified School District. (1989). Special Education Guide. Moreno
Valley, OA: Special Education Department.
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CONTINUUM

SPECIAL EDUCATION

OF

PROGRAMS

Desinnated Instruction and Services - DIS fK-12)

At every level from preschool to 12th grade related services are provided. These are

referred to as Designated Instruction/Services(DIS). Speech and lariguage therapy
is most frequently provided. Service Is delivered In groups and Individual sessions.
This staff Is usually Itinerant.

Adaptive Physical Education assists eligible special education students with motor
deficits. The staff is itinerant.

For certain students, psychological counseling may be a recommended DIS service.
This must be specifically designated in the pupil's I.E.P.

In order to allow several physically handicapped students to participate in the regular
curriculum, the district provides paraprofesslonal aides. These aides are typically
assigned to a single studentfor the entire school day.

Transportation to other agencies for specific therapies and door-to-door busing for
certain high needs students is a DIS service.
Pl gMENTARY gPHQQL PROGRAMS

1. .Qpanial Dav Classes

Elementary schools(K-5) have SDC's In the areas of Learning Handicapped (LH),
Communicatively Handicapped (OH), and Basic Skills Learning Handicapped
(BSLH). Students are grouped according to age and needs.
Elementary classes generally consist of students of 4th and 5th grade ages.
Primary classes generally consist of students of kindergarten through 3rd grade
ages.

These classes are self-contained with some mainstre^lng. Students are offered
the core curriculum In a direct instruction mode using district-adopted special
education texts.

Basic Skills Special Day Classes are offered at a central elementary campus.
The curriculum Is oriented toward life skills, basic core curriculum, and pre

vocational preparation. Teachers emphasize concrete learning through a "hands
on" approach.

Communicatively Handicapped(CH)SDC's are offered at the Middle, Elementary,
Primary, and Pre-school levels. The program stresses remediation of language
disabilities as well^offering the core curriculum.

92

2. Rogniirrfl Snflnialist Program

_

..

Elementary School (K-S) have Resource Specialist Programs (RSP) for eligible
students. RSP pupils are in their regular grade level class for the majority of the
day.

Pupils receive instruction to remediate or compensate for learning disabilities.
The Resource Specialist has a diagnostic and consultative role in addition to
teaching.
Minni P SCHOOL PROGRAMS

1.

nav Classes fSPg

Middle schools (grades 6-8) have Special Day Classes in the areas of the

Learning Handicapped, Communicatively Handicapped, and Basic Skills. In
order to prepare students for high school, pupils are not usually self-contained and
move through a 6-period day.

Teachers group pupils acajrdlng to needs. Core curriculum is offered in a directinstruction mode using specialized texts which the district has adopted. This
ensures continuity among middle schools and similar pupil preparation for high
school. Students are mainstreamed for exploratory classes and physical
education. Students are usually assigned to SDC for no less than 3 periods.
2. Rftgniirce Sofirialist Programs

Middle schools(grades 6-8) have Resource Specialist Programs(RSP)for eligible
students. RSP pupils are in regular education for the majority of the day. They
may be assigned one,two,or three periods in the RSP.

Teachers group pupils according to needs. Adopted texts are used for reading
and math. The curriculum emphasizes teaching strategies for learning and
remediation of specific skills.

In addition to teaching duties the Resource Specialist has a diagnostic and
consultative role.

93

HifiH SCHOOL PROGRAMS

1. Qpor^ial nav Classes

High schools (grades 9-12) have Special Day Classes(SDC)for students with
learning difficulties. Pupils are in SDC for the majority of the school day.
Typically, it is forfourto five periods.

In order to meet graduation requirements, required courses are offered in a direct
instruction mode using texts adopted by the district, and tailored to meet the
students' individual needs. Students are mainstreamed to elective and physical
education cjasses.

The Special Day Class curriculum emphasizes vocational and practical-life skills
for successful transition to the working world upon graduation.

A centralized Basic Skills SDC is provided by the district at the high school level.
This dass is self-contained with some mainstreamlng. The curriculum is oriented
toward life skills, basic core curriculum, and vocational experiences.
2. Rpgnrirne Specialist Program

High Schools(grades 9-12) have Resource Specialist Programs(RSP)for eligible
students. These students are in regular education dasses for the majority of the

school day. Students may be served in RSP for one,two,orthree periods.
The curriculum emphasizes teaching strategies for learning, remediation of

specific disabilities, support for regular dass instruction, completion of graduation
requirements,and preparation for a successful, usekil life after high school.

In addition to teaching responsibilities, the Resource Specialist has a diagnostic
and consultative role.

94

rnMMimiCATIVELY handicapped (CH> spfcial day class

1.0

Philosophy

a)

Language Is the priority for the curriculum. Special attention is given

to language related teaming problems. The dass is dedicated to the
individualized education of the whole child. The program is develop
mental as well as remedial. Curriculum for skills and content follows
district frameworks and adoptions.

b)

The OH dass teaches the district curriculum frameworks through
modified instructional techniques. Language-based instruction is
used. Pupils are required to respond and to speak to a greater degree
than in the traditional settings. TTie primary mode of instruction is
Direct Instruction. Curriculum is paced according to pupil's progress.

c)

Pupils are mainstreamed into regular dasses for as much of the school

day as possible. A student's I.E.P. will focus on one or more of the
target curriculurn areas. The target curriculum areas are:

1)

Oral communication skills(Receptive and Expressive)
a)
b)
c)
d)

2)

Written communication skills
a)
b)
c)

3)

Math
Science
Sodai Studies

Social/emotional growth
a)
b)

5)

Reading
Spelling
Writing

Academic development
a)
b)
c)

4)

Pragmatics - Effective use of communication
Syntax and Morphology - Proper use of grammar
Semantics - Word meaning;vocabulary
Phonology- Sound System

Self-concept
Peer relations

Sensory-motor development
a)

Body movement

b)

Rhythm development

95

(CH/SDL)(continued)
2.0

Mainstreaming Guidelines

Mainstreaming is an individual recommendation of the lEP Team when the

CH pupil's instructional level is within the range of the regular classroom.
The pupil should be able to participate without significant modification of
instruction by the regular classroom teacher. The mainstreaming recom
mendation is subject to change as the school year progresses.

96

Section 4:
The

Individualized
Education

Program
(I.E.P.)
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SECTION 4:

THE INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION

PROGRAM (I.E.P.)

.Introduction

.Sample individualized Education Plan Forms
.Guidelines for Completing Individualized Education
Plan Forms

.Sample Addendum to I.E.P. Forms
, .Guidelines for Completing Addendum to I.E.P. Forms

.Sample I.E.P. Committee Summary Forms
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INTRODUCTION
TO THE

INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM

(I.E.P.)

P.L,

94-142

requires

that

schools

develop

an

individualized education program for every handicapped child
before educational services begin. A student is placed in

special education programs only after parental consent is
obtained and a careful assessment procedure has been

completed.

The end result of this process is an individual

education plan that sets goals through prescribed educational.

Goals and objectives must relate directly to the handicapped
condition.

Parents, teachers, administrators, the student, and

other appropriate professional determine suitable goals.

In

addition, the I.E.P. must define specific objectives to meet

goals, outline teaching methods, establish criteria for
evaluating whether the goals have been reached, and establish a
deadline date to meet goals. The I.E.P. provides the critical link

between the exceptional child and the special education

required.

It is intended as a management tool to insure that

the education designed for a handicapped child is appropriate to
that child's special learning needs.
The

I.E.P.

lists

the

student's

current

levels

of

performance. Though it must be reviewed annually, a meeting
to review the student's program may be requested at any time
by any member of the I.E.P. team.

riverside county special education local plan area

INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM

Dal®j Marrh IB, . 1991.

□ AcJminislrativf? Placement
O inillaf
)tX Annual

a>

Sludenl Name:

a 3 Year

Les Restricto

D.O.B.2/4/79

Sludcnr# 123456789

C.A. —12~ 1

Grade 6

—
Ethnicity 50

District of Residence: MVUSD

School of Altendance;Sunnv Heioht^

Neil Review Date: 3/92

Parent/Guardian Name; AlbsrtO & Edwlfld RsstrictO

Sex: Male ^ Female o

—

—

LCI D

O Other

Foster D

Address: 94142 Selpa Lane
Telephone; Ftome B24- 7691

ID
■o

Work

568-2403

- Home School• BUt tprum1inf; jn

Primary Language: Home Spanish

Current Placement:

Language Proficiency: IIP KlX FEP D EO D Determined by:

SDC

3 Year Assessment Date:

3/93

Student

Spanisl]

<
o

_l£I_

Translation Request: No D Yes RX Date Completed:

i
ir

S

c

a Non-Public School D Home/F^spital^'o

I

Classroom/Support Personnel (DIS) XX Regular Classroom/Resource Specialist XKSpecial Day Class

qJ
uj

Education Placement and Related Services

lustlflcatlon for placement-^fie 'presen're

Yea tyinci"M^

D Regular Classroom D Designated instruction and sLvlces fDfSI D Retourr« c—-i t

□ Non-Public School a Home/Hospitalinstructlon D Other
Projected placement date: fflXOngoIng a Initial Date:
DIS SERVICES

APE

AGENCY

MVUSD

FREQUENCY

3/91-3/92

2x per week

Title V: 3042

necessitates UlStrUCtlOn in a

group SPLt.inn!n;^in>^

PCv. a is rogram XKSpeclal Day Class □ Refer to County Level D County Placement nf

~

FROM/TO

V"

———

TIME

..

- fl. 5^

RELATED SERVICES:

30 min,

Type of P.E.: O Regular D Modified O Specially Designed
::3

j^Adapted D Completed

s

Special Transportation: )0< No □ Yes Specify

0}

CO

Career/Vocational Education: XRI Yes □ No

Sp,cl.Uduc..lo..s..bl,„.M„lvl..... Sri'g^rp

SWmgT

Regular Education Classes/Activities: CotiipiiLprQ/Hf)|;|p pr

Participation In Regular Education:

2

Minutes/Periods^ 33 1/3

o

o

low Incidence Materials/Services:

Proficiency Standards: XW Regular O Modified a Mel
oc 7

Math

tl.n
tParh^wnrrlnJiU
wUh
t.hp rT a«;«;t-nr>tn

c:

Extended School Year: J^Yes D No

Reading

u

Wiilinf»

i-wn ninps ppr MOnXD._irL-Lhp area flf Vnrflhiilary Hpyolnpmppf jp

Uj ^
O

§c

Page 2 of

RIVERSIDE COUNTY SPECIAL EDUCATION LOCAL PLAN AREA

^arnsic

INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM
Dale;
March 18, 1991

Les Restricto

Summary of Present Levels of Performance/Functioning

o

leading; Heads 3rd grade level material with 80% accuracy in

Hearing: Screened ?/9n-nnmifll

(ord Identification and comprehension

Health;

vision; wears glasses

excellent

wriuenExpresdon; Able to write a five sentencc paragraph.
Career/Vocational; I i^eS tO aSSlSt tPflChfir Wlftl rlaSSronill jnhs.

lifficultv with snellinq (60% accuracy)

Maih;9nx niasterv of

- x f facts. Able to compute 2 digit

iiultiDlication: difficulty with word problems

Domestic/SellHeiptftqp-fipprnprlfltp. rpliirtant tn rnmplefe tasks

Language/Communicaiion: Vocabulary development at a 3rd grade

at home

level necessitates assistance in ELD

Community: AttendsThiirrh nn Siindnvs: nartlrlnates well

.

with Hisnanir rnimiiinltv memhers

Psycho-Motor; nifflrtiUy with eve-hand cnordlnation, i.e
handwriting skills

Recreation/Leisure: RIdPS bike. nlntPfltln. watfhes TV

!

Social/Emotional; Few friends. Imniilslve. easllv frustrated

FunctionalDctcrlpdon of Handicap:VISUal 1110tor PmrPSSinq deficits
that Interfor-o with cti.Hont'c ability tn read writo fc snel 1

DocumentProgress of Prior Goals/Objedlvesfrom I.E.P.Dated: 3/18/90
□ Met xn Partial □ Not Met

6.

2.

Reading comprehension
Uritten Language

. O Met X0 Partial O Not Met

7.

3.

Vocabularv Development

.o Met O Partial

Not Met

8.

4.

nrqanl7at.innal Skills

.XKMet □ Partial a Not Met

9:

5.

Social Skills

_ □ Met

1.

XKPartial

O Not Met

_ D Met

a Partial D Not Mel

_ □ Met D Partial O Not Met

_ D Met O Partial O Noi Mel

10.

Committee Members Participating in l.t.P. Development .

_ a Met

O Partial □ Not Mel

_ D Met

O Partial □ Not Mel

,

3 fb Y/
Date

Iunderstand that thisplacement and the goals are reviewed annually and thatImay

rator^e^ignee

tequest at any time a reevaluation change of educational placement or review of
goals for my son/daughter.Ihave received a written explanation of my rights and
appeal procedures. This was prepared and reviewed with me In understandable

language native to my home.I understand snd consent to the placement of my
son/daughter in the program(s) and services specified.

Date

Adminittra

Date

Aeacher

a

MiAheAVL

iber/Tltle ^

.v/

Date

/fi 7/

M \
Parent/Guardian Signature

Date

□ The parents were notified and did not attend (document contacts)

/

/Membei^itle

^

O'te

Member/Title

Date

KT<>nihf»r/TSlic*

Dale

RIVERSIDE COUNTY SPECIAL EDUCATION LOCAL PLAN AREA

Page

Individualized Educatioiu Program

Ni^e: Les Restricto

Date;

ol J_

March 18. 1991

Prioritized Annual Goals and Short Term Objectives
Short term objectives must speclly time,observable behaviors,evaluation conditions/criteria
•-i—Annual Goal: Improve Reading Comprehension

?hend a 4th orade rpT'^lf
level with

isellne 3rd grade ro^r
accuracy

Persons Responsible
for Implementation:
^Special Education Teacher

Methods of
Measurement:
O Ohservation

O Regular Education Teacher
O Parent

□ Student

□ Other

Annual Goal: ImProve English Vnrabularv Skillr;

Short Term Qbjectives: By 3/92 LeS will improve oral Fnqlich wnrnhnlayu
to cgnmunicate needs rnnrpnft.
wUh
iil-Tpryiyy,-

classrooni: basgllnp Vd grade oral TiiaTCh LrabiilaV"

Is

Persons Responsible
for Implementation:
)fR Special Education Teacher
O Regular Education Teacher
O Parent

Student
AX Other Fl fl fparhoir

-AnnualGoal: ImProve Expository Writing SIcilU
Short Term Objectives: Bv 3/92 Les will write a six sentence paraoranh in

Persons Responsible
lor implementation:

□ Student

Shor^ Terrn

1-digit division oroblpm with

"nprnprlatft npprfltioiL,
accuracy

^-diqU hy"

•



Persons Responsible
lor Implementation:
AX Special Education Teacher

□ Regular Education Teacher
□ Parent
□ Student

□ Other

# -5__ Annual Goal: Jmprove Soqjal Skill.j_and Vocational
Short Term Obiectivet; By 3/92 f.?? Wl11 redUlarlv Pflrtirinatr in

Persons Responsible
lor implementation:
AX Special Education Teacher
□ Regular Education Teacher
□ Parent
AX Student

x9 O'her

)CX Ohservation
□ Teacher Made Test
Q Standardized Test
XX Criterion Referenced Test
O Other

Methods of

□ Parent

»-4_ Annual Goal: Improve Ability to Solve Mathematical Word Prnblpmc

Methods ol
Measurement:

Measurement:

AX Special Education Teacher
O Regular Education Teacher

□ Other

)0( Teacher Made Test
□ Standardized Test
O Critefion Referenced Test
O Other

□ Ohservation
□ Teacher Made Test
□ Standardized Test
D Criterion Referenced Test
XX Other
Methods of
Measurement:
□ Ohservation

□ Teacher Made Test
□ Standardized Test
□ Criterion Referenced Test
AX Other '

Methods of
Measurement:

AX Ohservation
□ Teacher Made Test
□ Standardized Test
□ Criterion Referenced Test

)«xOther

charting

CO
o

RIVERSIDE COUNTY SPECIAl EDUCATION LOCAL PLAN AREA

INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM
□ Adminislralive Placemeni
Dale:

2

O Initial

O Annual

a 3 Year

Se*: Male Q female

Student•

C.A.

7

H

D.O B.

Sludeni Name:

Grade _

District of Residence:.

It

I® LCIO llfoslerO

Current Placemeni:

16

. Neat J Year Astestmeni Dale:

Parent/Cuardlan Name:
AfldreM:

Telephone: Home

22

Student

23

Language Proficiency: LEP □ fEP D EG a Determinedby:

J5
IT

25

Translation Request: No o Yes o. Date Completed:

oSpxchAaivuxelmiMlred D oa«.ItoHhImpHtol G

^

21

. Work

—

Primary language: Home _

Home School:

School of Attendance:
NeKt Review Date: —

9

.Ethnicity

O Other
19

o

oiT oDul/Mind nvh»il,i»(5i«l au»iwlCo,«iti~»»~ii<»H.w o Mui..6»dk.pp«i oo.i.«

Onlkm.Con.lde.edt O Regular Classroom O R^ular Classroom/Support Personnel (DIS» O Regular Classroom/Resource Specialist D Special Day Class
—
"
~
~
Special Education Placcfncni andRdaledServices
The following recommended placement oilers the least restrictive environment to meet the student's needs as per Title V: 3042

□ Non-Public School D Home/Hospital D Other

D Non-Public School O Home/Hospital Instruction O Other

—

30 Projected placement date: o Ongtdng O InitialDate:
DIS SERVICES

AGENCY

EROM/TO

EREQUENCY

TIME

-

—

RELATED SERVICES:

96 Type of P.E.: D Regular O Modified a Specially Designed

31

o Adapted a Completed

3y Special Transportation: O No o Yes Specify —
30 Career/Vocational Education: O Yes O No

39 E.tended School Year: O Yes O No

^0 Low Incidence Materials/Services: —

Special Education Subjects/Activities: M
Regular Education Classes/Activities:

Participation in Regular Education: _
Comments:

43

34

—

41 Proficiency Standards: a Regular O Modified D Met

33
Minutes/Periods'

Date:

Math

Reading

WfilifiR

RIVERSIDE COUNTY SPECIAt EDUCATION lOCAl PLAN AREA

CO
o

Page 2of 44

INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM
Name;

45

46

Dale:

417 Summary of Present Levels of Performance/Functioning
Reading:

48

Healing:
Health;

-54

Vision;

56

49

Wfiiien ixpiession:

Career/Vocational:

JSL

Math:

58

Domesiic/Seif Help:
I angiiage/Cominunicalion:

51
59

Community:

52

Psycho-Motor:

60

Recreaiion/ieisure:

Social/Emolional:

functional Oeactlpllon of Handicap:

AL

Document Progress of Prior Coais/Ob|eclives from i.E.Po Dated:
1

a Mel Q Pariial a Not Mel

6.

2

□ Met

O Partial □ Not Met

7.

3

. □ Met □ Partial a Not Mel

6.

4

. D Mel a Pariial O Not Met

9.

5

. a Mel O Pariial CI Not Mel

ia

a Met

a Partial

□ Not Me

a Met

O Partial

O Not Mei

a Mel

O Pariial

a Not Met

a Mel

a Pariial

□ Not Mel

o Met

a Pariial

O Not Mel

Commlllec Mcmbett Pavllclpalingin i.E.P. Development
<4

iundersiandlhalihisplacemeni andihe goalsarereviewedannually andthatImay

farent

language native to my home.Iunderstand and consent to the placemeni of my
son/daughter in the program(s) and services specified.
63

Parent/Guardian Signature

Date

66

requesi al any lime a reevaluaiionjchange of educational placemeni or review of
goals for my son/daughler.ihave received a written eMplanaiion of my rights and
appeal procedures. This was prepared and reviewed with me in understandable

Atlministrator/Designc

67

Dale

Teacher

Date

Member/Title

Dale

Meiiilier/title

Dale

Meiiibei/title

f>ale

Dale

u Ilie parents were notified and did not attend (document coniacisl

RIVERSIDE COUNEV SPECIAL EDUCATION lOCAL PIAN AREA

o

Name:

70

Page

Individualized Education Program

- ol

69

71

Dale:

Prioritized Annual Goals and Short Term Obfeaives
Short letmobiecHvesmust specify time,observable behaviors,evaluation conditions/criteria
.Annual Goal:

ShotI Term Obfeclives:

7t

Persons Responsible
for Implementation:
O Special Education Teacher
O Regular Education Teacher

O Parent

•ye

O Student
O Other

Methods of

Measurement:

-ja

D Observation

O Teacher Made Test
O Standardized Test
O Criterion Referenced Test
13 Other

Annual Goal:

Shorl Term Obieclives:

Persons Responsible
for implementation:
O Special Education Teacher
O Regular Education Teacher
O Parent

tl Student
O Other

Methods of
Measurement:

O Observation
a Teacher Made Test
O Standardized Test

O Criterion Referenced Test
O Other

Annual Goal:

Short Term Objectives:

Persons Responsible
for Implementation:
□ Special Education Teacher
O Regular Education Teacher
□ Parent

O Student
C3 Other

Methods of
Measurement:
D Observation

O Teacher Made Test
O Standardized Test

O Criterion Referenced Test
O Other

Annual Goal:

Short Term Objectives:

Persons Responsible
for implementation:
D Special Education Teacher
O Regular Education Teacher
O Parent
Cl Student
O Other

Methods of
Measurement:
O Observation

O Teacher Made Test
O Standardized Test
O Criterion Referenced lest
O Other

■

Annual Goal

Short Term Objectives:

Persons Responsible
for Implementation:
O Special Education Teacher
O Regular Education Teacher
O Parent
Cl Student

O Other _

Methods of
Measurement:
D Observation

□ Teacher Made Test
□ Standardized Test

O Criterion Referenced Test
O Other

■

1 05

RIVERSIDE COUNTY SELPA
lEP MANUAL

1.

Date

Write the date of this lEP meeting. All dates of the lEP
meeting (#1, 46, 63, 71) should coincide with the date next

to the parent's signature (#64). Dates must include month,
day and year.

2.

Type of lEP (Check Appropriate Box)
Administrative
Placement

The lEP following the 30-day in
terim placement. At this meeting,
the previous goals are considered,
rewritten or modified and all other
district/SELPA required forms are
completed.

Initial

This lEP admits the pupil into
special education programs and/or
services for the first time.

Annual

The annual review occurs within at

least

one (1) calendar year from

the previous lEP.
3-Year

Each student must be reassessed at

least every three (3) years.

The

date (#1) should reflect three (3)

years from the last complete
assessment.

other

Includes lEPs called by any membe!
of the lEP Committee, parent re
quest, or any variety of program
matic concerns.

Student's Name

Write the student's first and last name.

Use legal name,

not nicknames.

4.

Date of Birth

Write the student's date of birth; month, date and year.
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5.

Student #

Write the student's identification number assigned by the district. Obtain from Student
Data Transmiital (SOT) card.
6.

Ssi
Check Male or Female.

7.

Chronological Age. Write year-month, i.e., 9-11 or 14-6.
8.

Grade

Write the grade in which the student is currently enrolled when the lEP is developed.
9.

gfhnieitv

Write the code designating the student's ethnicity.

10.

Native American

10
20
21


-

22
23



Chinese

24

-

25
26
29

-

Cambodian
Laotian

Korean

Japanese
Vietnamese

Asian Indian
Other Asian

30
31
32
33
39
40
50
60
70

Hawaiian
Samoan

Quamanian
Tahitian

Other Pacific Islander

■ Filipino

Hispanic
Black
White

jja

Check if the student resides in a Licensed Children's Institution (LCI). If the student
does not reside in a Licensed Children's institution/Foster placement, leave blank.

(These facilities include public hospitals, state licensed children's hospitals,
psychiatric hospitals, proprietary hospitals or a health facility for medical purposes.)
11.

Poster Home

Check if the student resides in a foster home. If the student does not reside in a foster
home leave blank. (These include: )
12.

nifitriet Qf Residence

Write the name of the district in which the student's parents and/or legal guardian
resides.
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13«

Home School

Write the school of residence (according to address) of the
student.

14»

School of Attendance

Write the name of the school in which the student is

attending and receiving special education programs and/or
services.

15.

Current Placement

Write the student's current special education placement(s).
Select from the following:

o Regular Classroom
o DIS - Designated Instruction Services
o RSP - Resource Specialist Program

o SDC-NonSH - Special Day Class (This cpuld include but
not be limited to: AH, CH, LH, SDL)

o SDC-SH - Special Day Class (This could include but
not be limited to: OHI (including Autistic),
MH, TMH, HI, OH, VI, D/B, SED, Deaf)
o NPS - Non-Public School

o HH - Home/Hospital
16.

Next Review Date

This date indicates when the lEP Committee will reconvene

to review the student's placement, progress and make
recommendations for revisions or continuations of the lEP.

It will be a maximum time of one year from the present
meeting. Only month and year need to be included.
17.

Three-Year Assessment Date

This is the projected date for a complete triennial
reassessment. Each student receiving special education
services must be reassessed at least every three (3) years

to re-establish eligibility.

The month and year should

reflect three (3) years from the last complete assessment.
18.

Parent/Guardian Name

Write the name of the parent or legal guardian.

(If this

lEP is signed by a surrogate, cross out the words
Parent/Guardian and write Surrogate.)
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19«

Addreaa

Write the student's complete address where he/she is
currently living.
20.

Telephone; Home

Write the parents' home phone number.
21.

Telephone: Work

Write the parents' work phone number, if available.
22.

Primary Language: Home:

Write the language used in the home as reported on the Home
Language Survey.

23.

Primary Language: Student:

' Write the primary language of the student as determined by
district assessment/records.

For EO (English Only), no

assessment is required.
24.

Language Proficiency

Check the correct term to describe the student's language
proficiency.
o LEP - Limited English Proficient
o FEP - Fluent English Proficient
o EO - English Only

Determined By: (Indicate any one of the following)
o Name of Assessor

o Title of Assessor

o Name of Test (i.e. LAS, BSM, IPT)

o If Student is EO, wrice in N/A (not applicable)

NOTE:

Students who are being placed in a special education

program and also have been identified by the bilingual
department as LEP, must have goals and objectives that are

linguistically appropriate. Services and program must also
be linguistically appropriate.
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25.

Translation Request: (No or Yes)

A member of the lEP Committee will determine the need for
the lEP document to be translated by asking the parent/
guardian. The member will then check the appropriate
NO/YES response.
Date Completed

Write date when translation is completed and provided to
parents. This date is usually after the lEP meeting.
26.

Eligibility

Not all students who experience difficulties in school need
education services. Many times these students may be
helped by modification of their regular school program.
Only students whose needs cannot be met by the regular
classroom teacher with modifications of the regular school
program should be considered for special education. It is
the intent that placement in special education classes

occur only when the nature or severity of the handicap is
such that education in the regular class with the use of
supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved
satisfactorily.

Students experiencing difficulties in regular classes shall
first be referred to the Student Study Team (See SELPA

Procedural Handbook Section B). A student is not eligible
for a placement in a special education program if:

o

There is no written documentation of prior attempts to
modify the regular education classroom.

o

The need for remedial academic instruction is not

clearly related to a handicapping condition.
o

Disruptive behavior is the main basis for referral.

0

Excessive absence from school is the main basis for
referral.

3

A remedial health condition* exists which has a signi
ficant effect on the student's academic performance
and actions have not been taken to ameliorate the
condition.

*A medical or dental condition .which can be reasonably
expected to improve if treated. Tonsils and adenoids
affecting hearing and learning, and dental conditions

which affect speech are examples.
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No. 26 Eligibility (continued)
The sole basis for referral and/or assessment in the

student's limited or non-English language status or
the student's cultural difference.

The sole basis for referral is behavior disorder

without an associated learning disability.
Social maladjustment is the main basis for the
referral.

The student has not demonstrated a discrepancy between
intellectual ability and academic achievement.

For students currently in SELPA programs, eligibility
criteria will be applied at the time of the three
year re-evaluation or any complete psycho-educational
evaluation.

For transfer students, eligibility criteria may be
considered at the time of review of administrative
placement if sufficient information is available.

A student who no longer meets eligibility criteria
may be exited immediately or may remain in a transi
tion program. A transition program may last no longer
than the end of the semester following the semester in
which the lEP Team determined the child to be

ineligible for special education services.

The following section contains an overview of eligibility
criteria for special education. For a complete text of
eligibility criteria refer to California Administration

Code (CAC) Title V, or the SELPA Handbook for Special
Education.

(Section A)

SPECIFIC LEARNING DISABILITIES
Must meet A, B, C and D

A.

Student has a disorder in one or more of the basic

psychological processes involved in understanding/
using spoken/written language.

Disorder may manifest itself in impaired ability to:

-listen

-spell

-think
-speak

-write
-do mathematical calculations

-read
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No. 26 Eligibility (continued)

Basic psychological processes include:
-attention

-visual processing
-auditory processing
-sensory-motor skills

-cognitive ability of association
-cognitive ability of conceptualization
-cognitive ability of expression

B.

Student has a severe discrepancy (specified in C
below) between intellectual ability and achievement.
Intellectual Ability:

—^includes both acquired learning and learning
potential as determined by a systematic assess
ment of intellectual functioning.
Achievement:

1.

Must be in one or more of the following:
-listening comprehension
-oral expression
-basic reading
-•reading comprehension
-written expression
-math calculation

-math reasoning

2.

Includes the student's level of competence in
materials and subject matter explicitly taughc in
school and shall be measured by standardized
tests.

C.

The decision as to whether or not a severe discrepancy
exists shall be made by the lEP team, including
assessment personnel in accordance with Section

5634(d), which takes into account all relevant

material which is available on the student.

No single

score or product of scores or test procedures shall be
used as the sole criterion for the decision of the lEP

team as the student's eligibility for special
education.

In determining the existence of a severe

discrepancy, the lEP team should consult the
procedures outlined in the SELPA Handbook.
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No. 26 Eligibility (continued)
D.

The discrepancy shall not be primarily the result of

limited school experience or poor school attendance.
CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING A STUDENT AS SERIOUSLY EMOTIONALLY
DISTURBED

Must meet 1, 2 and 3:
1.

*

Because of a serious emotional disturbance, a student
exhibits one or more of the characteristics described
in A through E:

A.

An inability to learn which cannot be explained by
intellectual, sensory or health factors.

B.

An inability to build or maintain satisfactory
interpersonal relationships with peers and
teachers.

C.

Inappropriate types of behavior or feelings under
normal circumstances exhibited in several situa
tions.

D.

A general pervasive mood of unhappiness or
depression.

E.
2.

A tendency to develop physical symptoms or fears
associated with personal or school problems.

Characteristics identified from the A through E list

have been demonstrated over a long period of time to a
marked degree.

3.

The characteristics identified from the A through E .

list have adversely effected educational performance.
Adversely effected is defined as;

A.
B.

Title V 3030 (j) (4) as a "severe discrepancy", or
Totally unable to function within any other
educational setting because of severe emotional
problems.

The term seriously emotionally disturbed does not
include children who are socially maladjusted, unless

it is determined that they are also seriously
emotionallly disturbed (see defintion/explanation for
term Socially Maladjusted)

1 "I 3

No. 26 Eligibility (continued)
SPEECH/LANGUAGE IMPATRRn
1.

Articulation

The student displays reduced intelligibility or an
inability to use the speech mechanism which
significantly interferes with conmiunication and
attracts adverse attention. Significant interference

in communication occurs when the student's production
of single or multiple speech sounds on a developmental
scale of articulation competency is below that
expected for his or her chronological age or

developmental level, and which adversely affects
educational performance.
2.

Abnormal Voice

A student is eligible for voice therapy by a speech
pathologist when there is a persistent defective
voice quality, pitch or loudness.
3.

Fluency Disorder

A pupil has a fluency disorder when the flow of verbal

expression including rate and rhythm adversely affsccs
communication between the student and listener.

4.

Language Disorder

The student has an expressive or receptive language
disorder when he or she meets one of the following
criteria:

A.

The student scores at least 1.5 standard
deviations below the mean or below the 7th

percentile for his or her chronological age or
developmental level on two or more standardized
tests in one or more or the following areas of

language development: morphology, syntax,
semantics, or pragmatics. When standardized tests
are considered to be invalid for the specific

student, the expected language performance level
shall be determined by alternative means as
specified on the assessment plan or
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No. 26 Eligibility (continued)
B.

The student scores at least 1.5 standard
deviations below the mean or the score is below

the 7th percentile for his or her chronological

age or developmental level on one or more
standardized tests in one of the areas listed

above and displays inappropriate or inadequate
usage of expressive or receptive language as
measured by a representative spontaneous or
elicited language sample of a minimum of fifty
utterances.

The language sample must be recorded or trans
cribed and analyzed, and the results included in
the assessment report. If the student is unable
to produce this sample, the language, speech and
hearing specialist shall document why a fifty
utterance sample was not obtainable and the
contexts in which attempts were made to elicit
the sample.

When standardized tests are

considered to be invalid for the specific student,
the expected language performance level shall
be determined by alternative means as specified in
the assessment plan.
MENTALLY RETARDED/LIMITED COGNITIVE FUNCTIONING
(Mild, Moderate and Severe)

Must meet all A, B, C and D:

A.

Significantly below average general intellectual
functioning. Note: IQ scores in the mildly retarded
range may not be used to measure intellectual
functioning in certain instances due to a court

injunction and state policy. Instead use criterion
referenced data such as wbrk samples, learning rate
and Other indicators of intellectual level.

B.

Concurrent deficits in adaptive behavior:

Adaptive

Behavior means the effectiveness with which the

student meets the standards of personal and cultural
groups in the school setting. For eligibility
determination, it shall be measured by means of an
objective scale using information provided by several
people who best know the student's behavior.

C.

Manifested during the developmental period of birth up
to nine years.
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No. 26 Eligibility (continued)
D.

The retardation results in 1 and/or 2:

1. The handicapping condition markedly reduces the
ability of the pupil to learn academic material

presented in a modified regular education setting.
The academic material areas are: Listening
Comprehension, Oral Expression, Basic Reading

Skills, Reading Comprehension, Written Expression,
Math Calculations and Math Reading.

2. The handicapping condition markedly reduces the
student's ability to function in the non-academic
areas of a modified regular education setting.
OTHER HEALTH DflPAIRED

Must meet all A, B, C and D:

A.

Demonstrates one or more as listed in 1, 2 or 3 as
determined by medical evaluation:

3.

1.

Limited strength

2.

Limited vitality

3.

Limited alterness

Condition must be either 1 or 2 as determined by
medical evaluation:
1.
2.

C.

Chronic
Acute

Must be a non-temporary health problem as determined
by medical evaluation.

D.

The problem must result in 1 or 2:

1.

The handicapping condition adversely affects the
student's educational performance in Listening
Comprehension, Oral Expression, Basic Reading
Skills, Reading Comprehension, Written Expression,
Math Calculations or Math Reading.

2.

The handicapping condition markedly reduces the
student's ability to function in the non-academic
areas of a modified regular education setting.
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No. 26 Eligibility (continued)

ORTHOPEDICALLY IMPAIRED
Must meet both A and B:

A.

Student has severe orthopedic impairment caused by
congenital abnormality, disease or other causes, as
determined by medical evaluation.

B.

The orthopedic impairment results in 1 or 2:

1.

The handicapping condition markedly reduces the
ability of the pupil to learn academic material
presented in a modified regular education setting.
The academic material areas are:

Listening

Comprehension, Oral Expression, Basic Reading
Skills, Reading Comprehension, Written Expression,
Math Calculations and Math Reading.

2.

The handicapping condition markedly reduces the
student's ability to function in the non-academic
areas of modified regular education setting.

VISUAU.Y HANDICAPPED

Must meet both (A) and (B)

A.

Student has a visual impairment, as determined by an
eye specialist.

B.

Even with correction, results in (1) and/or (2)

1.

The handicapping condition markedly reduces the
ability of the student to learn academic material
presented in a modified regular education setting.
The academic material areas are:

Listening Com

prehension, Oral Expression, Basic Reading Skills,
Reading Comprehension, Written Expression, Math
Calculations and Math Reasoning.

2.

The handicapping condition markedly reduces the
student's ability to function in the non-academic
areas of a modified regular education setting.
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No. 26 Eligibility (continued)
DEAF/BLIND 3030(B)
Must meet (A)

A,

Student has concommitant hearing and visual
impairments, the combination of which causes ail (1),
(2) and (3).

1.
2.

Severe communication problems.
Severe developmental problems.

3.

Severe education problems.

Assessment Standards

1.

See assessment for hearing impaired and visually
handicapped.

HEARING IMPAIRMENT 3030(A)
Must meet all (A), (B) and (C)

A.

Student has a hearing impairment, whether permanent
or fluctuating, that has been identified by an
audiological specialist.

B.

Regardless of amplification, the hearing impairment
reduces processing linguistic information, including

reception and speech discrimination as identified by
a speech and language specialist.
C.

The hearing impairment results in (1) or (2).

1.

The handicapping condition markedly reduces the
ability of the student to learn academic material

presented in a modified regular education setting.
Thei academic material areas are: Listening
Comprehension, Oral Expression, Basic Reading
Skills, Reading Comprehension, Written Expression,
math Calculations and Math Reasoning.

2.

The handicapping condition markedly reduces the

student's ability to function in the non-academic
areas of a modified regular education setting.
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No. 26 Eligibility (continued)
CRITERIA TO IDENTIFY AN INDIVIDUAL WITH EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS
AGE BIRTH TO FOUR YEARS AND NINE MONTHS (Preschool)

A.

A child, age birth to four years and nine months,
shall qualify as an individual with exceptional needs
pursuant to Education code Section 56026(c)(1) and (2'.
if the lEP Team determines that the child meets the

following criteria;

1.

Is identified as an individual with exceptional
needs pursuant to Title V, Section 3030, and

2.

is identified as required intensive special
education and services by emeting one of the
following:

A.

The child is functioning at or below 50%
of his or her chronological age level in
one of the following areas:
1.

Gross or fine motor development.

2.

Receptive or expressive language
development.
Social or emotional development.
Cognitive development.
Visual development.

3.
4.

5.

a.

The child is functioning between
51% and 75% of his or her chrono

logical age level in any two of
the above areas.

b.

The child has a disabling medical

condicion or congential syndrome
which the lEP Team determines has

a high- predictability or requiring
intensive special education and
services.

B.

Program for individual with exceptional needs younger
than three years of age are permissive in accordance
with Section 56001(c) of the Education Code except for

those programs mandated pursuant to Section 56425 of
the Education Code.
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27«

Options Considered

Check all placement options considered by the lEP
Committee.

28.



Justification for Plar;i»wM»nt

state the reason why this placement was selected as the
least restrictive program to meet the student's educational
needs.
EXAMPLES:

a)

The student's core curriculum needs can best be met
with students of similar age and functional level.

b)

DIS Speech/Language

o

Remediation of delays in language development

o

remediation of articulation errors requires
specialized instruction by a speech therapist.

requires

c)

specialized instruction;

Resource Specialist

o

Remediation of delays in (list academic area/
areas) requires specialized instruction in a small
group or 1-1 setting;

o

will benefit from small group and individual

o

to help student learn strategies necessary to
function successfully in a regular class;

o

to assist in reducing the gap between academic
achievement and ability.

instruction;

d)

LH/SDC

o

The presence of a specific learning disability
necessitates instruction in a small group setting
the majority of the school day;

o

the presence of limited cognitive functioning

o

requires instruction in a small group setting the
majority of the school day;
the lEP Committee's findings indicate a need for
small group or individual instruction and guidance

in the above goals to help the student develop
towards his/her true potential.
e)

CH/SDC - The presence of a language disorder requires
instruction in a small group setting the majority of
the school day.

f)

SH/SDC - The presence of mental retardation neces
sitates instruction in a small group setting for the
majority of the school day.
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29.

Special Education Placement

Check the primary placement (1 box only) as determined by
the lEP Committee.

REGULAR CLASSROOM - The student qualifies for special

programs and/or services. Placement and/or the lEP goals
will be met in the regular classroom.
designated instruction and SERVICES (PIS) - Most commonly

provided are: language, speech and hearing, adaptive
physical education, counseling, physical therapy,
occupational therapy, etc..
resource specialist program - A special education program

provided to eligible pupils for 0-49% of the instructional
day. If consultation/collaboration is a component of the
service delivery, it should be indicated under the
"Comments" section (#43).

EPECIAL DAY CLASS - A special education program provided to

eligible students for 50% or more of the instructional day.
REFER TO COWTY LEVEL - Submit lEP and appropriate referral

form to designated County Office personnel.
COUNTY PLACEMENT - Refers to programs and services operated

by the Riverside County Office of Education.
NON-PUBLIC SCHOOL - A school under contract with the SELPA

to provide a continiuum of service. SELPA office staff
must be present at all NPS lEPs.

hqme/HOSPITAL - Refer to special education and services
being provided to eligible students in a hospital setting
or a home teaching program.
30.

Projected Placgnent Date

Check the box labeled Ongoing if the placement is to
continue from the last lEP. When a new placement or a

placement change is to occur, check Initial Date and write
in the month, date and year the lEP will become effective.
31.

Designated Instruction Serviceg (DIS)

All support services that a student receives should be
written in this area. These services are determined by the
lEP Committee and include those services listed below.

Their duration, frequency and time must be specified on the
lEP, as well as the agency providing the service.
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No. 31 Designated Instruction Services (DIS) (continued)

Referral for screening/assessment for speech/language,
adaptive PE, OT, PT, counseling, etc., should be indicated
under Comments (#43).
Designated Instruction Services

Language and Speech
Home and Hospital
Adapted Physical Education
Audiological Services

Individual Counseling
Group Counseling
Guidance Services

Occupational Therapy
Physical Therepy

Orientation and Mobility
Parent Counseling
Health and Nursing
Social Work

Vocational Educational Training
Recreation Services

Individual and Small Group Instruction
Vision Services

Specialized Driver Training
Psychological Services
other DIS
EXAMPLES:

DIS SERVICE

AGENCY

FROM/TO

FREOUENCY

TIME

Speech Therapy
Counseling

District
DMH

6/90-6/91
9/90-3/91

2x per week
Ix per week

20 min.
30 min.

All services listed in this area must have a goal area and

objectives written. DIS services may include any services
the lEP Committee determines the student may need in order
to benefit educationally from his/her instructional
program. When the need for DIS services changes, an lEP
meeting must be held to decide/document appropriate
changes. (See lEP Addendum)

No service of California Children Services or Department of
Mental Health can be included without it being recommended

by that agency.

The lEP Committee is bound by agency

recommendation.

The parent may disagree through agency due

process proceedings.
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32.

Special Education Subiecta/Activitiea

List those subjects/activities to be completed in special
education.
■

33.

■

.

■

Regular Education Classes/Activities

List those subjects/activities to be completed in the
regular education program.
34.

Participation in Regular Education

Write in either the number of minutes or number of periods

the student will participate in regular education.
35.

Minutes/Periods - Percentage

Calculate the percentage of the instructional day the
student is in the regular education program. This
calculation should be as accurate as possible, but not to

the point that it distracts from the lEP meeting.
"Instructional day" shall be the same period of time as
constitutes the regular school day for the chronological
peer group. (E.G. 56363(1))
36.

Type of Physical Education (check appropriate box)

REGULAR P.E. refers to the student who is enrolled in a

regular physical education program without any special
adaption/modification.
MODIFIED P.E. refers to a student who is able to

participate in the regular physical education program if
special adaptions/modifications are made.
SPECIALLY DESIGNED PE refers to a student who receives

physical education in a special setting and receives ?E
from a special education teacher. The PE program for these
students is based on a state approved curriculum guide and
most of the students participate as a group in the same
basic PE program.
ADAPTED PE refers to a student whose needs cannot be met

within other program options noted and requires adapted PE.
The teacher must hold an APE credential to teach this

program.

List APE under DIS services.

This DIS service

requires a written goal/ objective.
COMPLETED refers to the student who has met the physical

education requirement as specified in the Education Code.
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37.

Special Transportation

Some students, because of their handicapping condition,
require special transportation in order to participace in
the educatipn program. If yes is checked, list the type of
special transportation needed,
38.

Career/Vocational Education

Check the box that indicates if the student is receiving
vocational education classes/training. Students in grades
7-12 must participate in career/vocational training,
goal(s) and objectivefs) are required.
39.

a

Extended School Year

Check whether or not extended school year is recommended
for the student.

40.

Low Incidence Materials/Services

List all materials and services the student requires to

benefit from the educational programs that may be purchased
with low incidence funds. Only those students whose
primary handicapping condition is one of the following, are
eligible: Orthopedically Handicapped (OH), Deaf, Blind,
Deaf-Blind (DB).

The request for low incidence services is initiated through
the lEP process:

o

The specific need for specialized health care should

o

be clearly delineated on the lEP.
The specific service should be listed under DIS
Services (#31), including the exact nature of the

service and the time necessary on a daily basis.
See SELPA Procedural Handbook, pages C-20a through
C-20f.

41.

Proficiency Standards (check the appropriate box)

REGULAR - The lEP Committee has determined that students in

grades 7-12 shall meet regular district-adopted proficiency
standards for graduation.
MODIFIED - The student will need modification for one or

more of the graduation competencies.

If graduation

procedures are to be modified, appropriate documentation
must be included with the lEP.
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No. 41 Proficiency Standards (continued)
E.G. 56345 jSermits students to be provided with alternative

means and modes necessary to complete the district's course
of study and meet or exceed regular proficiency standards
for graduation.

For students who cannot take the regular

proficiency tests, the IE? Committee can determine if
modification of the tests and/or presentation is necessary.
The students must be able to give their responses in a
manner that can be scored.

met - The student has met the proficiency standard.

As

part of the annual review, when the student has met the
district or differential proficiency indicated for him, the
box marked Met should be checked.

NOTE:

For those students who will receive a Certificate of

Completion, indicate under Comments (#43).
42.

Date

Write the date each proficiency area was met.
43.

Conments

Use this section to record any pertinent supplementary
information or clarification.

44.

Page 2 of

Write in the total number of pages of the lEP.
45.

Name

Write in student's first and last name.
46.

Date

Write the month, day and year of this lEP meeting. (Should
be the same date as No. 1, 63 and 64).

47.

SUMMARY OF PRESENT LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE/FUNCTIONING

This section is to be a brief summary statement of the

student's present functioning level.

It may include, but

should not be limited to, test/assessment records.

This

reflects the information contained in the assessment
reports.

Indicate the assessment instrument used, results and date
of the assessment. Standardized and/or curriculum-based
assessment results may be reported.
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48.

Reading

May address word recognition, readiness skills, passage
comprehension, phonetic skills, sight words, etc.,
49.

Written Expression

May address personal data, spelling, sentence structure,
paragraph writing, story and report writing, etc..
50.

Math

May address concepts, computation, application, reasoning,
etc..

51.

Lanquaqe/Comnunication

May address receptive/expressive language as well as
articulation, voice and fluency skills. (Use vocabulary
that parents understand.)
52.

Psvcho-Motor

May,address the student's skills in auditory and visual
perception, as well as fine and gross motor skills.
53.

Social/Emotional

May address areas such as peer relationships, maturity,
etc..

54.

Hearing

Indicate acuity and date of screening.
55.

Vision

Indicate acuity and date of screening.
56.

Health

May address medical concerns/interventions strategies e.g.,
medication, possible effects of medication, seizures,
limits on physical activity, special precautions, special
diets/foods, chronic illness, special health problems.
57.

Career/Vocational

May address areas of current vocational interest and
training.

Indicate career education involvement and

indicate any work experience (R.O.P. workshop, etc.).
For younger children, this area may address provocational
issues such as attention, time on task, task completion,
etc..
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58. Domestic/Self Help
May address independent living skills, functional skills

and other activities for daily living.
59.

Community

May address ability to function appropriately in the
community.
60.

Recreation/Leisure

May address interests, hobbies and the ability to use
community facilities (theater, shipping, etc.).
61.

Functional Description of Handicap

Describe how the student's handicap interferes with normal
skill acquisition.
EXAMPLES:

a)

Auditory processing deficits interfere with student's

ability to acquire reading and writing at an average
rate.

b)

Visual motor processing deficits that interfere wich

the student's ability to read, write and spell.
c)

An inability to build and maintain interpersonal
relationships with peers that adversely affect
learning.

e)

A receptive language deficit in the areas of symantics
and syntax interfere with the student's ability to
communicate.

62.

DOCUMENT PROGRESS OF PRIOR GOALS/OBJECTIVES FROM
I.E.P. DATED:

Write the date (month, day and year) of the lEP being
reviewed. The date should be within one calendar year of
the date listed for Numbers 1, 46, 63, 64 and 71.

This area is for reporting goal progress.

The Annual

Review lEP meeting should begin with this information.

In

the ten spaces provided, list the goal(s) and/or
objective(s). Check the appropriate box indicating if that
goal was met, partially met, or not met.
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No. 62 Document Progress of Prior Goals/Objectives from IE?
(continued)

EXAMPLE;

Receptive Language
Expressive Language

1.
2.

3.

Gross Motor

4.

Self Help
Reading Gomprehension

5.
6.

Number Recognition

7.

Social Behavior

NOTE:

_Met
x_~Met
x_"Met
x_'Met
x_'Met

'Met
'Met

X Partial
Partial

Not Met
Not Met

Partial
Partial
Partial
X Partial
Partial

x

Not Met
Not Met
Not Met
Not Met
Not Met

Do not re-write the entire goal and objective.

COMMITTEE MEMBERS PARTICIPATING IN lEP DEVELOPMENT

63.

Parent/Guardian Signature

The parent/legal guardian signs and dates this space
indicating that they understand, consent and approve the
lEP and olacement. Tf the tep is signed by a Surrogate,
cross out the words Parent/Guardian and write Surrogate.
64.

Parent

The parent/legal guardian signs and dates this space
indicating they were present at the lEP meeting and

participated in the development of this lEP. The parent is
legally reiquired to be part of the lEP Committee (E.G.
56341.(b)(3)).

If the lEP is signed by a Surrogate, cross

out the word Parent and write in Surrogate.

NOTE:

Ideally, the date in Numbers 1, 46, 63, 64 and 71

should be the same.

65.

Administrator/Desiqnee

The Administrator or a person that the administrator
designates to represent the school/district administration
who is Icnowledgeable of program options or supervise the

provision of such programs. An administrator/designee is
legally required to be part of the lEP Committee. (E.G.
56341.(b)(1)) He/she signs and dates this line.
66.

Teacher

The special or regular education teacher attending the lEP
and providing service to the student, signs and dates this
line. A teacher is legally required to be part of the lEP
Gommittee (E.G. 56341.(b)(2)).
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67.

Member/^Title

All Other members of the lEP Committee sign their name and
state their title on the line provided. Other members mav
include a: psychologist, language, speech and hearing

specialist (LSH), regular education teacher(s), nurse, ot,
PT, counselor, interpretor, agency representative, case
manager, etc..

68.

Parent Contact for tpp Meeting

List every date the parent was contacted for the lEP

meeting and methods used. Indicate whether contact was by
phone, letter, home visit, etc..
PRIORITIZED ANNUAL GOALS AND SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES
69.

PAGE OF

Write "3" in the first blank;. Number additional goal pages
as needed.

The second blank will reflect the total number

of lEP pages which will be numbered at the conclusion of
the meeting.
70.

Name

Write in the student's first and last name.
71.

Date

write in the month, day, year of this lEP meeting.

(Should

be the same date as Nos. 1, 46,_ 63 and 64.)
72.

Annual Goal

These are the primary areas of remediation the lEP
Committee determines the student will be focused on in

special education. These goals must directly relate to
areas of need identified in the student's present
performance areas (Nos. 47-61) and to the disabilities

identified in the assessment report.
Coals - are stated in broad terms that reflect the assessed

needs of the student (e.g., improve reading comprehension
skills? improve expressive language skills; improve
attending behavior; improve social skills, etc.)
Short Term Objectives - reflect the student's learning that
can be reasonably accomplished within a pre-determined
period of time (not to exceed one calendar year of the date
of this lEP). The short term objectives are meaningful and
pertinent to the child as well as linguistically
appropriate (e.g. use of sheltered English, etc.)
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No. 72 Annual Goal (continued)

FORMAT;

By (date), the student will demonstrate (behavior) with
(criteria) accuracy as measured by (person/assessment).
EXAMPLES:

Goal:
Objective:

To improve Mathematics computations.
By June 1990, Dana will demonstrate improved
math skills as measured by a 10% increased
rate of computation on ten sample, teacher
written, simple multiplication problems
(5x6, 3x8, 4x7, etc.) with 85% accuracy.

Goal:

To improve Reading vocabulary.
By February 1990, Chris will demonstrate
improved reading skills as measured by
increased sight vocabulary, target goal is 50
new words from baseline, with 80% accuracy.
Beginning baseline to be determined
September, 1989 by classroom teacher.

Objective:

For LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT students it is important to

reflect specific strategies to meet these students unique
language needs.
and procedures.

Goal:
Objective:

73.

Using linguistically appropriate material

To improve Spanish Reading skills.
By June 1990, Juan will have achieved
comprehension and decoding skills at a
beginning 4th grade level with 30% mastery.

Persons Responsible for Implementation

Check the person(s) responsible for implementing the goal/
objective.
74.

Method of Measurement

Check which method of measurement will be used to assess if
this goal has been met.
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INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM
□ Administrative Placement
□ Initial
□ Annual
□ 3 Year
O Other

D^:

Student Name:

Student #
C.A

Parent/Guardian Name:

D.O.B.

Sex: Male □

-

Ethnicity

Grade

LCI □

Female □
Foster □

Work.
Student

Translation Request: No □ Yes □ Date Completed: —

Next 3 Year Assessment Dale:

Next Review Date:

Telephone: Home

Language Proficiency: LEP □ FEP □ EG □ Determined by:

Current Placement:

School of Attendance:

■

Primary Language: Home

Home School:

District of Residence:

Address:

Eligibility: □ Specific Learning Disability □ Speech/Language Impaired □ Other Health Impaired □ Orthopedically Impaired Q Seriously Emotionally Disturbed
□ Hearing Impaired □ Deaf o Deaf/Rlfnd □ Visually Impaired □ Limited Cognitive Functioning O Multihandicapped □ Other ——

Options Considered: □ Regular Classroom □ Regular Classroom/Support Personnel (DIS) □ Regular Classroom/Resource Specialist o Special Day Class
□ Non-Public School □ Home/Hospital □ Other

Special Education Placement and Related Services
The following recommended placement offers the least restrictive environment to meet the student's needs as per Title V; 3042
Justification for placement:

□ Regular Classroom □ Designated Instruction and Services (DIS) □ Resource Specialist Program □ Special Day Class O Refer to County Level □ County Placement
o Non-Public School □ Home/Hospital Instruction □ Other

—

Projected placement date: □ Ongoing □ Initial Date:
DIS SERVICES

AGENCY

FROM/TO

FREQUENCY

RELATED SERVICES:

TIME

Typeof P.E.: □ Regular □ Modified □ Specially Designed
□ Adapted □ Completed
Special Transportation: O No □ Yes Specify
Career/Vocational Education:

Extended School Year:

O Yes

□ Yes

□ No

□ No

Special Education Subjects/Activities:

Low Incidence Materials/Services:

Regular Education Classes/Activities:

Proficiency Standards: □ Regular □ Modified □ Met

Participation in Regular Education: ___
Comments:

Minutes/Periods =

-%

Date:

Math

^

Reading

Writing

RIVERSIDE COUNTY special EDUCATION LOCAL PLAN AREA

Page 2of.

INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM
Nam^

Date:

Summary of Present Levels of Performance/Functioning
Reading:

Hearing:

Vision:

Health:

Written Expression:
Career/Vocational:
Math:

Domestic/Self Help:
Language/Communication:
Community:

Psycho-Motor:

Recreation/Leisure:

Social/Emotional:

Functional Description ol Handicaps

Document Progrtes of Prior Goals/Objectives from I.E.P. Dated:
1.

□ Met

D Partial □ Not Met

6.

□ Met

□ Partial

O Not Met

2.

D Met

□ Partial

a Not Met

7.

□ Met

□ Partial

□ Not Met

3.

. □ Met

D Partial

a Not Met

8.

□ Met

□ Partial

O Not Met

4.

. □ Met

□ Partial □ Not Met

9.

□ Met

□ Partial

□ Not Met

5.

. □ Met

□ Partial

10.

. □ Met

□ Partial

□ Not Met

O Not Met

Committee Members Participating in leE.P. Development
Iunderstand that this placement and the goals are reviewed annually and thatImay
request at any time a reevaluation change of educational placement or review of

goals for my son/daughter.Ihave received a written explanation of my rights and

Parent

Date

Administrator/Designee

Date

Teacher

Date

Member/Title

Date

Member/Title

Date

Member/Title

Dale

Member/Title

. Date

appeal procedures. This was prepared and reviewed with me in understandable

language native to my home. I understand and consent to the placement of my
son/daughter in the program(s) and services specified.

Parent/Guardian Signature

Date

o The parents were notified and did not attend (document contacts)

RIVERSIDE COUNTY SPECIAL EDUCATION LOCAL PLAN AREA

Page,

.of.

Individualized Education Program

C\J

NQftie:

Date:

Prioritized Annual Goals and Short Term Objectives
short term objectives must specify time,observable behaviors,evaluation conditions/criteria
#

Annual Goal:

Short Term Objectives:

Persons Responsible
for Implementation:

Methods of

□ Special Education Teacher
□ Regular Education Teacher
□ Student

D Other

□ Other

□ Parent

#—

Annual Goal: _

Short Term Objectives:

Persons Responsible

Measurement:

P Special Education Teacher

□
□
□
□

□ Parent
□ Student

O Other
Annual Goal: __

Short Term Objectives:

^

Annual Goal: _

Short Term Objectives:

Persons Responsible
for Implementation:

Methods of
Measurement:

□ Special Education Teacher
□ Regular Education Teacher
□ Student

□
□
□
□

□ Other

□ Other

Persons Responsible
for Implementation:
□ Special Education Teacher
□ Regular Education Teacher
□ Student

Methods of
Measurement:
□ Observation
□ Teacher Made Test
□ Standardized Test
□ Criterion Referenced Test

□ Other

□ Other

Persons Responsible
for Implementation:
□ Special Education Teacher
□ Regular Education Teacher

Methods of
Measurement:
□ Observation

□ Parent

#—

Annual Goal: _

Short Term Objectives:

□ Parent

□ Student

□ Other

FORM NO. 9003E

(3/90)

Attachment

Observation
Teacher Made Test
Standardized Test
Criterion Referenced Test

□ Other

□ Parent

#

Teacher Made Test
Standardized Test
Criterion Referenced Test

Methods of

for Implementation:

□ Regular Education Teacher

#-

Measurement:
Observation

□
□
□
□

■

■

•

Observation
Teacher Made Test
Standardized Test
Criterion Referenced Test

•

□ Teacher Made Test
□ Standardized Test
□ Criterion Referenced Test

□ Other

^

■

CO
CO

RIVERSIDE COUNTY SPECIAL EDUCATION lOCAl PLAN AREA
ADDENDUM
Attach to I.E.P. dated
Al
Oale:

Name:

-A2L
A3

DOB.

AM

School of Altendance:

Translation Request: D No O Yes Date Completed:

Program:

A7

A6

ACTION:

DISSIRVICIS

ACINCV

fROM/TO

tRtqutNCV

TIMC

DIS SERVICES

AGENCY

FROM/TO

A9

FREQUENCY

IIMl

COMMITTEE MEMBERS PARTICIPATING IN I.E.P,DEVELOPMENT
unci«rsundlltalthispUcemeniandlliegoalsarereviewedannuallyandthatImayrequestat
any lime a reevalualion .Fiange ol educalional placement or review of goals lor my
son/daughter I have received a written explanation of myrightsand appealprocedures this
was prepared and reviewed with me in understanrlable language native to my home I
understand and consenttothe placementof myson/daughterin the programfs)and services

All

_A!i

Pdirenl

AclminislrAlur/Designee

MS.
Teacher

AI4
AlO

Member/Tiile

Pareni/r.uarclian Signature

u Ihe parents were/notified and did not attend(document contacts)
AIS

Oale

Date

Dale

Dale

Oale

Member/Title

Meinber/liile

Dale

Dale
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addendom

The purpose of the addendum is to document additions,
deletions and changes in DIS services or DIS goals/
objectives. The Addendum is considered a legal document

only when it is attached to^a current lEP.

The Addendum is

not a substitute for an annual review,
Al.

Attach to lEP dated

Write the month, day and year of the current lEP.
A2»

Date

Write the date of this meeting (month, date, year). This
date must be within one year of the current lEP date (See
No. 1).

A3.

Naige

Write the student's first and last name.
A4.

Date of Birth

Write the student's date of birth; month, date and year.
AS.

School of Attendance

Write the name of the school in which the student is

attending and receiving special education programs and/or
services.
A6.

Placement

Write the student's current special education placements).
Select from the following:
o Regular Classroom

o DIS - Designated Instruction Services

o RSP - Resource Specialist Program

o SDC-NonSH - Special Day Class (This could include but
not be limited to: AH, CH, LH, SDL)

o SDC-SH - Special Day Class (This could include but

not be limited to: OKI (including Autistic),
MH, TMH, HI, OH, VI, D/B, SED, Deaf)
o NPS - Non-Public School

o HH - Home/Hospital
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A7.

Translation Request: (No or Yes)

A member of the lEP Committee will determine the need for

the lEP Addendum to be translated by asking the parent/
guardian. The member will then check the appropriate
No/Yes response.
Date Completed

Write the date when the translation is completed and

provided to the parents.

This date is usually after the

lEP meeting.
A8»

Action

Write a specific description of what DIS services and/or
goals are being changed and why. If new goals/objectives
are written, a Prioritized Annual Goals and Short Term

Objectives page MUST BE ATTACHED (see No. 69).
A9.

DIS Services

Write the DIS services to be added to the current lEP.

(See No. 31 for examples;).
COMIITTEE MEMBERS PARTICIPATING IN lEP DEVELOPMENT
AlO. Parent/Guardian Signature

The parent/legal guardian signs and dates this space
indicating that they understand, consent and approve the
lEP Addendum.

If the lEP Addendum is signed by a

Surrogate, cross out the words Parent/Guardian and write
Surrogate.
All. Parent

The parent/legal guardian signs and dates this space
indicating they were present at the meeting and

participated in the development of this lEP Addendum. The
parent is legally required to be part of the lEP Committee
(E.G. 56341.(b)(3)). If the lEP Addendum is signed by a
Surrogate, cross out the word parent and write in
Surrogate.

A12. Administrator/Desiqnee

The Administrator or a person that the administrator
designates to represent the school/district administration
who is knowledgeable of program options or supervise the

provision.of such problems. An administrator/designee is
legally required to be part of the lEP Committee.
56341.(b)(1)).

He/she signs and dates this line.

(E.C.
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A13. Teacher

The special or regular education teacher attending the lEP
and providing service to the student, signs and dates this
line. A teacher is legally required to be part of the lEP
Committee (E.G. 56341.(,b)(2)).
A14. Member/Title

All Other members of the lEP Committee sign their name and

state their title on the line provided. Other members may
include a: psychologist, language, speech and hearing
specialist (LSH), regular education teacher(s), nurse, OT,
PT, counselor, interpretor, agency representative, case
manager, etc..

A15. Parent contact for lEP Ifeetinq

List every date the parent was contacted for the lEP

meeting and methods used. Indicate whether contact was by
phone, letter, home visit, etc..

RIVERSIDE COUNTY SPECIAL EDUCATION LOCAL PLAN AREA

ADDENDUM

1^

^
Date:

Attach to I.E.P. dated
^

Name:
— :
D.O.B
^
Translation Request: □ No □ Yes Date Completed:

School of Attendance:

. '

Program:

ACTION:

DtS SERVICES

AGENCY

FROM/TO

FREQUENCY

TIME

DISSERVICES

AGENCY

FROM/TO

FREQUENCY

TIME

COMMITTEE MEMBERS PARTICIPATING IN I.E.P. DEVELOPMENT
Iunderstand that this placement and the goals are reviewed annually and thatImay request at
any time a reevaluation change of educational placement or review of goals for my
son/daughter.Ihave received a written explanation of my rights and appeal procedures. This
was prepared and reviewed with me in understandable languiage native to my home. I
understand and consent to the placement of my son/daughter in the program(s) and services
specified.

Parent/Guardian Signature

Date

Parent

Date

Administrator/Designee

Date

Teacher

Date

Member/Title

Date

Member/Title

Date

Member/Title

Date

Member/Title

Date

□ The parents were notified and did not attend (document contacts)
FORM NO. 9010E
DISTRIBUTION!

(3/90)
White - File

'
Vf>||nu/ - Tonohoir

Pink . PamnI
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lEP COMMITTEE SUMMARY

The. lEP Summary is not a mandated requirement of the lEP.
It is an optional page which is most frequently used as an
audit trail for non-public school placements and by the
County Office. The Summary is also used in complex cases
or where the student is followed by multiple public
agencies whose case management actions should be recorded
for clarification and documentation.

The lEP Summary can also serve to document meetings where
no changes were made in the lEP, but issues regarding the
student/placement were discussed.
51.

Name

Write the student's first and last name.
52.

Date of Birth

Write the student's date of birth; month, date and year.
53.

School of Attendance

Write the name of the school in which the student is

attending and receiving special education programs and
services.

54.

Placement

Indicate the student's placement as of this lEP.

Select

from the following:
o Regular Classroom
o DIS - Designated Instruction Services

o RSP - Resource Specialist Program

o SDC-NonSH - Special Day Class (This could include but
not be limited to: AH, CH, LH, SDL)

o SDC-SH - Special Day Class (This could include but
not be limited to: OHI (including Autistic),
MH, TMH, HI, OH, VI, D/B, SED, Deaf)
o NFS - Non-Public School

o HH - Home/Hospital
55»

Committee Members Participatino in Meeting

Write the name and title or agency of each person in
attendance.

S6.

Action Consisted Of

Write a brief summary of what action took place regarding
the lEP meeting.

Action issues to note may include

placement changes, consultation, change in eligibility
status, withdrawal or no longer qualifies for special
education, etc..
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57.

Special Areas of Note

Write in notes of special interest to the Committee
regarding the student and/or lEP. This area can be used to

record follow-up dates, assign persons responsibilities for
future lEP meetings, record agencies' and parent's
requests/responsibilities, etc..
58.

Signature of Person Completing Form

The person completing the lEP Summary signs on this line.
59.

Date

Write the month, day and year of this lEP meeting. (This
date should be the same as 1, 46, 63, 64 and 71.) :

RIVERSIDE COUNTY SPECIAL EDUCATION LOCAL PLAN AREA
140

Individualized Education Program Team Summary
An Educational Planning meeting for
born

——-—

on

,

was held at

,

length of meeting
Title or Agency

The I.E.P.T. consisted of:

Others present:
Title or Agency

Name

Action consisted of:

Special areas of note:

Date

Signature

have reviewed relevant assessment data with the I.E.P. Team and am aware that my child is not eligible for Special
(iucation Placement.

Date

Parent's Signature
DISTRIRIJTION:

White - File

Vellow - School Divtria

Pink - Parent
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Section 5:

Annual

Review

of the

Individ uaiized
Education

Program
(i.E.P.)
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SECTION 5:

ANNUAL REVIEW OF THE I.E.P.

.Guidelines for Conducting an Annual Review

143

ANNUAL I.E.P. REVIEW
rOMni IHTINQ THF ANNUAL REVIEW

The I.E.P.T. is responsible for insuring that at least an annual comprehensive review is
conducted for all individuals who have current I.E.P.'s.
PI IRPnSE OF THE REVIEW

1)

To review pupil's progress in terms of the student's Individualized Education
Program (I.E.P.), including short-term objectives

2)

To review pupil's placement

3)

To recommend future program placement and/or additional assessment

4)

To allow for a program change at important points in the student's development

RFRPONSIBILITY FOR nnNDUCTING THE REVIEW

The Case Carrier is responsible for conducting a review of the Individualized
Education Program of each student placed by the I.E.P. Team.
■qnHFntlLF REVIEWS

1)

Reviews must be conducted at least annually

2)

Reviews may be requested at any time by:
a)

School personnel

b)

Parents or guardians. Parent may request reviews up to twice a
semester

3)

c)

Community professionals

d)

The student (if of a sufficient age)

Reviews must be conducted when a student transfers from a program into
another special or regular program. These are considered changes in
placement.
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Annual I.E.P. Review (continued)

p/^pipi^T IMVni VEMENT

Parents or guardians must be notified of an impending review and mjusl be invited to
attend the review meeting.

Always bring a copy of the student's I.E.P. to the review meeting; and encourage the
parents to bring their copy.
AMMt lAI REVIEW PROCEDURE

1.

Discuss objectives as written on the past year's I.E.P.or Annual Review Form

2.

Note progress toward objectives as Met, Partial, or Not Met on the Master File
copy of the past year's Annual Review or Total Service I.E.P.form. (The County
plans to print a revised I.E.P. form with "mastery columns" on page 2 of the
Total Service I.E.P. for the purpose of review.) A photocopy may be made for
the parent

3.

Write appropriate goals/objectives for the coming year on a new Annual Review
Form

4.

Leave the Met, Partial, and Not Met columns blank for use next year

5.

Complete the Annual Review Form,filing the while copy in the Master File
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Section 6
■

I

■

Criteria
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SECTION 6:

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

.Special Education Eligibility Criteria
.Specific Learning Disability Criteria

.Seriously Emotionally Disturbed Criteria

.Speech Impaired Criteria
.Guidelines for Placement into Special Day
Class for Communicatively Hnadicapped,
Learning Handicapped, and/or Designated
Instructional Services

.Mentally Retarded Criteria
.Orthopedically Impaired Criteria
.Preschool Eligibility Criteria
.Exit

Criteria

.Assessment Guidelines
.Least Restrictive Environment

.Alternative Education Program Guidelines
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OFFICE OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTOFSCHOOLS
riverside COUNTY SPECIALEDUCATION SERVICE REGION
SPECIAL EDUCATION ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Not ail students who experience difficulties In schcci need special education se^es.

Manx/ times theso students may be helped by modification of their reQular school

orooram. Only students whose needs cannot be met by the regular dassroom teacher
with modifications of the regular school program should be considered for special
education it is the intent that placement in special education dasses occur only when
theSor severity of the handicap is such that education in the regular class with
the use ofsupplementary aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactonly.
students experiencing difficulties in regular classes shall first be referred to the
Team. A student is not eligible for a placement in a special education

program if:

There is no written documentation of prior attempts to modify the regular educa^^

pragram over a reasonable period of time. (A reasonable penod oftime to be defined

as at least one complete reporting period.)

The student is demonstrating slow but steady progress within the regular education
classroom.

The need for remedial academic instruction is not clearly related to a handicapping
condition.

Disnjptive behavior is the main basis for referral.
Excessive absence from school is the main basis for referral.

A remedial health condition' exists which has a significant effect on the students

academic performance and actions have not been taken to ameliorate the condition.
The sole status
basis for
referral
and/orcultural
assessment
in the student's limited or non-English
language
or the
student's
difference.

The sole basis for referral is behavior disorder without an associated learning
disability.

Social maladjustment is the main basis for the referral.
•A medical or dental condition which can be reasonably

Tonsils and adenoids affecting hearing and learning, and dental conditions which

affect speech are examples.

Source: Riverside County Speciai Education Locai Pian Area. (198). SELFA Handbook for
Speciai Education. Riverside, CA: Riverside County Office of Education.
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Special Education Eligibility Criteria (continued)
The student has not demonstrated a discrepancy between intellectual ability and
academic achievement.

For students currently in SELPA programs, eligibility criteria will be applied at the time
of the three year re-evaluation or any complete psycho-educational evaluation.
For transfer students, eligibiiity criteria may be considered at the time of review of
administrative placement if sufficient information is available.
A student who no longer meets eligibility criteria may be exited immediateiy or may
remain in a transition program. A transition program may last no longer than the end
of the semester following the semester in which the lEP Team determined the chiid to
be ineiigible for special education services.

The foilowing section contains an overview of eligibility criteria for special education.
For a complete text of eligibility criteria refer to California Administration Code(CAC)
Title V, or the SELPA Handbook for Special Education.
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fiPgCIFIC

LEARMIMfi PISABILITES

Must meet A,B,C,and D.

A.

Pupil has a disorder in one or more of the basic psychological processes

involved in understanding/using spokerywritten language.
Disorder may manifest itself in impaired ability to:
-listen

-spell

-think

-write

-speak

-do mathematical calculations

-read

Basic psychological processes include:
-attention

-visual processing
-auditory processing
-sensory-motor skills

-cognitive ability of association
-cognitive ability of conceptualization
-cognitive ability of expression

B.

Pupil has a severe discrepancy (specified In C below) between intellectual
ability and achievement.
Intellectual ability:

-Includes both acquired learning and learning potential as determined by a
systematic assessment of Inteliectuai functioning
Achievement:

1.

must be in one or more of the following:

-listening comprehension
-oral expression
-basic reading
-reading comprehension

2.

-written expression
-math calculation
-math reasoning

includes the pupil's level of competence in materials and subject
matter explicitly taught in school and shall be measured by standard
ized tests.

C.

The decision as to whether or not a severe discrepancy exists shall be made by

the individualized education program team, including assessment personnel in
accordance with Section 56341(d), which takes into account all relevant
material which is available on the pupil. No single score or product of scores,
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Specific Learning Disabilities (continued)

or test procedures shall be used as the sole criterion for the decision of the
individualized education program team as the pupil's eligibility for special
education. In determining the existence of a severe discrepancy, the individual

ized education program team shall use the following procedures:
1.

When standardized tests are considered to be valid for a specific pupil,

a severe discrepancy is demonstrated by:first, converting into common
standard scores, using a mean of 100 and standard deviation of 15, the
achievement test score and the ability test score to be compared;second,
computing the difference between these common standard scores; and
third, comparing this computed difference to the standard criterion which
is the product of 1.5 multiplied by the standardiz^ion ofthe distribution of
computed differences of students taking these achievement and ability
tests. A computed difference which equals or exceeds this standard
criterion, adjusted by one standard error of measurement,the adjust
ment not to exceed 4 common standard score points, indicates a severe

discrepancy when such discrepancy is corroborated by other assess
ment data which may include other tests, scales,instruments, observa
tions and work samples, as appropriate.

2.

When standardized tests are considered to be invalid for a specific

pupil, the discrepancy shall be measured by altemative means as
specified on the assessment plan.
3.

If the standardized tests do not reveal a severe discrepancy,the

individualized education program team may find that a severe dis
crepancy does exist, provided that the team documents in a written report
that the discrepancy between ability and achievement exists as a result
of a disorder In one or more of the basic psychological processes.

The report shall include a statement of the area,the degree,and the
basis and method used in determining the discrepancy. The report shall
contain information considered by the team which shall include, but not
be limited to:

a.
b.

Data obtained from standardized assessment instruments
Information provided by the parent

c.
d.

Information provided by the pupil's present teacher
Evidence of the pupil's performance in the regular and/or special
education classroom obtained from observations, work samples,
and group test scores

D.

e.

Consideration of the pupil's age, particularly for young children

f.

Any additional relevant Information

The discrepancy shall not be primarily the result of limited school
experience or poor schooi attendance.
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Specific Learning Disabilities (continued)
Afisessment Standards:

1.

Standardized tests are considered valid when all of the following are true:

A.

The pupil whose first learned language is other than English, they are
considered classified as Ruent English Proficient.

B.

The final scores are not substantially reduced by socio-economic factors.

C.

The pupil cooperates with testing procedures to the extent that the
performance reflects current functional levels.

D.

The pupil's raw scores are within the normative standardization of the
test.

2.

When standardized tests are not considered valid, there will be an attempt to

provide the closest possible approximate to a standardization evaluation. In
such instances, test scores will be considered non-definitive guidelines for
determining eligibility.

Thejudgement ofthe professional assessor(s) will be given great weight in

establishing eligibility. The rationale and description of any modifications used
will be documented in the assessment report.

Suggested sequence of least severe modifications:
A.

Utilize alternate tests that minimize the condition which invalidates the
instruments that would otherwise be selected. The alternatives may not

provide derived scores or there may be correlations to other instruments
but they can be valjdly administered. The scores could serve as
estimates of the preferred tests.

B.

Translate items into the pupil's primary language.

C.

Eliminate inappropriate items.

D.

Utilize standardized behavioral observation reports with those who know

the pupil very welt. The resulting scores may be considered approxi
mates of test performance, if standardized tests were possible.
E.

Use criterion referenced techniques in an analysis of skill development.
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CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING A STUDENT AS
SERIOUSLY EMQTIQNAl l-Y DISTURBED
Must meet 1,2 and 3:

1.

Because of a serious emotional disturbance,a pupil exhibits one or more of the
characteristics described in A through E:

A.

An inability to learn which cannot be explained by inteilectual, sensory
or health factors.

B.

An inability to build or maintain satisfactory interpersonal relationships
with peers and teachers.'

C.

Inappropriate types of behavior or feelings under normal circumstances
exhibited in several situations.

D.
E.

A general pervasive mood of unhappiness or depression.
A tendency to develop physical symptoms orfears associated with
personal or school problems.

2.

3.

Characteristics identified from the A through E list have been demonstrated over
a long period of time to a marked degree.

The characteristics identified from the A through E list have adversely effected
educational performance. Adversely effected is defined as:
A.

B.

Title V 3030 0)(4)as a"severe discrepancy," or

Totally unable to function wthin any othef educational setting because
of severe emotional problems.

The term seriously emotionally disturbed does not include children who are
socially maladjusted, unless it is determined that they are also seriously

emotionally disturbed (see definition/explanation for term SQciallv MaiadiustedV.
Assessment Standards

1.

A current psychoeducational assessment is essential to the identification of this
handicapping condition. To be considered current,a report must be less than
one vear old.

2.

The psychoeducational report shall include documentation that the child's
educational needs are not due primarily to social maladjustment.

3.

Use of medical reports may be appropriate but may not stand alone unless they

clearly satisfy educational assessment requirements as outlined below and
document the effect of the handicapping condition on educational performance.
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Criteria for Determining a Student as BED (continued)
4.

The report should contain a summary of:
A.
B.
0.

The developmental history.
The school history.

D.

A description of the steps previously taken to assist the student in the
area of his learning or behavior difficulty and the results of such

E.

A report of an observation of the student In his school situation and a

Educational progress of the student.
assistance.

description ofthe environmental factors and peer and teacher inter
actions affecting his functioning. If the child Is less than school age or
out of school,the observation shall take place In an environment

F.

appropriate for an Individual that age.
An assessment of the student's level of academic functioning.

gdijcatlonal Effects of HandicaPDina Condition

1.

A student may have all the behavioral characteristics listed under the defini
tion of seriously emotionally disturbed and still not need special education
services. The behavioral and osvchneducational problems must be evident
within the educational environment and be disabling factors in the student's
flhUitv tn benefit from regular education.

Social

1.

Maladiustment

For purposes of clarification, the following definition/explanation is given for
"Social Maladjustment".

A.

One of the most troublesome decisions fadng the lEPT is that of sepa

rating the Seriously Emotionally Disturbed from the Socially
Maladjusted. Therefore, a listing of behavioral characteristics may prove
helpful to the person responsible for the Seriously Emotionally

Disturbed programs.

B.

It Is recognized that persons who are socially maladjusted create great

discomfort In society by their antisocial behavior, but they are not to be
considered In the same classification as the Seriously Emotionally

Disturbed, neither are they to be considered under the law as individuals
with exceptional needs,for the purposes of Spedal Education unless "it
Is determined that they are Seriously Emotionally Disturbed".
(C.F.R. 121a5(8))
...students whose educational needs are due primarily to...social

maladjustment...are not individuals with exceptional needs."
(E.C. 56026(e))
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Criteria for Determining a Student as SED (continued)

0.

Antisocial personalities are typically Intelligent, spontaneous, and very
likeable on first acquaintance. Yet they seem to live in a series of present
moments without real consideration forthe past or the future, are
emotionally Immature, Irresponsible, Impulsive and lacking in judgement.

They have an ability to rationalize their behaviorso that to them at
least, it appears reasonable and justified.

D.

E.

Socially maladjusted characteristics Include:
1.

Shows marked dislike for school.

2.
3.

Rebels against school routine and restrictions.
Is uninterested In school programs(truancy and tardiness).

4.

Has repeated one or more grades.

Summarized are the wide range of symptoms which antisocial personabilities may display:
1.

Inadequate conscience development.

2.

Egocentric, Impulsive and irresponsible with low frustration

3.
4.
5.

tolerance and poor judgement.
Hedonism combined with unrealistic goals.
Lack of anxiety or guilt.
Inability to profit from mistakes.

6.

Ability to put up a good frontto Impress and exploit others.

7.

Defective social relationships.

8.

Rejection of constituted authority and dlsdpiine.

9.

Quick ability to rationalize and project the blame for socially
disapproved behavior.

F.

10.

Irritating, disappointing and distressing to others.

11.
12.
13.

Involvement with legal authorities.
Frequent running away.
Stealing.

14.

Substance abuse.

15.

Persistent serious lying in and out of the home.

Lack of capacity to form peer relationships as indicated by lack of one or
more of the following:

1.

Extends self to others, even when no immediate advantage is
likely.

2.
3.

Avoids blaming or Informing on companions.
Shows concern for the welfare offriends or companions.
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fipeech Impaired
1.

Articulation

The pupil displays reduced intelligibility or an inability to use the speech
mechanism which significantly interferes with communication and attracts
adverse attention. Significant interference in communication occurs when the

pupil's production of single or multiple speech sounds on a developmental
scale of articulation competency is below that expected for his or her chrono

ogical age or developmental level, and which adversely affects educational
performance.
Assessment Standards

Errors are not due to primary language or dialect.
2.

Abnormal Voice

A pupil is eligible for voice therapy by a speech pathologist when there is a
persistent defective voice quality, pitch, or loudness.
Assessment Standards

Medical diagnostic evaluation states that such therapy is not contraindicated.
3.

Fluency Disorder

A pupil has a fluency disorder when the flow of verbal expression including
rate and rhythm adversely affects communication between the pupii and
listener.
Assessment Standards

Determination of a fluency disorder shall be made by a speech and language

pathologist and shall include an accepted severity scale.
4.

Lsnausae Disordered

The pupil has an expressive or receptive language disorder when he or she
meets one of the following criteria:

A.

The pupil scores at least 1.5 standard deviations below the mean,or
below the 7th percentile, for his or her chronological age or develop
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mental level on two or more standardized tests in one Qr moreorthg

following areas of language development: morphology, syntax,
semantics,or pragmatics. When standardized tests are considered to be
invalid for the specific pupil, the expected language performance level
shall be determined by altemative means as specified on the assess
ment plan,or

B.

The pupilscores at least 1.5 standard deviations below the mean or the
score is below the 7th percentlle for his or her chronological age or

developmental level on one or more standardized tests in one of the
areas listed above and displays inappropriate or inadequate usage of

expressive or receptive language as measured by a representative
spontaneous or elicited language sample of a minimum of fifty
utterances.

The language sample must be recorded or transcribed and analyzed,
and the results included in the assessment report. If the pupil is unable

to produce this sample,the language,speech,and hearing specialist
shall document why a fifty utterance sample was not obtainable and the
contexts In which attempts were made to elicit the sample. When
standardized tests are considered to be Invalid for the specific pupil, the

expected language performance level shall be determined by alternative
means as specified in the assessment plan.
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GUIDELINES FOR PLACEMENT

miQ
SDC/CH. SDC/LH. AND/OR DIS

These guidelines are Intended to assist I.E.P. Teams In differentiating placements
among Special Day Class OH ,Special Day Class LH,and DIS for language/speech
therapy.

A.

A pupil should be considered for Special Day Class, Communicatively
Handicapped,(SDC/CH) when:

1.

The primary handicapping condition Is a severe disorder of language.
Academic failure can be attributed to a language processing problem:

2.

Syntax/morphology,semantics, and pragmatics are significantly
impaired. The language disorder Is global as shown by a transcribed
and analyzed language sample.

3.

Significant discrepancies exist among verbal and performance subtests
on a measure of Iritellectual ability.

4.

Less restrictive Interventions have proven Inadequate.

5.

In the case of a preschool or primary grade pupil having a severe
articulation disorder, DIS speech therapy has proven Inadequate or is
documented as Inadvisable and the I.E.P. Team judges that
SDC/CH Is the least restrictive environment. Pupils for whom a CH
class Is appropriate will typically be language disabled, having a

discrepancy between their ability and their language skills. Pupils with
other handicapping conditions may occasionally be assigned to a CH
class If the I.E.P. Team determines thatthe CH class Is the most

appropriate placement for the pupil's needs.

The I.E.P. Team may also exercise the option of a partial day placement Into a
CH class as a DIS service. Such placements are not routine,therefore. It Is
recommended that the "placement I.E.P. Team" be represented on the annual
review team.

B.

r) I S. speech Theraov will be provided for SDC/CH pupils having:
1.

Fluency disorders

2.

Voice disorders

3.

Severe phonological disorders
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Guidelines for Placement into SDC/CH,SDC/LH,and/or DIS (continued)

C,

n I S Language Therapy will be provided for non-SDC/CH pupils when:
1.

The non-SDC/CH pupil has a significant disorder in one or more
of these areas:

2.

a.
b.

Syntax
Morphology

c.

Semantics

d.

Pragmatics

The pupil is able to function in the regular, resource specialist, or special
day class(other than SDC/CH).

D.

Learning Handicapped (LH) Special Day Class placements should be
considered for a pupil when:

1.

The primaiy handicap is a ieaming disability or developmental delay,
not a specific disorder of language.
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MENTALLY RETARDED

(Mild, Moderate and Severe)
Must meet all A, B,C and D:

A.

Significantly below average general intellectual functioning. Note: IQ scores
in the mildly retarded range may not be used to measure intellectual function

ing in certain instances due to a court injunction and state policy. Instead use
criterion referenced data such as work samples,learning rate, and other
indicators of intellectual level.

B.

Concurrent deficits in adaptive behavior: Adaptive Behavior means the
effectiveness with which the pupil meets the standards of personal and cultural

groups in the school setting. For eligibility determination, it shall be measured
by means of an objective scale using information provided by-several people
who best know the pupil's behavior.

0.

Manifested during the developmental period of birth up to nine years.

D.

The retardation results in 1 and/or 2:

1.

2.

The handicapping condition markedly reduces the ability of the pupii to
learn academic material presented in a modified regular education
setting. The academic material areas are: Listening Comprehension,
Oral Expression, Basic Reading Skills, Reading Comprehension,
Written Expression, Math Calculations, and Math Reading.
The handicapping condition markedly reduces the pupil's ability to
function in the non-academic areas of a modified regular education
setting.

Assessment Standards

1.

Psychological Assessment shall include:
A.

An appropriate measure of adaptive behavior.

B.

Intelligence test. (Not to be used as the sole basis for a diagnosis and
are prohibited in certain instances.)

C.

Appraisai of cognitive functioning through measure of learning rate and
observations.

D.

Other areas of suspected disabiiities such as perceptual motor dys
function.
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Mentally Retarded (continued)
2.

3.

Health Assessment shall Include:
A.

Health and developmental screening.

B.

Medical information.

C.

Vision/hearing screening reports.

Educationai/Home/Gommunity Functioning Data

A.

Functioning levels shall be included by:

1.

Report of classroom obsen/ation(s)for an in-school student,

documenting appropriate use of r^ular education strategies
and interventions.

2.

Report of behavioral observation with peers, home and
community functioning. (May be through parent reports or
direct observation.)
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QRTHOPEDiCALLY IMPAIRED

Must meet both A and B: ■

A.
B.

Pupil has severe orthopedic impairment caused by congenital abnormality,

disease or other causes, as determined by medical evaluation.
The orthopedic impairment results in 1 or 2:

1.

2.

The handicapping condition markedly reduces the ability of the pupil to
learn academic material presented in a modified regular education
setting. The academic material areas are: Listening Comprehension,
Oral Expression, Basic Reading Skills, Reading Comprehension,
Written Expression, Math Calculations and Math Reading.
The handicapping condition markedly reduces the pupil's ability to
function in the non-academic areas of modified regular education setting.

Assessment Standards

1.

Medical: A report from a medical professional with a diagnosis of health impair
ment or a serious impairment in locomotion or motor function which adversely
effects educational performance is required.

2.

Educational data including classroom observations and reports documenting

appropriate use of regular education strategies and interventions previously
attempted or considered.

3.

Psychoeducational assessment is recommended to obtain information on
intellectual functioning, emotional adjustment, and learning modalities.
OTHER HEALTH IMPAIRED

Must meet all A,B,C and D:

A.

Demonstrates one or more as listed in 1,2,or3sb determined by medical
evaluation:

B.

C.

1.
2.

Limited strength
Limited vitality

3.

Limited alertness

Condition must be either 1 or 2 as determined by medical evaluation:
1.

Chronic

2.

Acute

Must be a non-temporary health problem as determined by medical evaluation.
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D.

The problem must result in 1 or 2:

1,

The handicapping condition adversely affects the pupil's educational

performance in Listening Comprehension, Oral Expression,. Basic
Reading Skills, Reading Comprehension, Written Expression, Math

Calculations, or Math Reading.

2.

The handicapping condition markedly reduces the pupil's ability to
function in the non-academic areas of a modified regular education
setting.

Afisefisment Standards

1.

Medical: The individual is orthopedically or other health impaired if a licensed

physician or surgeon verifies in a written report a diagnosis of health impair
ment or a serious impairment in locomotion, or motor functions which adversely
effects the individual's educational performance.

2.

Educational data including classroom observation and reports documenting

appropriate use of regular educational strategies and interventions previously
considered or attempted.

3.

Psychological evaluation which addresses intellectual functioning, possible
learning disabilities, adaptive behavior, and social-emotional adjustment factors
shall be completed prior to initial placement and every three years thereafter.
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rRlTgRIA TO IDENTIFY AN INDIVIDUAL WITH EXCEPTtQNAL NEEDS
AGE BIRTH TO FOUR YEARS AMD MINF MONTHS

(Preschool)

A.

A child, age birth to four years and nine months,shall qualify as an individual
with exceptional needs pursuant to Education Code Section 56026(c)(1)and
(2)if the Individualized Education Program Team determines that the child
meets the following criteria:

1.

Is identified as an individual with exceptional needs pursuant to
Title V, Section 3030, and

2.

Is identified as requiring intensive special education and services by
meeting one of the following:

a.

The child is functioning at or below 50% of his or her chrono
logical age level in any one of the following areas:
1.

Gross or fine motor development.

2.

Receptive or expressive language development.

3.
4.
5.

Social or emotional development.
Cognitive development.
Visual development

a.

The child is functioning between 51% and 75% of
his or her chronological age level in any two of the

b.

The child has a disabling medical condition or con

above areas.

gentlal syndrome which the Individual Evaluation
Program Team determines has a high predictability
or requiring intensive special education and
services.

B.

Programs for individuals with exceptional needs younger than three years of
age are permissive in accordance with Section 56001(c)of the Education Code
except for those programs mandated pursuant to Section 56425 of the Educa
tion Code.
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EXIT CHiTERIA

A student no longer qualifies for placement in a special education program when one
or more of the following exists:

A.

Based on assessment and observational data,the lEP Team determines that
the conditions which qualify the student for eiigibility have been remediated to
the extent that he/she can function in the regular program without special
education instruction or services.

B.

The parent(s) refuses to ailow the studentto remain in a spedai ^ucation pro
gram,or receive special education services. In such cases the site should
confer with the district Special Education office. A recommendation will be
made as to the advisability of initiating due process to keep the student in the
program.
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ASSESSMENT

The following forms should be used from the initial receipt of referral to the beginning
of the assessment:

Assessment Checklist

Moreno Valley Student Referral Form
Parent/Guardian Notification of Referral

Proposed Assessment Plan
Parent/Guardian Consent for Release of Information

NOTE: Any forms sent to parents or guardians requiring their consent or providing
them with information, should be in the primary language of the home. Spanish
translations have been provided for ail forms used in the Riverside County

Comprehensive Plan. Whenever the primary language differs from English or
Spanish, appropriate translators must be used in order to provide the parents or
guardians with written transiationS;__
nFVELOPING AM AR.QF.q.QMFNT PLAN

An assessment plan should include:
1.

The action proposed and the reasons therefore.

2.

Type of assessment instruments and techniques that may be used.

3.

Identification of responsible professionals to complete assessment.
CONDUCTING THE A.q.qFSSMENT

Important things to remember about conducting the assessment are:
1.

All assessment procedures will be selected, administered, and interpreted so as
not to be racially or culturally discriminatory.

2.

The assessment process must be completed and lEP meeting conducted within

fifty(50)days following the date of parental consenttothe assessment plan.
The parent may agree to an extension, in writing. If a referral is received twenty
(20)days or less priorto the end ofthe regular school year,the I.E.P. must be
developed within(30)days ofthe start ofthe next school year.

3.

No special education placement may be based on the results of a single test or
instrument.
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LEAST RESTRirTIVP PMVIRQNMENT

A.

It is the responsibility of the lEP Team to keep In mind the concept of least
restrictive environment when making placement determinations.

B.

A student placed in a special program should be assigned to a regular educa
tion program, or a combination or regular and special education whenever the
student can make such an adjustment successfully.

C.
D.

At any time during the school year, placement in a iess restrictive environment
may be made on the recommendation of the lEPT.
The lEP should contain a goal for systematic integration into the regular educa
tion program.
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nillDELINES FOR COORDINATION WITH Al TFHNATIVE EDUCATION
PROGRAMS

(i.e., Pregnant Minors, Independent Study, Continuation High School)
Guidelines to facilitate articulation between the alternative education programs and
special education programs are as follows:

1.

Districts/sites shall Inform parents/students of altemative education programs
available.

2.

The district/sites are responsible to inform the altemative education programs
prior to the student's enrollment.

3.

When a student enrolls in an altemative education program, it is the responsi

bility of that program's administrator to review the student's records regarding
that student's status as an Individual With Exceptional Needs(IWENS).

4.

If a student is in special education,that student's former school of residence is
to be contacted by the altemative education program's administrator.

5.

Prior to enrollment in an alternative education program,a review of the lEP is to
be called to determine the student's appropriate placement which may include:
A.

Discontinue the lEP placement.

B.

Provide consultation service.

C.

Incorporate lEP goals into altemative education program; or

D.

The combination of various programs.
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SECTION 7:
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.Procedures to Confirm Former Placement
of Transfer Students

.Administrative Placement Transfer Form
.Authorization for Release of Information
Form

.Temporary Individualized Education Plan Form
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INTRODUCTION
TO THE

ADMINISTRATIVE PLACEMENT
OF
TRANSFER STUDENTS

All handicapped students retain their right to special
education services when they transfer into a school from
another district. The transfer student will be placed in a

comparable program for interim placement.

The basis for this

placement is verification from the prior district by telephone
or by the current I.E.P. of the student's previous placement.
Within 30 days of this placement, an individual education

program

team

meeting

will

be convened to

review the

placement and make necessary adjustments. The team may use
records, information, and reports from the previous school

district or may elect to conduct an assessment.
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INTERIM PLACEMENTS FOR TRANSFER STUDENTS
/ADMINISTRATiVP PLACEMENTS)

I.

FROM OUTSIDE THE SELPA

A.

E.C. 56325(a) Whenever a pupil transfers into a school district from a
firhool district not operatlna proarams under the Sam? (OCal

plan in which he or she was last enrolled in a special education
program,the administrator of a local program under this part wiii place
the pupii in a comparable program for a period not to exceed 30 days.
Such an interim placement may be made without complying with sub
division (a)of Section 56321.

E.C.56325(b) Before the expiration of the 30-day period,such,interim

placement shall be reviewed by the individual education program team
and a final recommendation shall be made by the team in accordance

with the requirements of this chapter. The team may utilize information,
records, and reports from the school district or county program from
which the pupii transferred.
B.

intfnt

For student who have been previously placed in special education pro

grams,it is both time consuming and costly to proceed through the full
placement procedures. At the same time,some safeguards are required
to limit the chances of inappropriate placements that might be harmful to
the student or program in which he/she is placed. The following guide
lines are intended to both facilitate placement and protect students.
Administrative placements can only be made to comparable programs.
C.

PROCEDURES*
1.

The site administrator will:

a.

Obtain verification by phone,or by current lEP of the
student's previous placement.

b.

Contact Special Education Administrator by telephone
when there is any uncertainty about placing the student on
site.

c.

Complete Administrative Placement Form.

d.

The site administrator may then make a placement not to
exceed thirty(30)days.

*Ali K-8 Administrative Placement procedures will be completed at the
Student Service Center. Grade 9-12 Administrative Placements will be
completed at the school sites.
Source: Moreno Valley Unified School District. (1989). Special Education Guide. Moreno
Valley, GA: Special Education Department.
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Interim Placements for Transfer Students(continued)
e.

Assign a case carrier to collect necessary placement data.

f.

Send for student records.

2.

Development of an I.E.P. should not be delayed beyond the thirty
(30)day period due to unavaiiabiiity of records.

3.

If during this period it becomes apparent that the placement is
inappropriate,the parent should be contacted and the placement
reviewed, in the child's best interest and with parental consent,

the child's best interest and with parental consent,the child may
be removed from the program pending reassessment.

4.

Upon receipt of needed placement data from the previous district,
the administrator should convene the I.E.P.T. and follow the usual

placement procedures.

5.

If placement data from the previous district is not received within
twenty(20)days, it is suggested that district assessment pro
cedures be started when felt necessary.

iL

FROM WITHIN THE S.E.L.P.A.

A.

When a pupil transfers from a district within our Special Education Local
Plan Area (SELPA) it is not necessary to hold a meeting to
review the interim administrative placement. This is because a pupil
from within our own SELPA was being provided special education under
the umbrella of the same Local Plan(Master Plan)in the former district.
Therefore, we mav continue to follow the existing i.E.P. until the
Annual Review would normallv come due. However, if we feel that the

I.E.P. is inappropriate, a review meeting mav be held (at the end of the
30-day period or sooner)to revise the I.E.P. or to make alternative place
ment recommendations.

B.

INTENT
it would be a considerable saving of time and effort to routineiv
eliminate meetings to review the Administrative finterim)

Placements of SELPA oupiis. Our current procedures for confirm

ing the former placement should be followed, however. The Adminis
trative Placement form should be completed. Note"TO BE
DETERMINED"in the space for Proposed I.E.P.T. Review and advise
the parent that a meeting may not be necessary if the placement is
appropriate.
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procedures to confirm former placement
OF TRANSFER STUDENTS

The Moreno Valley Unified School District is functioning under the California "Master
Plan" for special education. This simplifies the exchange of program placement
information.

According to Federal law, we are allowed to give out and obtain verification of special
education placement over the telephone. Due to the confidentiality of the material,
^ome special education offices will not verify placement without going through their
Director or Coordinator of Special Education or Pupil Personnel. Generally, this is not

a problem as most special education records are housed in one central location under
the direction of such a person. In many school districts throughout the United States,
this location would be a special education, pupil personnel, or records department at a
district office or school administration building. The school site keeps some records of

a special education placement; but these records are sent to one of the abovementioned locations when the child leaves.

Therefore, when calling another district, the following steps should be taken;
1.

Have the "Administrative Placement"(DSS/S 504a/b),"Authorization for

"Request/Release of Information" and the Temporary I.E.P.forms ready with the
student's name and birthdate.

2.

Locate the district office or school administration building, and ask to be con
nected with the special education or pupil personnel department.

3.

Identify yourself as a representative of the special education department for

4.

.
school, and ask to speak with someone who
can verify the student's special education program.
Since a child can only be administratively placed on a current Individualized
Educational Plan (lEP), be sure to ask for verification of a current lEP and the
date it was written. Place this date on the Administrative Placement Form under

"Previous placement". They will usually ask for a birthdate, and,at times, if the

child goes by another name(or if she/he ever has)and the school attended.
5.

Upon verification of the program,determine an appropriate corresponding pro
gram placement available in our district. Record the current interim placement
and the previous placement on the Administrative Placement Form.
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Procedures to Confirm Former Placement of Transfer Students(continued)
6

Ask for the name and position of the person verifying the placement. Record

this Information on the Administrative Placement Form.

7. If possible, obtain further Information such as:

a.

If program placement Is resource specialist(RSP),ask for which subjects
the student Is receiving services;

b.

If program placement Is speech,ask how many times during the week the
child Is being served; and

c.

ask for test scores such as WRAT or WISC-R and/or goals(these should
be listed on the lEP).

If any of the above Information Is obtained, record It on the Temporary
Individual Educational Plan form (SR. ED. No.29). A copy of this Information

Is then given to the teacher enabling him (her)to know the kind of Instruction the
student Is needing. (If parent brings In a copy of current lEP,there Is no need to
complete SP. Ed. No.29 - Temporary lEP.)

8. The person obtaining the Information should place their signature and the date
on the Administrative Placement Form under"Previous placement
confirmed by telephone" and "Records requested".

9. Advise principal of former placement Information. Principal will confer with
Special Education Administrator by telephone.
10.

Review with the parent the determined program placement.

11. When the pupil Is from OUTSIDE the Special Education Local Plan Area
(S.E.L.P.A)Inform the parent that this Is only an Interim placement which en
ables the school district to place the child In this particular program for 30 days.
Within the 30-day period the child's placement will be reviewed to assure

appropriateness of placement. The parent will be called upon to participate in
a meeting to develop an lEP, which will place the child In a special education
program for one year. Refer to pages 1,2,and 3In this section concerning
pupils who transfer from WITHIN THE SELPA.
12.

Review data with the admlnlstrator/deslgnee and upon approval of placement
obtain his/her signature and date the form.

13. Forward copy of Administrative Placement Form,Temporary lEP,and the
completed SOT to the Student Service Center. If you feel the parent
understands what Is taking place, ask him (her)to put an "X"In the box for
placement or nonplacement and sign and date the form.
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Procedures to Confirm Former Placement of Transfer Students(continued)
14.

Give the parent the pink copy aiong with copies of other signed forms. The
yellow copy will be given to the teacher in a folder and the white (original)
retained for the Master File.

15.

Forward the Temporary lEP to the teacher(s).

The Administrative Placement is now complete and at this point a folder needs to be
made and filed.

INTRADISTRICT TRANSFER OF

SPECIAL

A.

EDUCATION

STUDENTS

Pupils Who Move Within the District
When it becomes necessary to move a child from the home school of
attendance to another school for Special Education program needs, contact
the District Special Education Department priorto the I.E.P. meeting. The

Special Education Administrator will determine potential placement sites and
invite potential receiving staff to the I.E.P. meeting.
B.

Pupils Who Register From Within or Outside the District

Please consult with the Student Service Center whenever a pupii arrives to

register and the potentiai classroom/caseload is at maximum. The Student
Service Center wili then coordinate placement at another site with the
registration center.

Note that all students changing schools sites(moving within the district, interdistrict, and intra-district) grades K-8, must register at the centralized registration
center prior to enrollment at the new school.

OFFICE OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
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Rivtnidt CountySpecial Bduation LocalPIm Ana

Administrative Placement Form
(Punuant to provisions ofLC.56325)

Recommended interim piacemcnt fort
DOB:

Student:

in the

of —

pfOinm

hoifmdistha

located at
tiuortdtooi

This interim placement,not to exceed 30days,shail be effective commencing

.19.

pending confirmation ofappropriateness ofprogram placementand rec^ptand ofreview records.
□ I agree with the interim education placement for my child.
1I refuse the proposed interim education placement for my child.

Parent/Cuardian

Date

Administrator

Date

Interim placement approved byt

Proposed I^T Revicwt

OFFICE USE ONLY

late:

Referral No.

Time:

Rec Req.

®lace:

Rec Rec _

FORM ArO 5C7i

n2/9dt

otsnuoimosi: Whm'm

Gnrn'Omna

FMb • FrMcipaf

• Case Carrrer
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RIVERSIDE COUNTY

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN FOR SPEaAL EDUCATION

Authorization for Request/Release of Information
Date:

Name of Pupil/Patient:

.

(Number)

(Street)

Brthdate.

(Gty)

Teiephone:

(Sttte)
.

'

—
(Zip CmJci

.

•

.

t hereby authorize the release of O Medical,□ Piyehiatrio^iyeholofical, O Audidoficai. O Educational Record.
FROM:

.

—

TO:

1) Requested records will be used by the Releasee for the fbilewinf purposets):

2) This authorization shallremain for onoyeer fromdateofsi|naiumunie»re*okedinwritingby thepupilor thepupil'
parem. guardian, or ^

I hereby consent to the release e#,llnM records indkited

(Ptnon GMng Comont)

(Omo)

If other than pupil gWnf consent. Indicate relationship to pupil:

□ Parent G Guardian O Corwervator* G Court Appointed Personal Representative' G Surrogate Parent •
THE P6BS0N GIVING SIGNATURE TO THIS RELEASE HAS THE RIGHT TO RECEIVE A COPY OF THIS
AUTHORIZATION. PLEASE RETAIN THE PINK COPY FOR YOUR RECORDS.

•Written proof required.

vvh«. c«pv Teilom Coof •

Wnk Copy •
SAT/EAS-] iRt¥fs«d7-«

ie,vtodiKwd by ih*Oii>eeot the

County Suptmn0nd...^'JScheoli.Ohn>oi> eiSfirr»iS<h,^^mi^.

v
L".uinu ^

Mil

1 78
CONOAOO OE RJVEXSIOE

PLAN QUE A8ARCA TOOOS LOS ASPCaOS OE fflUCAQON ESPECIAL

Autorizacldn para que se use mformaddn confidendal
F«cha:

Nombre del alumno/padente:
Oofnirilio:

•

(Niimcro)

(Call*)

TeWocw:

(Gudad)

Fecha nadnticflto:
_

(Estado)

'

"

_

^

(Zp Code)

———————

Autorizo que se use informadon □ m^ia,□ siquiitrica/sicoiofica. O del oCdo, G Ooeumentos escolares
OESOl:

^

1) Los documefitos sdidtados se usardh con el o loa sigtitenie(s) prepdsiiols):

Z) Estaautorizadendurara'aesntardeialeehaen«aieseaflrnMda.amenoaqiieaearevocadaporeschtoporelalumnoo
e< padre, madre. apodefado o luior del aiuoeso.

Autorizo que se usen los documemoi meneionados mdi arriba.

(Ptnona qu» da •!ptmito)

(f^diaf

Si la persona que da el permiio no ei el akmuio. indlcar el grado de raladtfn que tiene con el aiumnoiai:
□ Padre omadre □ Apoderado 0 Tutor* O Xepreaemante numbcado per la Cbrte*

□ Substituto del padre'

LA PERSONA QUE RRMA EStl PfRMISO TIENE OERECHO A RECttiR UNA COPIA OE fSTA AUTORIZA

CION. POR FAVOR. GUAROE LA COPU ROSAOA PARA SU ARCHIVO.
*S<* neces'ta prueba por escrtto.

SAT/tAS > j )ai>«twdo r.ao)

• fanr ta ORonpGliE Saq
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MORENO VALLEY UNIREDSCHOOLDISTRICT

Instructional Services/Special Education

TEMPORARY INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION PLAN: TRANSFER STUDENT

(To Accompany Administrative Placement Form)

NAME

.

^

DATE OF TRANSFER

BIRTHDATE

ADDRESS

PREVIOUS DISTRICT

TELEPHONE.

PREVIOUS DISTRICT CONTACT PERSON

ADDRESS
TELEPHONE

PREVIOUS SCHOOL

PREVIOUS SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER

IMDIVinUAL EDUCATION PLAN DATA RPOEIVED FROM SENDING SCHOOL
Date of last Assessment

Date of last I.E.P.

PRESENTLEVa

Reading Recognition Grade Level
Reading Comprehension Grade Level

PPRFDHMANCE

.spelling Grade Level
.Mathematics Grade Level
Other

Other

HTH iHSPERCENT OFTIME

gPFniAi,EDUCATION PI AGEMENT

Resource Specialist

Special Day Class _
Other

Description of Program

H^^lRgyPFRCENTOFTIME

RFnULAR CLASSES

D.I.S.

TIME

D.I.S.

Counseling

Phy. Therapy.

Adp. P.E. .

Occup. Tr.

Speech
Health
GOAL:

OBJECTIVE;
GOAL:
OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS/METHODS USED

Psy. Svcs.

TIME
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Section 8:

Special Education
Service

Guideiines
to

Proficient
Students
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SECTION S:

SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICE
GUIDELINES TO LIMITED ENGLISH
PROFICIENT STUDENTS

.Introduction

.Psycho-Educational Assessment of Limited
English Proficient Students
.Initial

Identification

.Primary Language Diagnostic Assessment
.Home Language Survey Sample Form
.Guidelines for Effective Use of an Interpreter
in Assessment

.Redesignation Criteria
.The School Assessment Team
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INTRODUCTION

In recognition of the unique requirements of exceptional students with a primary or
home language other than English (PHLOTE), and particulariy the limited English

proficient student with exceptional needs, the Moreno Valley Unified School District
has developed this plan to assure appropriate assessment, identification, and
educational services to these students. This plan attempts to address two specific
concerns relating to handicapped limited English proficient(LEP)students:
- Assessment and placement procedures appropriate to
PHLOTE and LEP students;

- Programs and services which provide forthe cultural differences
that may accompany a handicap.

To meet these challenges, a team approach is necessary, a team of both bilingual and

special education educators who will enhance the awareness, knowledge and
understanding of each discipline.
LANGUAGE

ASSESSMENT

The Language Assessment Process as indicated in the Limited English Procedures
Manual - Sections B-2 to B-5(Appendix A)is to be utilized for ail students new to the
Moreno Valley Unified School District.

Students who are fully proficient in English will be evaluated in English, unless the
district has other evidence which indicates that the student should be assessed

bilingually. For example, information about the student's performance in the primary
language might assist in differentiating the handicapping condition from performance
problems relating to the primary language or culture. Students who are limited
English proficient(LEP) will be evaluated consistentiy with this plan.
LEP STUDENTS AND THE STUDENT STUDY TEAM fSSTI

I.

Purpose of the SST:

The Student Study Team is designed to offer immediate assistance and

suggestions for teachers, parents and support staff to implement with an
individual child who is exhibiting various types of problems in the classroom
and/or school.

II.

r.nmpnsition of the Student Studv Team (May Vary)
1. Parent

2. Referring teacher

3. Principal or designee informed about the child being reviewed

Source: Moreno Valley Unified School District. (1988). English As a Second

Language/Bilingual Procedures Manual. Moreno Valley, OA: Instructional Services Division.
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Composition of the Student Study team (continued)
4. Counselor,,psychologist, nurse, reading specialist, resource teacher,
adaptive physical education teacher,speech or other specialist, as
indicated

5. Bilingual Coordinator/teacher for any LEP child referred
6. Classroom teacher

7. Student, as appropriate (usually 4th grade and above)

III.

poggnns for referral:

Any child that is of special concern to his/herteacher for any reason may
be referred. These reasons may include but are not limited to:
1. Slow academic progress

2. Behavior problems in class or on playground
3. Attendance problems
4. Health/Welfare concerns

IV.

Immediate referral for special education assessment may occur if any of the
following conditions are present:

1. Gross developmental lag (e.g., suspected severe mental delays)

2. Significant health/physical/emotional impairments (e.g., deaf, hard of
hearing, blind, orthopedically handicapped, severe emotional disturbances)
3. Documented history of special education services in the county or school
district of origin

4. If the above conditions are so obvious that the pupils would not benefit from
modification to the regular program

V.

After referring any child that falls into area III above,the initial question
the SST asks regarding LEP students is:

"Has the child had a reasonable opportunity to learn or adjust to school?"

VI.

The following information is needed by the SST to address this initial
question:

1. Language dominance and proficiency score(s)
2. Years in country
3. Years of formal instruction

4.
5.
6.
7.

Current language of formal instruction
Years of oral instruction in English
Years of oral instruction in language other than English
Years of instruction in English reading

8. Years of instruction in reading in language other than English
9. Cultural and economic variance that may affect learning
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Lep students and the student study Team (Continued)
10. Number of schools attended
11
of absences
12* Frequency
Results of parent
contacts and family composition

13! Peer comparison (with similar educational background

14! Sibling comparison (Academic,linguistic, social, etc.)

An SST Referral Addendum for collecting this Information Is
AMendix
Bilingual/ESL teacher shall be responsible 'of

infnrmatinn The studept's regular education teacher will be responsible lor obtaining
^d^Sg^loM^
""oration (i.e., vision, health screening classroom
performance, work samples).

Additionally, a vision and hearing screening should be done on each child referred to
the Committee.

VII

If it is determined that the child has not had sufficient

adiust to school,the SST clarifies problem areasfound,offers support^

^terventions, adjustments of ESliBHIngual program,and may consider grade
adjustment. The child rennains in the regularclass. The SST will continue to
monitor the progress of this student.
VIII.

If the child lias had sufficient opportunity to learn,the committee process

continues asfor any child referred. (Referto District's Student Study Team
procedures.)
The SST may:

1 Suggest classroom interventions(with documentation of implementation
and results)

2. Suggest parent-school contact
3. Refer for supplemental services
4. Consider retention/acceleration

5. Refer for special education assessment
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pSVnHQ-gDUCATIONAL A-«?SPSfiMgNT OF LEP STUDENTS
It is critical to differentiate between a student who is not achieving in the classroom

because English is not his/her primary language, and a student who is not achieving
due to a handicapping condition. The district therefore strongly advises that all
students be referred initially to the Student Study Team, especially those determined
to be LEP students. This does not, however, preclude other sources of referrals as

specified by Educational Code (EC56302)for special education assessrnent. Any
LEP student who has developed even a minimum English language proficiency arid
has been referred for a special education assessment must be assessed for skills in
both English and his/her primary language.

All assessments will be performed by a multidisciplinary team skilled in focusing on

different aspects of the total student. Membership on this team is variable, and
depends upon the student's area(s) of suspected disability. The assessment Team
may include, but is not limited to:
1. School Psychologist

2. Language and Speech Specialist
3. Resource Specialist/Bilingual Specialist
4. Adaptive Physical Education Teacher
5. School Nurse

All psychological assessments, speech and language assessments, and other
significant assessments of Spanish LEP [also Cantonese, Vletnarnese, Tagalog, etCv,
depending on feasibility within the district and general community] students will be
administered by certified psychologists and by other professional evaluators as

appropriate [who are either employed by or under contract to the district] who have
both oral and written skills in the individual's primary language or mode of
communication, and have knowledge and understanding of the cultural and ethnic

background of the student. The same standard applies for languages other than
Spanish. However, if it is not possible to locate the services of a bilingual
psychologist, bilingual speech and language specialist, or other evaluator in a given
language other than Spanish, a trained interpreter will assist the examiner. The
assessment report will then document this condition and address the issue of validity.
LEP

1.

ASSESRMFMT MUSTS

Have language proficiency and dominance assessed at time of referral
or evaluation by regular education personnel for both English and the
primary language

2.

* /.

Whenever possible, use two or,more language proficiency tests to
establish functioning information

3.

Assess bilingually or in the student's dominant language whenever
appropriate
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LEP Assessment Musts(continued)

4.

Assess using non-language measures (i.e.. performance)

5

Use a trained interpreter whenever needed

6.

Assess achievement in both primary language and English as

_

asppropriate. Use of alternative assessment methods will be indicated
on the Assessment Plan

7

8.
9.

Do not accept scores on translations of tests as valid; use other, nonbiased or non-test based measuresto support the scores.(Document)
Utilize information generated through the SST process in the asssesment
of the child

/

cultural norms

10

♦

Assess adaptive behavior, when appropriate, mindful of different
. ^

When considering the presence of a language disability, consider

whether primary language is deficient when compared to peers and
school population or are there significannt peaks and valleys? Is

there evidence of a true language disability?
ASSESSMENT

PRQCgPURES

All assessments of LEP students shall be conducted by qualified personnel employing

procedures, tests and materials which are selected and admiriistered so as not to be
radically, culturally or sexually discriminatory; and are validated for the specific

purpose for which they are intended. (EC 56320) Appropriate assessments shall be
used to determine eligibility for special education programs.

Spprial Note nn Pvaiuatiopfi for Determination of Leaminn Disabijiti??
The eligibility criteria for learning disabilities does permit use of alternative means of
kept in mind when discussing eligibility and needs to be documented in the
confidential report, the sama standard of severe discrepancy CPUPl$d with an
assessment when standardized tests are considered to be invalid. While this must be

iHontified prorees deficit milet be utilized with LEP students. It is with such a Standard

in mind that the four processes of information collection for assessment are descnbed

in Appendix 0: norm-referenced tests; criterion-referenced tests; systematic
observation; and structured interviews. Their combined use will permit a complete
assessment'of all the socio-cultural factors impinging on the pupil.

Further interviews can occur between the examiner(s) and the teacher, parent, child.
Observation times can be arranged, based on the teacher interview, that will illustrate
the type and degree of difficulty the student is having. Intelligence, process and
achievement testing will begin with information interchange and hypothesis testing.
Instruments such as the Spanish Brigance will provide grade approximations for
achievement;these approximations shouid be cross validated with observations.
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Assessment Procedures (Continued)

At this point sufficient information will have been obtained so that a determination can
be made as to the eligibility of the student for Special Education. If a severe

discrepancy exists between achievement (in the primary language of instruction) and
abiiity, and a process deficit is found in the primary language, the student may be
found eligible as learning disabied. If a significantly below average general
intellectual functioning has been identified with concomitant deiays in adaptive
behavior after a thorough evaluation using the variety of measures indicated in the

foregoing, the student may be found eligible as mentally retarded.
If eligibility is found, placement options can be discussed.
Rftport Writing Documentation:

As appropriate, documentation in assessment reports written for
LEP students will include, but is not limited to, some or all of the
following:

1. The Impact of language, cultural, environmental, and economic
factors on learning

2. How standardized tests and techniques were altered

3. Use of translations of English tests. Include reference to validity
and reliability

4. Limitation of relying on non-verbal measures, and comparison
of those results to results of Other areas assessed

5. Examiner's language proficiency in the language in which the
testing is conducted and its effect on interpretation of results
6. Use of an interpreter, his/her training, and the effect on test
results and overall assessment

7. Cross-validation of information between test-based and non-

test based measures,including information from the home
setting, that supports findings from more formal measures

8. Recommendations that include linguistically appropriate goals
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PLACEMENT AND SERVICE OPTIONS FOR LEP STUDENTS

A member from the bilingual program will participate in every lEP meeting for each
LEP student to address the coordination between LEP/Special Education Services. If
the lEP meeting is for the purpose of an Annual Review, the team will ascertain
whether assessment, identification, placement, and services are appropriate and
consistent with current policy. If not, the lEP will be revised apppropriately with
parental input and consent.
Students identified as LEP and in need of special education services requiring

placement in a special day class, or resource specialist program will have a Bilingual
Individual Learning Plan (BILP) written In concert with the writing of the lEP, unless the

student's regular class placement is within one of the district bilingual programs. In
this case the student's Bilingual Class Program will be coordinated to act in concert
with the special education program. The plan will address specific primary and
second language services that will be provided and who will provide these services.

The placement/service option will be described on the lEP and include a description of
the coordination between the bilingual and special education programs in the
"comments" section of the I.E.P. The preferable option is the service of credentialed

personnel, or aides working directly under the supervision of credentialed personnel.
The following options will be offered, as needed, to meet Special Education/LEP
student's needs:

1. Team teaching between the bilingual and special education staffs
2. Special education and bilingual instructional aides providing
assistance in each program

3. Special education students receiving direct assistance from the
bilingual teacher

4. Special education students receiving indirect services from the
bilingual teacher
5. ESL teachers providing direct services to the special education
students

6. Bilingual special education teacher arid/or itinerant bilingual special
education teacher providing direct instructional services to the
special education student
7. Bilingual aides assisting in the instruction of special education
students
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Placement and Service Options for LEP Students(Continued)
8. Placement in special education without participation in the bilingual

program when the complete assessment data shows that the child

is severely limited in English and the primary language. In such
instances, a specially developed language program in a self-contained
setting may be the most appropriate program. The multidiscipiinary team
may also determine that the appropriate program for an individual child
would be in one language only.ln these cases,services may be provided

by a monolingual/bilingual English instructor, or in other languages, by a
bilingual instructor or aide

9.,Tutors and volunteers will be used only for students whose primary

'language is one which Is infrequently encountered in the student
population

Any of the above options can take place in combination with the regular education
program.

I FP/SPECIAL EDUCATION REDESIGNATfON CONSIDERATIONS

The redesignation of students is addressed in the Limited English Proficient
Procedures Manual, Sections P-t to P-15(Appendix D).
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INITiAL IDENTIFICATION:

(within 30 school days)

1.

New enrollees with no records of primary language and English

Language status shall complete a Home Language Survey (HLS).

A)

If English only on lines 1-3 of HLS,the student shall be placed in
any appropriate program.

B)

If the primary language on lines 1-3 of HLS is other than English,
the Idea Proficiency Test is administered to the student.

0)

Testing is optional if a language other than English is listed on
line 4.

2.

Students scoring non-English speaking (NES)or limited English

speaking (LES)shall be immediately placed in an appropriate MVUSD
LEP program option.

3.

Students scoring fluent-English speaking,(FES), shall be placed as
follows:

A)

Grades K-2 may receive optional English reading and writing
assessments(teacher judgement). Otherwise these students
are considered fluent English proficient(FEP)and placed in any
appropriate program.

B)

Grades 3-12 shall be placed according to standardized test scores
either using the latest available score or giving the test currently
adopted by the MVUSD. Students who score above 36th
percentile shall be considered FEP and placed in any appropriate

program. Students scoring below 36th percentile shall be placed
in an appropriate MVUSD LEP program.
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INITIAL IDENTIFICATION

(\eithin30schooldiQfs)

iNew Enrollees(with no record

[of primary language arxi English
{language status)

Administer Home

English Only

Language Survey

Any Appropnate
Program

_ Primary Language
other than English

Score NES/LES

Administer IPT(1)

on IPT

Initial Racementin

MVUSD LEP Pro
gram

Grades K-2

Score f^S on IPT

FEP,Any Appropri
ate Program(2)

Score Above 36%
FEP

Grades 3-12

}

Any Appropriate
Program

D

Administer Test(3)
Score Beiow 36%
LEP

(1)Idea Proficiency Test

}

(2)For purposes of initial identification,English,reading and writing assessments areoptionai
(3)Or other District adopted standardized test

^Initial Placement in
MVUSD LEP Pro
^gram

3
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PRIMARY LANGUAGE (LI) DIAGNOSTIC ASSESSMENT
(complete within 90 days of enrollment)
1.

All identified LEP students will receive parallel assessments in English
and primary languages(LI) using the IPT Spanish and Language
Dominance Test(LOT)or other district adopted tests to determine the
language of basic skills instruction.

2.

Students with no primary language proficiency shall be placed in
program options #3,4, or 5 according to program placement criteria.

3.

Students with oral primary language proficiency but no literacy skills
shall be placed accordingly:
a)

nr K/1 ■ Program options #1 or 2or3
First grade students who have no previous K experience or who
have reading experience in LI shall continue to receive LI
reading instruction. Otherwise they shall receive English reading
instruction.

b)

Or 2/12 Lanouaoe dominanne must be determined
Those dominant in LI shall be placed in program options #1 or 2
or 3. (Again, students who have received LI reading instruction
shall continue that instruction through a third grade transition to
English.) Those who are not dominant but who have started
reading in English shall be placed in program options #3, 4, or
5 according to program placement criteria.

4.

Students who are proficient (literate) in LI shall be placed accordingly:
a)

b)

Gr. K-3: Program options #1 or 2and 3.

Gr. 4-12: Place in the appropriate program option (#5)according
to placement criteria.
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PRIMARYLANGUAGE LI ASSESSMENT

(comptete\vithm90daysofenroDmeiit)

LEP Stud©nts

Conduct Parallel Assess

ments in English and
Primary Language

No Primary Language

*rogram Options

-f Proficiency

#3, 4, or 5

Designate Language of
Basic Skills Instruction

(Ensure Complete Diag
nosis of Comprehension,

Speaking, Reading and
Writing)

Primary Language
Oral Proficiency(No
Literacy)

\

Program Options
Grades K-1

#1,or 2and 3
>

>

^Grades 2-12

Program Options
LI Dominant

Testfor Lan

#1 or2and 3

guage Domi
^nance

J
L1 not
Dominant

Primary Language

4 Proficiency

Grades K-3

Program Options
#3,4 or 5

Program Options
#1,or2and 3

(Literate)

Grades 4-12

When more than one program is listed, refer to program placement criteria

* Any Program
Option

ENGLISH

^

——

a>

Date

School

Teacher

HOME LANGUAGE SURVEY

The California Education Code requires schools to determine the language!s) spoken at home by each student. This
information is essential in order for schools to provide meaningful instruction for all students.

Your cooperation in helping us meet this important requirement is requested. Please answer the following questions
and have your son/daughter return this form to his/her teacher. Thank you for your help.
Name of student:

Last

First

Middle

1. Which language did your son or daughter learn when he or she first began to talk?
2. What language does your son or daughter most frequtntly use at home?

3. What language do you use most frequently to speak to your son or daughter?
4. Name the language most often spoken by the adults at home:

State of California

Department of Education

Grade

Jigi "
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Bilingual Interview/Teacher.
Person interviewed

SST REFERRAL ADDENDUM:

CRITICAL ISSUES FOR LANGUAGE MINORITY STUDENTS
.Grade.Date.

.Birttidale.

Name

Results of parentcontact(Include dates):
.Dominant Language:.

1.

Primary Language:.

2.

Yearsin U.S._^

3.

Pupii's language usage wittr:

.Countryof Biilti:.

p^nts.
siblings.
peers_

Conmens:.

Idea Proficiency Test(IPT)

Language Dominance
Testused:

(Current Testing)

Dale:.
[>3rnnartLanguage:.

Form Used:
Level

LEP: NES.
FEP

.Date:.
LES.

FES

.Date:.

Form Used:.
Level.

LEP: NES,

_FES.

.LES.

FEP

5.

Total Years offormal instruction: lnU.S.,

6.

Numberof schools attended in U.S.

7.

In nativecountry.

Regular.

Attendance: Regular.
Comments:

8.

Language/Instructional programs and services by grade level(circle)
English only
Bilingual
BILP

PreK K 1 234567 8
PreK K12345678
Prek K1 234567 8

ESL

PreK K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Primary readng instructor Bit.Teach.
Problems/Comments:

.Walveredteach..

_Alde.

■

9. Has language of instruction in reading, math,and written language been uniform in all grades:
Yes^

No

Comments:

.

10. Peercomparison: a)How is pupil significantly differentfrom others of similar educational
cultural,linguistic background? b)Delays in common childhood tasks?
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11. Sibling comparison: How does child's progresscompare to thatof siblings(academically,
linguistically,socially?),

;

—

12. Are there any cultural or environmentalfactors which may affectlearning?

13. Describe any drastic family changes(moves,deaths)that have occurred during the child's lifetime.

14. Health concerns(major health problems, mecfication,etc...)

15. a) Degree of parent's English schooling?.
b) Where did parents spend childhood? _
c) Highest grade of school completed
father

16. Did anyone in thefamily have learning problems? (Who?)Explain

17. General Comments/other relevant information (optional).

mother

■ ■
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^FFgCTIVE UfiF OF AN INTERPRETER ll^ AfifigSSMENTS

Victoria Medina - Los Angeles County Superintendent of Schools
ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES TO FOLLOW WHEN WORKING WITH AN
INTERPRETER:

A.

THE ASSESSMENT TEAM MEMBER'S SELF-PREPARATION (before
the interpreter arrives)
1.

Know what test(s) you want to give

2.

Re-acquaint your self with test(s)

3.

Be prepared for the session to minimize the extra time usually
added by use of an interpreter

B.

C.

4.

Know the skill level of the Interpreter

5.

Choose only the tests which the interpreter is trained to give

BRIEFING PROCEDURE - The assessmentteam member and the
interpreter review the following:
1.

The general purpose of testing session

2.

Which tests will be administered

3.

Some information about the child

4.

Discussion of English test behavior, if applicable

5.

Reminder that the interpreter should write all behaviors

6.

In addition, the interpreter needs time to organize the materials,
re-read the test procedures and ask for clarification, if needed

INTERACTION PHASE - PROCEDURES

1.

An assessment team member is present in this session

2.

The interpreter asks questions as they arise

3.

The assessment team member makes the following observations
of the child
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(continued)

a.

body language of the child

b.

mixing of two languages

c.

use of gestures - type general quality for purposes of
communication

d.

response delay

e.

false starts, word repetitions, reauditorization, subvocalization

4.

f.

repeating the test stimulus

g.

perseveration

h.

short attention span, distractlbility

The assessment team member makes the following observation of
the interpreter:

a.

body language of the interpreter

b.

excessive reinforcement - type and frequency

c.

excessive cueing or prompting the child (verbally or with
gesters)

D.

DEBRIEFING PHASE - PROCEDURES

1.

Ask the interpreter to go over each of the test responses without
making clinical judgement

E.

2.

Go over any difficulties relative to the testing process

3.

Go over any difficulties relative to the interpretation process

4.

Any other items relevant to testing process

MINIMIZING INTERPRETATION ERRORS DURING CONFERENCING

1.

Avoid professional jargon - explain terms such as behavior
modification, shaping behavior, morphemic and synatactic
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(continued)

2.

Keep grammatical constructions as simple as possible

3.

Minimize the use of idioms

4.

Observe body language, rely on your interpreter to assist you in
understandfing culturally appropriate behavior for the selection

5.

Often the parent relates to the interpreter as if she/he(the

interpreter) is the "authority" orthe expert." The interpreter may be
put in the position of the parent's representative. Avoid this. It may
lead to an adversary relationship between the interpreter and the
specialist. Remember to remain neutral
6.

7.

Make it comfortable and nonthreatening

Keep the conference to a small number of people, particularly the
number of school personnel

8.

Introductions are very important. Give name and position of each

9.

Seating arrangements are critical. The interpreter should not in
any way block the parent from the school person. Parents must

person present and what role each plays in relation to the student

be able to see both the interpreter and the speaker
F.

CRITICAL ELEMENTS FOR THE INTERPRETER

1.

2.

I ifitenina - The interpreter must listen carefully to what is being
said so that she/he can accurately convey the message. This
involves a high degree of attention and concentration
Note taking - This helps the interpreter to remember,to summarize
and/or review at different times during the conference

3.

Summarizing - The interpreter must have the ability to remember
and to convey the main points in a brief, concise and accurate
manner. This is especially useful when the interpreter cannot
remember exact words or when she/he is interpreting an idea

or concept ratherthan the literal words. It is also useful when

interpreting for parents because they are not trained to give small
meaningful units and then to pause for interpretation
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(continued)
4.

Knnwledoe of svnonvms- When the Interpreter cannot recall the

specific words,she/he must be able to supply another word that
means the same thing. Also,sometimes a vocabulary word Is not
familiar to a specific group of HIspanlcs but another Is (e.g., bote/
lata; bomba/globo, etc.)

5.

The Interpreter should not "editorialize" comments made by any of
the school personnel or by the parents

6.

Present as a united team
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REDESIGNATION

A student who has demonstrated competency in English will be redesignated as fluent

English speaking (FEP). Following are the District's established criteria and a flow
chart for redeslgnatlon.

Redeslgnatlon Criteria

1.

Redeslgnatlon criteria must be established by each school district. The criteria
determines when LEP students have developed the English language skills
necessary to succeed In an English-only classroom. The redeslgnatlon process
shall, at a minimum, utilize multiple criteria, Including but not limited to all of the
following;

a.

teacher evaluation Including a review of the pupils'
curriculum mastery using both the English and Spanish
frameworks

b.

objective assessment of language proficiency and reading
skills, using the IDEA Proficiency Test and diagnostic
assessment Instruments contained In the District adopted
books

2.

c.

parental opinion and consultation

d.

scores at or above the 36th percentlle on the district
adopted standardized achievement tests

An assessment team composed of a teacher, district office administrator,

principal, and others as appropriate may be formed to decide on special
circumstances for possible exit from the program. An example of this would be
an underachlever who has been In the bilingual program for at least 3 years.

This team may meet In January; May or when appropriate.
3.

If the student meets all redeslgnatlon criteria, except achieving at the expected

percentlle on the standardized achievement test, then the assessment team will
evaluate the student's performance to determine If the student could succeed in

an English Only classroom on a semester basis. The student's progress will be
evaluated on a regular basis to determine whether the student should remain in

the English-only classroom or return to the bilingual setting.
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^contlnued)

4.

Parents will be notified by the school that their student has been redesignated

as proficient in English and will be placed in an English only classroom. (See
redesignation letter)
Definitions:

Redesignation is defined as the determination when a student with a primary
language other than English has acquired English language skills sufficient to function
successfully in an English-only program (E.C. 52164.6) and at a level substantially
equivalent to students of the same age or grade whose language is English (E.G.
52163n). Redesignation does not imply that a student should be removed from a
bilingual program but rather that the student is functionally English Proficient.
The term exit, has implicit in its definition that the student will be removed frorn the LEP

program and placed in a mainstream classroom. Exiting is one of the alternatives after
redesignation.

LANGUAGE REOESIGNATION PROCESS
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(Complete at any time evidence is presented that the student may be
able to pass district's reciassificatlon criteria)'

Recommended Pupil
for

Redesignation

Conduct Redesignation
Review: 1. Criteria (1)
2. Standards (2)
3. Proceudres (3)

FEP

Any Appropriate Program
(with follow-up)

LEP

Continue in Limited

English Program (reoyole
to redesignation when
appropriate)

1)

District specified criteria includes (a) score of 4 on all components of the
Student Oral Language Observation Matrix (Solom), (b) English Language
Proficiency score of FES on the IPT (K-12),(c) a score at or above the 36th

percentile in Reading, Language and Math on the adopted district achievement
test, (d) Proficiency in the English curriculum (speaking, reading, writing,

language and math)as outlined In the District adopted Grade Placement Policy.
A sample of the student's writing must be submitted and be comparable to
English speaking students in the same grade.

2)

District must establish standards for determining when the pupil is no longer
Limited English Proficient as shown on previous page.

3)

District specified procedures will include (1) a student assessment team
comprised of a teacher, principal or designee, parent, other appropriate
personnel, and the student (when appropriate),(2) provisions for notification of
parents in advance of redesignation review or results,(3) reasonable efforts to
ensure parent participation in the process.
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CQMFgHEWCE AND RgCOMMFMPATinMft

The School Assessment Team (SAT) shall consider all the student data on
the Student Language Profile Form - Redesignation:
a.

Student background

b.

Required criteria

c.

1.
2.

English Oral Language Observation Matrix
Oral Language Proficiency

3.

Student's performance of curriculum' mastery

4.
Academic achievement, on the 3R's
5.
Writing sample
Supplementary criteria

The School Assessment Team (SAT) recommends the following:
a.

Classification (check one) LEP

b.

Placement (check one)

PEP.

Continue in bilingual classroom
Continue In Individual Learning
Program (ILP)
Transfer to English-Only
classroom (EXIT)

PQLLQW-UP PRQCEDURg

There will be a one month and a six month monitoring of the studenfs
progress In his/her learning situation. The responsibility for this shall
lie with the Principal or designee at-the school where the student is

currently attending. The evaluation is to be completed on the Language
Redesignation follow-up form by the appropriate person(s).
K-5 classroom teacher
6-8 classroom teacher or counselor
9-12 counselor

The evaluation contains information that will determine if the student's

language classification and program placement is appropriate to meet the
student's present needs. The results shall be reported to the person(s)
responsible for the submission of the R-30 Report as soon as completed,
along with the Student Language Profile Form Redagignatinn
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REQUEST FOR PARENT PARTICIPATION ON SAT

Date:

Dear Parent or Guardian:

Your child,

has been successfully partici

pating in the LEP Program at.

School.

Your attendance at a meeting is necessary to help us complete an evalu
ation of your child's academic skills, especially the acquisition of the
English language.

As a result of this evaluation, the School Assessment Team may decide
that your child is ready to receive instruction in English.
A meeting will be held on

Please return

the lower portion of this letter.

..Chairperson
School Assessment Team

.Evaluation
School

of
Student

Check one:
I will attend

I. will not attend

Parent's Signature

Phone Number

Attention: School Assessment Team for Reciassification
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REQUEST FOR PARENT PARTICIPATION ON SAT
Spanish
Fecha

Estimado Padre de Famllla o Tutor:

Su hijo/a ha estado participando con exito en el Programa Biiingue o en el
Programa Biiingue de Aprendizaje Individual de la Escuela

.

Agradeceremos su asistencia, la cual es necesaria. en una conferencia
para ayudamos a compietar una evatuacion de las habilidades academicas

de su htjo/a, especialmente con referenda a su adquisicion del ingles.
Como resultado de esta evaluacion. el Equipo de Evaluacion de la Escuela
(SAT), puede decidir que su hijo/a este listo/a para recibir instruccion
completamente en ingles.

Esta conferencia tendra lugar

. Sirvase devolver

el talon de abajo de esta carta.
Presidente

Ec'jipo de Evaluadon de la Escuela

Evatuacion de

Escuela •

Estudiante

Indique uno:
SI, asistire

No, asistire

Firma del Padre

Numero de Telefono

Atencion: Equipo de Evaluacion de la Escuela (SAT) para Redasificacion
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Dear Parents or Guardians:

I am pleased to inform you that your child

has

attained the necessary English skills in speaking, reading and writing
to receive instruction in English only without additional LEP services.
A meeting held on
redesionated your child as fluent

English proficient (PEP) with English only services to begin
You have the right to reassessment of your child should you question
the category in wnich your child has been placed.

Please sign and return the form to me. Do not hesitate to call if you have
any questions.

Principal

Oate

I agree

I do not agree with the placement of my child in an English
only Program.

Signature/Parent or Guardian

Date

.

00
o
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STUDENT LANGUAGE PROFILE FORM-REOESIGNATION
STUDENT'S NAME
AGE

.SCHOOL

GRADE
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Initial

Recommendation

Recommendations for redesignatlon should originate from the appropriate
personnel, depending upon the level and location of the student and his/her

program. Any one of the following persons may initiate the process:
(a)

Parent(s)

(b) Classroom teacher, or biiinguai resource teacher
(c)
(d)
(e)

ESL or other resource teacher
Principal
Vice Principal

(f)

Gounsetor (particularly at secondary level)

(g)

Student (where appropriate)

Recommendation for redeslgnation may be initiated at any time by the
person(s) listed above. It Is suggested that immediately after the pub
lication of the results of the district adopted achievement tests would be

an appropriate time to initiate the process, since one of the required

criteria Is the achievement at or above the 36th percentlie (EC. 52163).
School Assessment Tftam /.RATj

In order to ensure the maximum input and information, the use of a school

assessment team is required. The SAT, at a minimum, must be comprised
of two school site personnel (one of whom must be the principal teacher*
or a certificated person familiar with the students work, and the
principal or designee. Reasonable effort must be made to involve the

parents of the LEP student. In the event that the parents are unable to

attend the appraisal meeting, the parents must be notified in writing of
any recommendations regarding the educational program of the student.

'Principal teacher is defined as the:

(a) classroom teacher at the elementary level
(b)

ESL teacher at the intermediate level

(c)

ESL teacher at the high school level
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STUDENT ORAL LANGUAGE OBSERVATION MATRIX (SOLOM)

Because it is important to determine whether the child has practical command of the

English language, a rating of the student's classroom language should be completed
by the principal teacher * of the student. The rating should take into consideration the
student's ability to understand and speak the English language, as well as specifically
delineating his ability to master vocabulary, pronunciation, and grammar. A sample of
the teacher observation criteria is provided on the following page. In order to be
reclassified, the observation criteria must indicate that the student's language ability in

the comprehension, fluency, vocabulary, pronunciation,and grammar of English will
enable him/her to participate fully in an all-English environment. In order to pass the
criteria, a student must attain a minimum rating of 4 in all categories

'Principal teacher at the:

(a)
(b)
(c)

Elementary level is the classroom teacher
Intermediate level is the classroom teacher
High School is the ESL teacher
ENGLISH ORAL LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY

At a minimum, the student must be able to score in the FES range on the oral

language assessment test for redesignation. Since English Language Development
is a state requirement for all Limited English Proficient (LEP) students, mastery of
certain objectives on all ESL continuum or completion of a minimal portion of a
program may be considered. Before the formal instruction of English reading begins
(K-8), the LEP student must have met district transition criteria and achieved at
appropriate grade level in the student's primary language, when materials are
available.

NOTE: Evaluate student's proficiency in his primary language:

a)

a high score in the primary language could indicate probable
success in the continuing development of English oral language
skills

b)

a low score in the primary language could indicate:
1. a low level of oral skills and that primary language skills must
also be developed, or
2. that there are other extraneous factors in the learning process
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ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

In order tb be considered for redesignation, the student's performance in the areas of

reading and math on the 3 R's Test of Basic Skills shall be at or above the 36th
percentile in Reading and Math.
ASSESSMENT OF WRITING SAMPLE

A Sample of the student's writing must be submitted. The student's writing sample will
be evaluated and a Pass/Fail grade determined. (Sample should be comparable to
English-speaking students in the same grade.)
PARENT NOTIFICATION AND CONSULTATION

Upon receipt of the recommendation for redesignation,the School Assessment Team
is required to notify the parent(s) that his/her child is being considered for a program
change. This notification shouid be presented to the parent(s) in person and the
redesignation procedure explained in the language that is understood by the parent.
If, however, after a reasonable effort to personally contact the parent(s) has failed,
notification in writing or by telephone must be made. Documentation of parent

notification of possible program change must be included in the final report submitted
by the School Assessment Team (SAT).
PERFORMANCE IN CURRICULUM AREAS

A Student's performance shall be at a level substantially equivalent for his or her age
and grade level as indicated in the District's Language Arts, Reading, and
Mathematics Frameworks(K-8)or be demonstrating satisfactory progress in a regular

English class (9-12). Student performance is based on criterion referenced tests in
reading, language, and math. The minimal level of acceptable performance is defined
in the District's Grade Placement Policy.

CO

SOLOM

CM

Teacher Observation

Student Oral Language Observation Matrix
Student's Name:

Signature:,

Grade:

Language Fluency:,

Date:^
1

A. COMPREHENSION

2

Cannot be said to under

Has great difficuity

stand even simple

following whatis said.
Can comprehend only

conversation.

'*social conversation**

3
Understands most of
what is said at slower

than-normal speed
with rq>etitions.

spoken slowly and with

4

Understands every

everything at normal
speech, although
occasional repetition
may be necessary.

day conversation and

frequent repkitions.
B. FLUENCY

5

Understands nearly

normal classroom
discussions without

difficulty.

Speech is so limiting
and fragmentary as to

Usually hesitant;

Speech in everyday

Speech in everyday

Speech in everyday

often forced Into

make conversation

silence by language

conversation and class
room discussion is

conversation and class
room discussions is

virtuallyimpossible.

limitations.

frequently disrupted by

generally fluent, with
occasional lapses while

conversation and
classroom dis
cusssions is fluent
and effortless

the student searches
for the correct manner

of a native speaker.

the student's search
for the correct manner

of expression.

approximating that

of expression.
C. VOCABULARY

Vocabulary limitations

Misuse of words and

so extreme as to make

very limited vocabulary
make comprehension

conversation virtually
impossible.
D. PRONUNCIATION

and idioms,

tion somewhat limited

Occasionally uses in
appropriate terms and/
or must rephrase ideas

because of inadequate

because of lexical

of a native speaker.

vocabulary.

inadequacies.

Use of vocabulary
approximates that

Pronunciation problems

Very hard to under

Pronunciation problems Intelligible, though

stand because of pro
nunciation problems.
Must frequently repeat

Pronunciation and

so severe as to make

necessitate concentra

intonation approxi

speech virtually
unintelligible.

E. GRAMMAR

quite difficult.

Frequently uses the
wrong words;conversa

Errors in grammar and
word-order so severe as

to make speech virtually
unintelligible.

one is conscious of a

in order to make him/

tion on the part of the
definite accent and
imates that of a
listener and occasionally occasional inappropriate native speaker.
leads to misunderstand intonation patterns.

herself understood.

ing.

Grammar and wordorder errors make

Makes frequent errors
of grammar and word-

Occasionally makes
grammatical and/or

and word-order

comprehension difficult. order which occasion

word-order errors which

Must often rephrase

approximates that of

do not obscure meaning. a native speaker.

and/or restrict him/her

ally obscure meaning.

Grammatical usage

self to basic patterns.
-

BASED ON YOUR OBSERVATION OF THE PUPI! INDICATE WITH AN X'
ACROSS THE SQUARE I N EACH CATEGORY WHIICH BEST
TWC DIIDIf 'C A nil

TheSOLOM should only be administered by persons who themselvesscore atlevel'A'orabove in all categories in the language being assessed.
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Section 9:

Student

File

Guidelines
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SECTION 9:

STUDENT FILE GUIDELINES

•Student Folders

•List of School Personnel with Access to Student
Files Form

•Student Data Record Form
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STUDENT FOLDERS

Each student in special education must have an Individual folder on file.
Since the material housed in this folder is not only very important to the education of

this student, but also very confidential, it Is Important that the folder be kept in the
office at all times and maintained in an orderly manner. To accomplish this and
enable the material to be more readily accessible upon review,the following steps
should be taken:

1.

A student folder will be made upon receiving the material from the case carrier
after the I.E.P.T. meeting,or In the case of an administrative placement, after
the paperwork is complete.

2.

The material housed in the folder will be divided into the following sections:
(Left Side of Folder)
A.

DLstrict and County Forms

Starting from the bottom of the folder and working to the top,these forms
will consist of the Intervention Log, Student Referral, Administrative
Placement, Notification of Referral, Assessment Plan (with the Informed
consent Included on reverse side of second page). Parent Notice of
Meeting, Assessment Checklist, Student Data(Pink), and Pupil Records
Log.

(Right Side of Folder)
B.

Individualized Educational Plan (I.E.P.)

0.

Psychoeducational Reports and Information.

D.

Speech Reports and Information.

E.

Adaptive P.E. Reports and Information.

F. .

Medical Reports and Information

This section consists of the Developmental History, Health Screening,
nurse's report, medical reports and records received from hospitals and
clinics.

G.

Correspondence

This section consists of pertinent letters regarding this particular student,

I.e.: letter to parent, psychologist, doctor, another school district, and
requests for information. Notes between teachers,teacher and principal,
etc., should not be included unless deemed pertinent to student's record.
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Student Folders (continued)
H.

MificeilaneQus

u

-j

^

This section consists of information received from the teacher deemed

pertinent to the student's record,i.e.:teacher report,classroom observa

tion.

All student material should be maintained in chronological order as well
as in the order listed above.

3.

All student folders should be labeled with student's name, birthdate, school and
current program.

4.

5.

All student folders should be stamped nnNRPgNTIAL

All student folders will be kept in a pendaflex folder. When afolder is needed
will sign the pupil record log. The secretary will place an"OUT card iri the _
pendaflex designating the person reviewing and the date. (The folder is to be

for review,the person reviewing, if not listed on the routine access of records,
reviewed in the office and NOT TAKEN OUT.V

6.

All student folders will be housed in a locking file.

7.

Master Files will be maintained as:

8.

A.

Current Special Education RIe

B.

Pending or Inactive Fiie

When a student moves out of the district:

A.

the current special education masterfolder is pulled and placed with
the teacher's folder in the Regular or Inactive File,

8.

the Regular or Inactive Rie is maintained for one year or until requested
by receiving district, whichever is first,

C

ifwill
a request
records
is received,the
complete
master
folder
be sent,for
thestudent
teacher's
folder(with
copies and
protocols)
will con
tinue to be maintained for one year at the school site, and

D.

when there is no more site storage for Inactive Ries,contact the district

special education office.
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MORENO VALLEY UNIRED SCHOOL DISTRICT

Moreno

SCHOOL

Valley, California

DATE

The following listed personnel have routine access to confidential pupil
records:

Administrators:

Director, Pupil Services

., Coordinator, Special Education

Site

Administrators:

Psychologists:

School Secretary and/or Records Clerk:

Teachers reponsible for education of
pupil:

Nurses:

Counselors:

School Officials or Employees with

legitimate educational interests:
Resource Specialists:

Program Specialists:

(l8/») Dt

*P3

sssan T5T0 aarrritts
TOT
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10:

Parental

Rights
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SECTION 10: PARENTAL RIGHTS

.Introduction

■Parent Rights and Appeal Procedures

•Parent Preparation for an I.E.P. Meeting
Sample Form
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INTRODUCTION

TO
PARENTAL RIGHTS

The federal law establishes the right of parents of a

handicapped
education.

youngster to have a voice in their child's

Such a right is particularly important for the parent

of a handicapped child because of the parent's knowledge

regarding about the strengths and needs of their child.

Parents

may participate in their child's assessment, program planning,
and program review.

They must approve the assessment

process and placement in any special education program or
service.

Notice of the assessment process must be written in

understandable language, provided in the native language of the

parent, and translated orally when the parent's language or
communication is not a written language. This approval must be

documented by the parent's signature on the appropriate forms.

The parents of exceptional students must be informed pf their
rights and may appeal educational decisions.

They have the

right to see all of their child's educational records.
Parents

are

procedural rights.

also

guaranteed

certain

due

process,

Among these rights are

.The right to a timely written notice of the place
and time of the hearing.
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The right to review all records and information
V.

■

.

that a school has available on the child

The right to be represented by counsel, to bring
witnesses, to cross examine witnesses, and to

present evidence

The right to obtain an independent evaluation at the
expense of the school, of the data being used to
evaluate the child's possible handicap and eventual
placement

The right to a complete written report on the
hearing proceedings and findings

The right to appeal the assessment decision and

placement decision

In addition to their participation in in the I.E.P. meeting, a
parent can be an important partner in extending and reinforcing
social skills and positive school experiences at home.

Parent Rights and Appeal Procedures

CM
OJ
CINtHAl aiCHfs

A. informal Ccmfaratsca . . . contlnuad
<

• All handicapped children have the right to a free and appropriate public education.

• Be acccNnpanled by a representatIvefsf

• Individuah have the right to privacy arwl confidentlality of all educational recordi including the

• faamine pupil records and have copies of any educational documents ccMslained within and
maintained by the public education agency.

fiehi to iee. leview/atrd if necessary, challenge the records in accordance with the family

O

Iducaiional Rights aruJ Privacy Act ot 1974.

• Individuals have the right to review arMl/of olnaln a copy of the educational rerrnds prior to

B. Madlalion Confaranea

meetings

• Rec|uesi a nic-«lMtM»n conference be belcl within fifteen (ISf days of the superintendent's

• All hanrikapped children have the right to placement in the least restrictive learning environ
ment.tothe program with th^least restrlcllve alternatives,andthe right tocn|uythesame variety
of prograrm as are available to the rson-handicapped.

receipt of wfitten reciurst for a lair hearlrig.

• Be accompanied by a representatlvefsf.

S

I
•5

• Allindlyidualshavetherighttoreceiveafulleaplanationof allproceduralsafeguardsarsd rightsof
appeal.

• Individuals have the right to free or low ccnf legal atsd other relevant services, upon recfuesl.
YOU HAVt fM MCHT JO:

• Enamlne pupil re<ordt aruJ have copies of any educational documentscontained within and
maintained by the public education agency.

• Beinformed by thesupeifntendeniof availablefreeorlow costlegalor other relevantservices
within three fJ) days of the receipt of written rsotiflcatlon requesting a fair hearing

• Have the student remain In hit/her pr^ni educational placement pending all appeals.

RICHfS RtlAnO fO ASSISSMff4T

C. Duo Rrocoaa Mooring
• Initiate a request for educatiorsal assessment.

• A hearing to be held at atime and placeof mutualconvenience and within forty-live i4S|days
following receipt of written requcnts.

• Give or withhcrld written consent for any proposed activities.
• Have IS school days in which to give cm withhold consent.

• Be informed of all rights and prcMediMes related to the clue process hearing.

• Obtain an Independent outside assessment at public evpense. frcKedures fcH obtaining such

• Recelvrien(10)rlaysnoiireptiortohearlngdate.lhenotiretoincludedale.timeandplaceol
hearing.

assessment shall be provided upon request.

o

s.

or

■§

0

1
oT
C3J

TO

a.

e

An assessment that is designed to be free of racial or cultural discrimination.

• Have a description of the prcM educes and assessments to be used and to be fully informed of the

• Prcncni evidence, written arguments and oral arguments.

s

• Be acronipanied and advit^d by counsel arsd Individuals with specsokihnowledge or Hoinlng

o

relating to the problems of handicapped children.

assessment results.

• Consent, cross examine and compel the attendance of witnesses.
Ricms muMio fo ininviduaiisd education rtociiAiM

O Be rsotdiecl pricM to. and to participate and/cK be represented at meetlng(s|
• The child's right to partklpate in the mectlng(s1 as appropriate.
• Have the nseefling SO days from date of receipt of signed consent:
• Have the meeting ccNiducted In your primary lartguage/communlcatlon mode.

• Gtve written consent for the special education placement or revoke consent at any lime.

13

o

Receive a written or elearonic verbatim record of the hearing.

s

• frobibit the Intioductlon of any evidence at the fieatlng that has not been disclosed five
days before the bearing
• Receive a written finding of the fads and the decision within forty-live (4Si days from the

fee elpt of the superintendentofthe request lorhearing,or thirty(101 dyasfollowing comple
tion of the mediation conletersce.

• Parentsor guardians may beentitled to havecostsof attorneys'leesreimbursed if they pievail
in court as a r c»nsec|uenre of a due process hearing

• Have at least an annual review of the Individuallied Education frogram or whenever the parent
believes the pupil K rsot making apftrnpriate progress

• Appeal the decision of the Committee by due prcKc^ss hearing concerning the identification,

evaluation, educational placement or provision lor a free appropriate ecliKational program.

IV.

BIGHTS BiiATID TO APftAlS-

I C 5A500-56505. 94 147. $ecfioniT7la S0k-5f4. Ilia SOTraKH and(7). I7fa $04(b)
A. Informal Conlerenco

• Meet infornially with the supeiinleridcnt cm direclcN of the special education agency to
resolve any issur|s|relating tothe idenlilir aiion.assessment,education and platerfM*nt of the
child Of the piuvision oi a liee a|>|ii«»priate public e«lucation to the child.

D. CcMnptaInt Procadur*

• file a c omplairii with the superintendent of the coruernl^d local public educational agetu y
regarding the public agency's alleged violation of federal or state law or regulation
• Spec ify all relevant factsin his/her possession and provide any additionalinformation believed
to support the complaint.

• Re<|uesi an informal review of the proposed decision with the superintendent or his/hn
designee

• Recpiest a heating heloie the local board ol education.(Mearing shaff l>e he/if at the Hm
ri'giifady vchrifidei/ meeting in Jtiorcfance with the ttKjl governing hoard proi csfiire%
s< hediihng sill ft ilenis)

Uj
o

§
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PARENT PREPARATION
FOR
I.E.P. MEETING

Note: Please complete this sheet and bring to the I.E.P. meeting.
1. Things I really enjoy about my child (his/her STRENGTHS)are:

2. Activities I think my child likes best are:

3. My concerns about my child are:
a. At school

b. At home

c. Other

4. Types of discipline I find to be most effective with my child are:

5. Expectations I have for my child are:
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Section

11:

Suspension/Expulsion
Procedures
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SECTION 11: SUSPENSION AND EXPULSION PROCEDURE

Suspension Prooedures for Handicapped Students
■Expulsion Procedures for Handicapped Students
■Special Education Expulsion Process Matrix

■Suspension and Expulsion Due Process

■California Education Code - Suspension and
Expulsion of Handicapped Students

SUSPENSION/EXPULSION PROCEDURES
FOR HANDICAPPED PUPILS
SUSPENSION

The following procedures are to be used when a handicapped pupil
enrolled in Special Education is being considered for suspension:
1.

A pupil may not be suspended from school unless the
superintendent or the principal of the school in which the pupil is
enrolled determines that the pupil has engaged in a suspendable
act as defined in Education Code 48900 (A-L). Interventions
should first be tried for offences (F-L).
See MVUSD
Administrative Regulation No. 5144.

NOTE:

Suspension shall be imposed only when other means of

correction fail to bring about proper conduct.
2.

THE PROCEDURES FOR SUSPENSION ARE THE SAME FOR SPECIAL
EDUCATION PUPILS AS FOR ANY OTHER PUPIL

3.

A special education pupil may be suspended for a first violation
or any subsequent violation without an lEP Team meeting.

4.

If suspension is an ineffective means of behavior modification,
an lEP Team meeting shall be conducted when the student has
accumulated ten (10) days of suspension. (An lEP meeting may be
held prior to the 10th accumulative day of suspension.) This
meeting shall determine:
A.
B.
C.

If the behavior was caused by the pupil's handicap or was a
direct manifestation of the pupil's handicap.
If the pupil's placement is appropriate.
If any I.E.P. modifications are needed (i.e., shortened day,
assertive discipline, re'Scheduling classes, home/school
behavior modification program).

Document all determinations and

modifications on the I.E.P.

Addendum form, clearly stating what is expected of the school,

pupil, and parent. Along with the required members
(administration/designee, teacher, parent) it would be appro
priate to include the pupil as well as other appropriate personnel
for this I.E.P. meeting.
Source: West's Anotated California Codes: Education. (1989). Caiifornia Education Code. St.
Paul, MN: West Publishing Company.
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5.

Suspension need not be from the school site. A teacher may
suspend from class for any of the acts enumerated in Education

Section 48900. The "teacher suspension" may be for the day of
the suspendable act and the day following. Such action by the
teacher requires the continued presence of the student on the
school site, with the student under appropriate supervision
(Education Code 48910). As soon as possible the teacher shall
ask the parent or guardian of the pupil to attend a parent-teacher
conference regarding the suspension. Whenever practical, a
school counselor or a school psychologist shall attend the
conference. A school administrator shall attend the conference if

the teacher or the parent or guardian so requests. The pupil shall
not be returned to the class from which he or she was suspended,
during the period of suspension, without the concurrence of the
teacher of the class and the principal. i

6.

A student may not be suspended for more than five (5) school days
for any one suspendable act.

7.

The total number of days for which a pupil may be suspended shall
not exceed twenty (20) school days in any school year (unless
transfer is made to Continuation Education).

The exception to the above (20 days total suspension) is when a student
is being considered for expulsion or when a suspension for the balance

of the semester from continuation school is being processed by the
Governing Board.
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EXPULSION OF SPECIAL PnuCATIQN STUDENTS

A.

In a matter involving a pupil who is currently enrolled in a special
education program, the governing board may order the pupil exoftiipH
if all the following conditions are met:

1.

Assessment data is recent and sufficient. An assessment plan
shall be developed and parental permission obtained to conduct
any assessments for purpose of this review.

2.

An Individualized Education Program Team meeting is held.

3.

The I.E.P. Team determines that the misconduct was not caused
by, or was not a direct manifestation of, the pupil's identified
handicap.

4.

The I.E.P. Team determines that the pupil was appropriately
placed at the time the misconduct occurred.

B.

For purposes of this section, all applicable procedural safeguards
prescribed by federal and state law and regulations apply to
proceedings to expel special education pupils, except that,
notwithstanding any other provision of law, parental consent is
not required as a condition for expulsion

decision to exoel.

proceedings

or

the

If the parent does not agree, parents may

request a fair hearing. All expulsion timelines are frozen and the

student may return to school after the five (5) day suspension
pending the hearing outcome. An additional five (5) days of
suspension may be requested by the school site. The site
administrator shall contact the Director of Pupil Services in
writing to request the additional days. The request should
support the contention that the student's continued presence at
school constitutes a danger to the student or others.

C.

The parent of each special education pupil has the right to
participate in the Individual Education Program Team meeting
preceding the commencement of expulsion proceedings through
actual participation, representation, or a conference call. Each
parent shall be notified of his or her right to oarticioate in tha
meeting at least 48 hours prior to the meeting. Unless a parent
has requested a postponement, the meeting may be conducted
without the parent's participation, if the 48 hour notice has been
provided.

Q

The Moreno Valley Unified School District's guidelines gove?ning
expulsion procedures for special education pupil are as follows:
1.

When a special education pupil Is recommended for

expusion, attach a copy of the Notice of I.E.P. Meeting to the
Principal's Recommendation for Expulsion.
a. The I.E.P. meeting should be conducted bv the 3rd dav nf

the suspenRinn when a recommendation for expulsion is
made. If a five (5) day extension has been granted, the

lEP meeting shall be held by the eighth (8) day of
suspension. The I.E.P. Team meeting shall be conducted
only after all necessary assessments have been
completed.

b. Each parent shall be notified of his or her right to
participate in the meeting at least 48 hours prior to the
meeting. Make every attempt to reach parents by
telephone in addition to mailing the suspension letter
with Notice of I.E.P. Meeting attached.

c. If the parent refuses to meet in a timely manner, the
meeting may be heid without the parent.

At least two

attempts to gain parent attendance must be documented.

If the parent does not keep the second appointment with
the I.E.P. Team, the Team may then proceed with the
meeting.
d. Parents mav request that the meeting be nnstponed for

UP to three additional school davs. In the event that a
postponement has been granted, the local educational
agency mav extend anv susnension for a puoil for the
period of oostponftrnftnt

In determining whether a pupil should be expelled, the I.E.P. Team
shall base its decision on recent and relevant information
regarding the pupil. The term "recent" means information that

has been acquired within three years of the date of the alleged
misconduct. The term "relevant information" means all of the
following:

1.

A review of the pupil's school progress and behavior. If
available. Including, but not limited to, a review of the
pupii's Individualized Education Program, teacher progress
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reports and comments, school health records, and school
discipline records.

2.

F.

A review of the ability of the pupil to conform his or her
behavior to the prescribed standards, and a determination of
the relationship, if any, between the pupil's behavior and his
or her handicapping condition.

If the I.E.P. Team determines that the alleged misconduct was not
caused by, or a direct manifestation of the pupil's handicapping
condition, and the pupil was aoprooriatelv placed, the pupil shall
be subject to the applicable disciplinary actions. DOCUMENT
THESE DETERMINATIONS ON AN lEP FORM. The pupil cannot be
expelled if the misconduct is caused by or a direct manifestation

of the pupil's handicap, or if a

change of placement is being

recommended or made.

G

The I.E.P. shall remain in effect until the expulsion hearing and
subsequent Board action. Note that suspension of special
education students is limited to five (or extension to 10) days
unless the pupil poses an immediate threat to the safety of self
or others and, (1) parents agree to a change of placement, or (2)
the District seeks injunction relief by court order.

K

The parent of each special education pupil has the right to a due
process hearing if the parent disagrees with the decision of the
I.E.P. Team. In the event that a parent demands a hearing, all time
requirements prescribed for suspension or expulsion shall be
extended to include the time necessary to conclude the review or
appeal of any assessment or determination.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION EXPULSION PROCESS
(in addition to regular pre-expulsion and expulsion process)
Action

1. Site

Timeline

administrator

contacts

Resoonsible

Person

Immediately

Site

Administrator

No later than the day follow

Site

Administrator

school psychologist and
case carrier of possible
expulsion of special educa
tion

ouoil.

2. Suspend pupil from school
uD to five days.

3. Review pupil records, includ
ing psychological evalua
tions; discipline record;
academic

4. Review

School Psychologist

Immediately (no later than
first day of suspension).

and Case Carrier

Immediately (no later than
first day of suspension). This

and Case Carrier

orozress.

incident(s) which

led to possible expulsion
with

inz the offense.

teacher(s), administra

tor, parent, and/or student.

School Psychologist

could be done prior to or
after site admin, conference

with parent to review the
incident.

5. Develop assessment plan

Immediately after steps 1-4,

School Psych.,
Case Carrier, and

Multi-disciplinary
Team

6. Obtain parent consent for

See #5. This could be done at

site

7. Schedule lEP meeting for
no later than the third day of

suspension.

School Psychologist

meeting to review the inci
dent(s) with the parent and

assessment.

Parents shall

administrator.

This could be done

at meeting to review the
alleged incident(s) with

School Psychologist
•or site clerk

the parent and site
administrator, The lEP
may request a postponement. meeting cannot occur
until steps 1-6 and the
Parent requested postpone
ment extends timelines for
assessments are completed.
the length of the postpone
receive 48 hours prior
notice of meeting. Parents

ment.

Center to arrange central

School Psychologist
or site designated

office

clerk.

8. Contact Student Service
narticination.

See #7.
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Page 2
Action

9.

Timeline

By the second day of
site imposed suspension.

The school site may request
five additional days of sus
pension (up to 10 total days)

Responsible

Person

The site admini

strator requests the
extension

in

when the student's continued

writing (with ra

presence on campus constitutes a danger to the student

Director of Pupil

or others.

tionale) to the

In this instance,

Services.

the lEP meeting shall be held
by the 8th day of suspension

The

Director of Pupil
Services shall

meet

with the parent
the student (if

appropriate). The

Director of Pupil
Services

shall

notify the school
and parent if the
extension is

granted.

The

extension shall be
based on the

principal's
mendation

recom
for

expulsion and
the

determination

that

student's

continued

pre

sence on campus
would cause a

danger to persons
or a danger to
property or a
threat of

disrupting the
instruction
process.
10. Conduct

assessments.

ASAP - prior to EE? meeting.

■

School Psych.,

Address the issue of 1)

Case Carrier, and

handicap and behavior (the
students ability to adhere
to the rules, 2) appropriate

Team

Multi-disciplinary

ness of placement.

II. Write report.

ASAP

School Psych.,
Case Carrier, and

Multi-disciplinary
Team
Student

Service

Center will priori
tize the processing
of these reports.
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Page 3

Action

Timeline

12. Conduct lEP meeting 
review relationship of

As scheduled in #7, but no

handicap and behavior
and placement. If there
is no relationship between

behavior and handicap and
the student is appropriately
placed, home instruction
may be considered as a
possible interim placement
pending any expulsion

Resoonsibie

Person

Administrator,

later than three school days Multi-disciplinary
after the incident(s) or eight Team
school days if an extension

is granted, parent request
for postponement notwith
standing.

actions.

13. The site administrator shall
make

a recommendation

for

expulsion only after the

After the IE? meeting (by

Site

Administrator

3rd or 8th day if an exten
sion is granted).

IE? Team has met and

^ determined

that the

disability and misconduct
are not related and. that the

student was appropriately
placed at the time of the
misconduct.

14. The report and lEP must be

included with the expulsion
packet and forwarded to
CWA.

See #12.

Site

Administrator
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AR 5144.1(a)

Students

Suspension and Exoulsion/Due Process
i.

Definitions

Suspension from school means removal of a student from ongoing instruc
tion for adjustment purposes.

Suspension does not mean reassignment to another education program or
class where the student will receive continuing instruction for the length of
day prescribed by the Board for students of the same grade level, nor refer
ral to a certificated employee designated by the principal to advise students,
nor removal from the class without reassignment to another ciass or program
for the remainder of the period, without sending the student to the principai
ordesignee. (Education Code 48925(d)(1-3))
Expulsion means removal of a student from the immediate supervision and
control, or the general supervision, of school personnel. (Education Code
48925(b)

Dav means a calendar day unless otherwise specifically provided.
(Education Code 48925(a)
Schooldav means a day upon which the schools of the district are in session
or weekdays during the summer recess. (Education Code 48925(c))

Student includes a student's parent/guardian. (Education Code 48925)
Principal's desipnee means one or more administrators or, if there is not a
second administrator at one school site, a certificated person specifically
designated by the principal in writing, to assist with disciplinary procedures.
Only one such person may be designated at any time as the principal's pri

maiy designee and only one such person may be designated as secondary
designee for the school year. The names of such persons shall be on file in
the district office with the Superintendent's designee. (Education Code
48911)
II.

Notice of Regulations
At the beginning of each school year, the principal or each school shall
ensure that all students and parents/guardians are notified in writing of all
school rules related to discipline, suspension and expulsion. Transfer
students and their parents/guardians shall be notified at the time of
enrollment. (Education Code 35291.5)
(of. 5144 - Student Discipline)
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AR5144.1 (b)
Suspension and Expulsion/Due Process (continued

Notification shaii include information about the ongoing avaiiabiiity of indi
vidual school rules and ail district poiicies and regulations pertaining to stu
dent discipline. (Education Code 35291)
(of. 5145.6 - Notification of Legal Rights)
III. Grounds for Suspension and Expulsion

Students may be suspended or recommended for expulsion when the
Superintendent or designee, Principal, or Principal's designee of the school
in which the student is enrolled determines that the student has done any of
the acts listed below:

a.

Caused, attempted to cause, or threatened to cause physical injury to
another person.

b..

Possessed, sold, or otherwise furnished any firearm,knife, explosive,
or other dangerous object unless, in the case of possession of any
object of this type, the student had obtained written permission to
possess the item from a certificated school employee, with the princi
pal or designee's concurrence.

(cf. 5131.7 - Weapons and Dangerous Instruments)
c.

Unlawfully possessed, used, sold, or otherwise furnished, or been
under the influence of any controlled substance as defined in the
Health and Safety Code 11053 et seq., alcoholic beverage, or an
intoxicant of any kind.
(cf. 5131.6 - Drugs,Tobacco, Alcohol)

d.

Unlawfully offered or arranged or negotiated to sell any controlled
substance as, defined in Health and Safety Code 11053 et seq.,
alcoholic beverage,or intoxicant of any kind, and then sold, delivered,
or otherwise furnished to any person another liquid, substance, or
material and represented same as a controlled substance, alcoholic
beverage, or intoxicant.

e.

Committed or attempted to commit robbery or extortion.

f.

Caused or attempted to cause damage to school property or private
property.

g.

Stolen or attempted to steal school property or private property.

h.

Possessed or used tobacco, or any products containing tobacco or
nicotine products (except in the very limited instance of nicotine as a
ingredient of a prescribed drug that requires ingestiori during school
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AR 5144.1 (c)

Suspension and Expulsion/Due Process (continued
hours)Including, but not limited to, cigarettes, cigars, miniature cigars,
clove cigarettes, smokeless tobacco, snuff,chew packets, and betel.
i.

Committed an obscene act or engaged in habitual profanity or vulgar
ity.

j.

Unlawful possessed, or unlawfully offered, arranged, or negotiated to
sell any drug paraphernalia, as defined in Section 11364 of the
Health and Safety Code.

k.

Disrupted school activities or otherwise willfully defied the valid
authority Of supervisors, teachers, administrators, other school offi
cials, or other school personnel engaged in the performance of their
duties.

I.

Knowingly received stolen school property or private property.

A student may be suspended or expelled for any of the acts listed above if
the act is related to school activity or school attendance, including, but not
limited to, the following circumstances:

1.

While on school grounds.

2.

While going to or coming from school.

3.

During the lunch period, whether on or off the school campus.

4.

During, going to, or coming from a school-sponsored activity.

Alternatives to suspension or expulsion will be used against students who are tru
ant, tardy, or otherwise absent from assigned school activities. (Education Code
48900)

Suspension
I.

Authoritv to Suspend

A Teacher may suspend any student from the teacher's class for any of the
acts listed under Grounds for Suspension and Expulsion above,(see III. AR
5144.1(b)) for the day of the suspension and the day following. (Education
Code 48910)

A Superintendent/desionee. principal, or princiDal's desionee may suspend
a student from a school for any of the acts listed under Grounds for
Suspension and Expulsion above,for not more than five consecutive school

days, upon a first offense, if the principal determines the student violated
items(a)-(e) of the list, or the student violated items (f)-(l) of the list and the
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AR 5144.1 (d)

g|.cppnsion and

Process fcontinued

student's presence causes a danger to persons or property or threatens to
disrupt the Instructional process* (Education Code 48900.5 and 48911)(cf.
5144.2 - Suspension and Expulsion/Due Process - Individuals with
Exceptional Needs)

ThP finverninp Board may suspend a student from school for any of the acts
listed under(^rmmds for Suspension and Expulsion above, for not more
than 20 school days in any school year, unless for purposes of adjustment a
student enrolls in or is transferred to another regular school, an opportunity
school, or continuation school or class. In which case suspension shall not

exceed 30 days in any school year. (Education Codes 48903 and 48912)

II.

prnrpdiires Rrinr to Suspension

f^ntirP to Lay^ pnfnrcement Authorities
^ , ,u
• • .
Prior to the suspension or expulsion of any student, the principal or

designee shall notify the appropriate city or county law enforcement authori
ties of any acts of assault by a student which may have violated Section 245
of the Penal Code (Assault with a Deadly Weapon or Force Likely to
Produce Great Bodily Injury). (Education Code 48902)
MnfirP tn Parpntg/Guardians unon Release Of Minor Student tQ Pgacg Officer

When a principal or other school official releases a student to a peace officer
in order to remove the minor from school premises, the school official shall
take immediate steps to notify the student's parent/guardian or responsible
relative regarding the student's release to the officer and the place to vyhich
the student is reportedly being taken, except when the student is a victim of
suspected child abuse. In which case the district must provide the par

ent/guardians' address and telephone number to the officer. (Education

Code 48906)

(cf. 5141.4- Child Abuse and Neglect)
(cf. 5145.11 - Questioning and Apprehension)
III.

<;|[«!ppnfiion Procedures
A.

Siisnension from Class by a Teacher

Suspension from a class means the rerncval of a student from class
by a teacher for the day of the suspension and the day following. A
teacher may suspend a student from class and may also J'®'®''^
student for consideration of suspension from school for any of the acts
lictPri in firnunds for SufipflnRion and Exoulslon. above.

When a teacher suspends a student, he/she shall Immedl^ely ''®Pori
the suspension to the principal on the appropriate form and send the
student to the principal for appropriate action.
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The student shall be appropriately supervised during the class peri
ods from which he/she has been suspended.

As soon as possible, the teacher shall ask the student's par
ent/guardian to attend a parent-teacher conference regarding the
suspension. A counselor or psychologist should attend the
conference when practicable, and a school administrator may attend
if either the parent/guardian or teacher so request. A suspended
student shall not be returned to class during the period of suspension
without the approval of the teacher of the class and the principal.

A student suspended from class shall not be placed in another regu
lar class during the period of suspension. However, if a student is
assigned to more than one class per day, he/she may be placed in

any other regular classes except those held at the same time as the
class from which the student was suspended. (Education Code
48910)

The teacher of any class from which a student is suspended may
require the suspended student to complete any assignments and
tests missed during the suspension. (Education Code 48913)
When a teacher requires a parent/guardian to attend school in accor
dance with Board policy, the principal shall send the parent/guardian
a written notice that the parent/guardian's attendance is pursuant to
law (Education Code 48900.1
1.

This notice shall also tell the parent/Zguardian when his/her
presence is expected and by what means he/she may arrange
any necessary change.

2.

The notice shall describe the protections afforded to the par
ent/guardian as an employee by Education Code 48900.1(e).
Education Code 48900.1(e) provides that an employer shall
not discharge, threaten with discharge, demote, suspend or in

any other way treat unfairly the parent/guardian who is absent
from work to attend class for this reason.

Any employee who is discharged, threatened with discharge,
demoted, suspended or in any other way discriminated against
by the employer for such an absence is entitled to
reinstatement and reimbursement for lost wages and work
benefits provided the employee gives the employer reasonable
advance notice that he/she is required to appear in school.
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3.

The notice shall state that if the parent/ guardian does not have
a means of transportation to school, he/she may ride the school

bus with the student. However,the principal must be contacted
by the parent/guardian to enable the principal to make
arrangements with transportation.
The teacher shall request the parent/guardian to meet with the
principal or designee after completing the classroom visit and
before leaving school premises.
B.

Suspension bv Superintendent/designee. PrinciDal. or Principal's
Designee
1.

Infprmal Conference

Suspension shall be preceded by an informal conference con
ducted by the principal, designee or the Superintendent or
designee between the student, and whenever practicable, the
teacher, supervisor or school employee who referred the stu
dent to the principal. At the conference, the student shall be
informed of the reason for the disciplinary action and the evi
dence against him/her and shall be given the opportunity to
present his/her version and evidence in support of his/her
defense. (Education Code 48911(b))

This conference may be omitted if the principal/ designee or
the Superintendent or designee determines that an emergency
situation exists. An "emergency situation" involves a clear and
present danger to the lives, safety or health of students or
school personnel. If the presusppnsiOn conference is not held,
both the parent/ guardian and student shall be notified of the
student's right to return to school for the purpose of a confer
ence. The conference shall be held within two school days,
unless the student waives his/her right to it or is physically
unable to attend for any reason. In such case, the conference
will be held as soon as the student is physically able to return
to school. (Education Code 48911(c))
2.

Administrative Actions

All requests for student suspension are to be processed by the
principal or designee of the school in which the student is
enrolled at the time of the misbehavior.

The principal or designee shall report the suspension, includ
ing the name of the student and the cause for the suspension,
to the Superintendent or designee.

.

..
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3.

Notice to Parents/niiflrriiflng

At the time of the suspension, a school employee shall make a
reasonable
to contact
the parent/guardian
telephone
or
in person.effort
Whenever
a student
is suspended,bythe
parent/
guardian shall be notified In writing of the suspension
(Education Code 48911)

This riotice shall state the reasons for suspension and the date
and time when the student may return to school. Should
school officials wish to ask the parent/guardian to confer

regarding matters pertinent to the suspension, the notice may
also add that state law requires the parent/ guardian to
respond to such request without delay.
4.

ParenVGuardian Conferflncfl

Whenever a student is suspended,school officials may meet
with the parent/guardian to AR 5541.1 (i)
discuss the causes and duration of the suspension, the school
policy involved, and any other pertinent matters.
(Education Code 48914)

While the parent/guardian Is required to respond without delay
to a request for a conference about a student's behavior, no
penalties may be AR 5144.1 (i). imposed on the student for the
failure of the parent/ guardian to attend such conference. The
student may not be denied readmission solely because the
parent/guardian failed to attend.

5.

Extension of Stjspfln.«;inn

If the expulsion of a suspended student is being considered by
the Board, the Superintendent or designee may, in writing,
extend the suspension until such time as the Board has made
a decision.

(Education Code 48911(g))

This extension may be made only If the Superintendent or
designee has determined, following a meeting with the student
and the student's parent/guardian, that the student's presence

at any school or program would endanger persons or property
or threaten to disrupt the instructional process. Any extension

of the original period of suspension shall be preceded by
notice of such extension with an offer to hold an additional
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conference concerning the extension, giving the student a
further opportunity to be heard. (Education Code 48911(g) and
Montoya v. Sanger Unified School District)
0.

Suspension bv the Board

When the Board is considering a suspension, disciplinary action, or
any other action (except expulsion) against any student, it may hold
closed sessions if a public hearing would lead to disclosure of infor
mation which would violate a student's right to privacy under
Education Code 49073 et seq.
However,the Board shall provide the student with written notice of the
closed session by registered or certified mail and the student may
request a public

meeting. The request shall be granted if made in writing within 48
hours after receipt of the Board's notice. However, any discussion
that conflicts with any other student's right to privacy shall be in closed
session.(Education Codes 48912 and 35146)
Expulsion
I.

AiJthoritv to Exoel

A.

A student may be expelled only by the Board.

B.

The principal or Superintendent or designee shall recommend a stu
dent's expulsion for any of the following acts, unless the principal or
Superintendent or designee finds, and reports in writing to the Board,
that expulsion is inappropriate due to particular circumstances which
shall be set out in the report of the incident:

1.

Causing serious physical Injury to another person, except in
self-defense.

2.

Possession of any firearm, knife, explosive or other dangerous
object of no reasonable use to the student at school or at a

school activity off school grounds.
3.

Unlawful sale of any controlled substance, as listed in Chapter
2 (commencing with Section 11053) of Division 10 of the
Health and Safety Code.

4.

Robbery or extortion.
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C.

The Board mav order a student expelled for any of the acts listed
under Grounds for Suspflnsion and Expulsion aboye,(See III, AR
5144.1(b)), upon recommendation by the principal. Superintendent or
designee, hearing officer or administrative panel finding that the stu

dent violated items(a)-(e)of the list, or the student violated items(f)-(l)
of the list and other means of correction are not feasible or have

repeatedly failed to bring about proper conduct; or due to the nature
of the violation, the presence of the student causes a continuing dan
ger to the physical safety of the student or others. (Education Code
48900)

(cf. 5144,2 - Suspension and Expulsion/Due Process (Individuals with
Exceptional Needs))
Expulsion Procedures

A.

Student's Right to Hearing (Friiiratinn Gnrifi AflQIflra))
The student is entitled to a hearing to determine whether the student
should be expelled. The hearing shall be held within thirty (30)school

days after the principal or Superintendent or designee determines
that one of the acts listed under Grounds for Suspension and
Expulsion has occurred.

The student is entitled to one postponement of an expulsion hearing
for a period of not more that thirty(30)calendar days. The request for
postponement shall be in writing. Any subsequent postponement
may be granted at the Board's discretion.

If the Board finds it impracticable to comply with these time require
ments for conducting an expulsion hearing, the Superintendent or
designee may, for good cause, extend the time period by an addi
tional five (5) school days. Reasons for the extension shall be
included as a part of the record when the expulsion hearing is held.
Once the hearing starts, all matters shall be pursued with reasonable
diligence and concluded without unnecessary delay.

B.

Written Notice of the Hftaring (Education Code 48918(b))
Written notice of the hearing shall be forwarded to the student and the
student's parent/guardian at least (10)calendar days before the date
of the hearing. The notice shall include:

1.

The date and place of the hearing.
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2.

A statement of the specific facts and charges upon which the
proposed expulsion is based.

3.

A copy of district disciplinary rules which relate to the alleged
violation.

4.

The opportunity for the student or the student's parent/guardian
to appear in person or to employ and be represented by coun
sel.

5.

The right to inspect and obtain copies of all documents to be
used at the hearing.

6.

The opportunity to confront and question ail witnesses who
testify at the hearing.

7.

The opportunity to question all evidence presented and to pre
sent oral and documentary evidence on the student's behalf,
including witnesses.

C.

Conduct of Hearing

1.

Closed

Session:

Notwithstanding the provisions of

Government Code 54953 and Education Code 35145, the

Board shall conduct a hearing to consider the expulsion of the
student in a session closed to the public unless the student
requests in writing at least five days prior to the hearing that the
hearing be a public meeting. If such request is made, the
meeting shall be public. Whether the expulsion hearing is held
in closed or public session, the Board may meet in closed ses
sion to determine if the student should be expelled. If the
Board admits any other person to the closed session, the par
ent/guardian, the student, counsel of the student and counsel

of the parent/guardian shall also be allowed to attend the
closed session. (Education Code 48918(c))

2.

Record of Hearing! A record of the hearing shall be made and
may be maintained by any means, including electronic
recording, so long as a reasonably accurate written and com
plete transcription of the proceedings can be made.
(Education Code 48918(g))

3.

Presentation of Evidence- While technical rules of evidence do

not apply tp such hearings, evidence may be admitted and
used as proof only if it is the kind of evidence on which
reasonable persons can relv in the conduct of serious affairs.

The decision of the Board to expel must be supported by
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substantial evidence that the student committed any of the
above acts listed under Grounds for Suspension

and

Expulsion above,(See AR 5144.1(d)). Findings of fact shall be
based solely on the evidence at the hearing. While no
evidence shall be based solely on hearsay, sworn declarations
may be admitted as testimony from witnesses whose
disclosure may subject them to an unreasonable risk of harm.
(Education Code 48918(f)and(h)). John A. v San Bernardino
S.D.

In cases where a search of a student's person or property has
occurred, evidence describing the reasonableness of the
search shall be included in the hearing record,
cf. 5145.12 - Search and Seizure)
4.

Decision Within Ten flQVDavsr

The Board's decision on

whether to expel a student shall be made within ten (10)school
days after the conclusion of the hearing, unless the student
requests In writing that the decision be postponed. (Education
Code 48918(a))

5.

Decision Within 40 Days: If the Board does not meet on a
weekly basis, its decision on whether to expel a student shall
be made within forty (40) school days after the student is
removed from his/her school of attendance, unless the student

requests in writing that the decision be postponed (Education
Code 48918(a))
6.

Maintenance of Records: The Board will maintain a record of

each expulsion, including the cause therefore. The expulsion
record shall be maintained in the student's mandatory interim
record and sent to any school in which the student subse
quently enrolls, within five days of a written request by the
admitting school. (Education Code 48918(]))

Alternative Hearing: Hearing Officer or Administrative Panel

Instead of conducting an expulsion hearing itself, the Board may
contract with the a hearing officer, or with the Office of Administrative

Hearings of the State of California for a hearing officer. Alternatively,
the Board may appoint an impartial administrative panel composed of
three (3)or more certificated personnel, none of whom shall be mem
bers of the Board or on the staff of the school in which the student is

enrolled. (Education Code 48918(d))
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A hearing conducted by the hearing officer or administrative panel
shall conform to the same procedures as apply to a hearing con
ducted by the Board as specified in Conduct of Hearing, above.

The hearing officer or administrative panel shall, within three (3)
school days after the hearing, determine whether to recommend
expulsion of the student to the Board. If expulsion is not recom

mended, the student shall be immediately reinstated.

(See

Reinstatement, below)

If expulsion is recommended, finding of fact in support of the recom

mendation shall be prepared and submitted to the Board. All findings
of fact and recommendations shall be based solely on the evidence
presented at the hearing. The Board my accept the recommendation
based either upon a review of the findings of fact and recommenda
tions submitted or upon the results of any supplementary hearing the
Board may order. (Education Code 48918(f))
The hearing officer or administrative panel may recommend that the
Board suspend the expulsion for a period of one year. (See Suspen
sion of Expulsion, belowl

The Board shall make its decision about the student's expulsion
within forty (40) school days after the date of the student's removal

from school unless the student requests in writing that the decision be
postponed. (Education Code 48918(a).
E.

Final Action bv the Board

Whether the expulsion hearing is conducted in closed or public ses
sion by the Board, a hearing officer, or an administrative panel, the
final action to expel must be taken by the Board at a public meeting.
(Education Code 48918(i)) The Board shall maintain a record of each

expulsion, including its cause. Expulsion records shall be nonprivi
leged, disclosable public records. (Education Code 48918(j))
F.

Reinstatement

When the Board accepts a recommendation against expulsion or
makes its own decision not to expel, the decision is final and the stu
dent shall be reinstated immediately. The Superintendent or
designee shall place the student in any classroom program, other
instructional program, rehabilitation program, or any combination of
such programs following consultation with district personnel, includ
ing the teacher involved, and with the student's parent/guardian.
(Education Code 48918(e))
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G.

Written Notice to Exoel

The Superintendent or designee shall send written notice of the
decision to expel to the student or parent/guardian. The notice shall
also inform the parent/guardian of the right to appeal such expulsion
to the County Board of Education. (Education Code 48918(0)
III. Readmission: Plan for Rehabilitation /Education Code

489161

An expulsion order shall remain in effect until the Board may order the
readmission of the student. Upon ordering the expulsion, the Board shall set
a date, no later than the last day of the semester following the semester in
which the expulsion occurred, when the student may apply for readmission
to a school within the district. The Board may recommend a plan for the stu
dent's rehabilitation, which may include:
A.

Periodic review and assessment at the time of application for read
mission.

B.

Recommendations for counseling, employment, community service
and other rehabilitation programs.

C.

Such other recommendations as the Board approves.

D.

Students who have been expelled for reasons relating to controlled

substances or alcohol shall be required to enroll in and actively
participate in a county-sponsored drug rehabilitation program before
returning to school. (Education Code 38916.5)
IV.

Readmission

A.

A written request for review of expulsion action and request for read
mission shall be submitted by the parent/guardian to the Superin
tendent or designee.

B.

The Superintendent or designee will hold a conference with the par
ent/guardian and the student. At the conference the conditions for
readmission will be reviewed. The Superintendent or designee shall
verify that the conditions have been met. School regulations will be
reviewed and the student and parent/guardian will be asked to indi
cate in writing their willingness to comply with these regulations.

C..

The Superintendent or designee will transmit the request for read
mission to the Board, along with his/her recommendation. The Board
may consider the request in closed session or in open session. If a
written request for open session is received from the student or the
parent/guardian, it will be honored.
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D.

The Superintendent or designee will notify the student or parent /
guardian, by registered mail, of the Board's decision regarding
readmission.

V.

Suspension of Expulsion (Eduoatinn nnrie 4flQ17)

A.

The Board, upon voting to expel a student, may suspend the
enforcement of the expulsion order for not more than one calendar

year and may, as a condition of the suspension of enforcement,
assign the student to a school, class or program appropriate for the
student's rehabilitation.

B.

C.

During this period the student shall be on probationary status.

The suspension of expulsion order may be revoked by the Board if
the student commits any of the acts listed under Grounds fnr

Suspension and Expulsion BP above,(See III, AR 5144,1(b)) or vio
lates any of the district's rules and regulations governing student con
duct.

D.

When the suspension of expulsion order is revoked, a student may be
expelled under the terms of the original expulsion order.

E.

Upon satisfactory completion of the rehabilitation assignment, the
Board shall reinstate the student in a district school. Upon reinstate
ment, the Board may order the expungement of any or all records of
the expulsion proceedings.

F.

Suspension of an expulsion order shall not affect the time period and
requirements for the filing of an appeal of the expulsion order with the

County Board of Education. The appeal must be filed within thirty(30)
days of the Board's decision to expel.

G.

The Superintendent or designee shall send written notice of any
decision to suspend the enforcement of an expulsion order during a
period of probation to the student or parent/guardian. The notice shall
also inform the parent/guardian of the right to appeal the expulsion to
the County Board of Education. (Education Code 48918)0)

VI.

Right tp Appeal

The student or parent/guardian is entitled to file an appeal of the Board's
decision to the County Board of Education.

The appeal must be filed within thirty (30) days of the Board's decision to

expel, even if the expulsion action is suspended and the student is placed
on probation.
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VII,

Information Regarding Expulsions

Education Code 48815.1 requires that when a student has been expelled for
specified acts and asks to enroll in another district, the receiving district must
hold a hearing to determine whether the student poses a danger to its stu^
dents or staff.

The receiving district then may either deny or permit the enrollment. The

Superintendent or designee shall, within five (5) working days, honor any
other district's request for information about expulsions from this district.
(Education Code 48915.1).
(of. 5117- Interdistrict Transfer)
(of. 5125 - Student Records)

Policy Adopted: 12/5/89
Revised Policy Adopted on an Interim Basis: 5/15/90

Policy Advisoiy Committee Review: 12/3/90
Revised Policy Adopted: 2/5/91
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Suspension

A student enrolled in a special education program is subject to
the same grounds for suspension which apply to nonhandicapped
students.

All the procedural safeguards established by district

policies and regulations shall be observed in considering the
suspension of special education students, including the require
ment that, depending on the disruptiveness of the conduct, some
form of in-school intervention be used prior to suspension.
(Education Code 48900.5)

For students in special education programs, the Individualized
Education Program (lEP) Team shall convene when the student

accumulates 10 days of suspension during the school year. The
team shall meet as soon as possible after the 10th day of
suspension to review the appropriateness of the student's
placement, the need for any additional services, and the
relationship, if any, between the identified handicap and the
misconduct.

(cf. 5144.1 - Suspension and Expulsion/Due Process)
Special education students may be suspended for up to five
consecutive days, and this suspension may be extended by five
additional days in situations in which the student poses an
immediate threat to the safety of others. The suspension may
not extend beyond ten consecutive school days.

The Board delegates its authority to extend a special education
student's suspension from five to ten days to the Superintendent
or designee.
Expulsion

The Governing Board may expel a student who is currently enrolled
in a special education program only if an individualized
education program team has determined that (1) the misconduct was
not caused by, or a direct manifestation of, the student's
identified handicap; and (2) the student was appropriately placed
at the time the misconduct occurred. (Education Code 48915.5)
If a student is enrolled in a special education program at the
time the recommendation for expulsion is made, the procedures and
timelines governing expulsion shall be the same as those for

other students recommended for expulsion specified in AR 5144.1,
except that an individualized education program (lEP) team
meeting shall be held under conditions and with possible
consequences as follows;

(Elducation Code 48915.5)
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1.

(continued)

The lEP meeting shall be held within three school days after
recommendation for expulsion by the site administrator,
unless the suspension is extended to ten days by the

Superintendent or designee.

In the event of an extension,

the lEP meeting shall be held within eight days after the
recommendation for expulsion by the site administrator.

2.

The parent/guardian shall be notified of his/her right to
participate in the meeting at least 48 hours before the
meeting.

3.

Unless a parent/guardian has requested a postponement, the
meeting may be conducted without the parent/guardian's
participation.

4.

A parent/guardian's request that the meeting be postponed
shall be granted for up to three additional school days.
The district shall extend any suspension of the student for
the period of postponement.

5.

The lEP Team shall determine if the misconduct was caused by,
or a direct manifestation of, the student's identified
handicap. The lEP Team shall also determine if the student
had been appropriately placed at the time the misconduct
occurred.

6.

In reaching its decision, the Team shall base its decision on
results of a comprehensive evaluation. (34 Code of Federal

Regulations 104.35) In addition, it may base its decision on
relevant information that has been acquired within three
years of the date of the alleged misconduct.

Relevant information shall include all of the following:
a.

A review of the student's school progress and behavior,
if available, including, but not limited to, a review of
the student's individualized education program, teacher
progress reports and comments, school health records,
and school discipline records.

b.

A review of the ability of the student to conform
his/her behavior to the prescribed standards, and a

determination of the relationship, if any, between the
student's behavior and his/her handicapping condition.
7.

If the lEP team determines that the alleged misconduct was
not caused by, or a direct manifestation of, the student's
handicapping condition, and if it is determined that the
student was appropriately placed, the student shall be

subject to the applicable disciplinary actions and procedures
prescribed for suspension and expulsions of all students.
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8.

(continued)

The parent/guardian of each student with previously
identified exceptional needs has a right to a due process
hearing conducted pursuant to Section 1415 of Title 20 of
the United States Code if the parent/guardian disagrees with
the decision of the lEP team.

9.

If the state's special education due process hearing is
initiated by the parent/guardian due to a disagreement with
the lEP team recommendations, the district shall cooperate
with the State Department of Education towards achieving an
expeditious resolution to the disagreement.

10. If a parent/guardian demands a due process hearing
concerning the lEP determination, the student shall remain
in his then current placement pending resolution of the due
process proceeding unless:

a.

He/she has been suspended. Such suspension may not
exceed five consecutive school days for a single
incident of misconduct, unless extended by five
additional days when the student poses an immediate
threat tp the safety of others. (Education Code 48911,
Honig v. Doe)

b.

The student and his/her parents/guardians agree to a
change in placement. (Education Code 56505)

c.

A court order has been obtained permitting such a change
in placement.

d.

The change is a "minor" change in program or services
rather than a "significant" change in placement, (Doe v.
Maher)..

11. Parental consent is not required as a condition for expulsion
proceedings or the decision to expel.
48915.5)

Legal Reference:

(See next page)

(Education Code
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Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE

35146 Closed sessions (re suspensions)
35291 Rules (of governing board)
48900-48925 Suspension and expulsion
56340-56347 Individual education program teams
GOVERNMENT CODE

54950 (re closed sessions)
PENAL CODE

626.2 Entry upon campus after written notice of suspension
or dismissal without permission
UNITED STATES CODE

Title 20, 1415
CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS

34, 104.35

HONIG V. DOE. 88 Daily Journal D.A.R. 742 (US Supreme Court,
January 20, 1988)
DOE V. MAKER (1986)
793 F.2d 1470, page 1487

Regulation
MORENO VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
approved: December 5, 1989
Moreno Valley, California
Revised on an interim basis: May 15, 1990
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SUSPENSION/EXPULSION OF
HANDICAPPED PUPILS
(Education Code - Part 27)
(Selected Provisions)

(As Amended by AB 3880 - Chapter 123A, Statutes
of

48900.

1990)

A pupil shall not be suspended from

school or recommended for expulsion unless the
superintendent or the principal of the school in

- Grounds for Suspension
or Expulsion

which the pupil is enrolled determines that the
pupil has:

(a) Caused, attempted to cause, or threatened to
cause physical injury to another person.
(b) Possessed, sold, or otherwise furnished any
firearm, knife, explosive, or other dangerous

object unless, in the case of possession of any
object of this type, the pupil had obtained written
permission to possess the item from a certificated
school employee, which is concurred in by the

principal or the designee of the principal.

(c) Unlawfully possessed, used, sold, or
otherwise furnished, or been under the influence

of, any controlled substance listed in Chapter 2
(commencing with Section 11053) of Division 10 of
the Health and Safety Code, an alcoholic beverage,
or an intoxicant of any kind.

(d) Unlawfully offered, arranged, or negotiated
to sell any controUed substance Usted in Chapter
2 (commencing with Section 11053) of Division 10
of the Health and Safety Code, an alcoholic
beverage, or an intoxicant of any kind, and then
either sold, delivered, or otherwise furnished to

any person another liquid, substance, or material
and represented the liquid, substance, or material
as a controlled substance, alcoholic beverage, or
intoxicant.

(e)

Committed or attempted to commit robbery or

extortion.

(f)

,

Caused or attempted to cause damage to

school property or private property.

(g)

Stolen or attempted to steal school property

or private property.

^^

(h) Possessed or used tobacco, or any products
containing tobacco or nicotine products, including,
but not limited to, cigarettes, cigars, miniature

cigars, clove cigarettes, smokeless tobacco, snuffSource:

California Department of Education. (1991). California Special Education Programs:

A Composite of Laws. Sacramento: California Department of Education Printing.
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chew packets, and betel.
However, this section
does not prohibit use or possession by a pupil of
his or her own prescription products.
(i)

Committed

an

obscene

act

or

engaged

in

habitual profanity or vulgarity.
(J)
Had unlawful possession of. Or unlawfully
offered, arranged, or negotiated to sell any drug^
paraphernalia, 2is defined in Section 11014.5 of the
Health and Safety Code.
(k)
Disrupted school activitiesf or otherwise
willfully defied the valid authority of
supervisors, teachers, administrators, school
officials, or other school personnel engaged in the
performance of their duties.

(1)

Knowingly received stolen school property or

private property.
No pupil shall
of

the

acts

be suspended or expelled for any

enumerated

unless that act is related

to school activity or school attendance occurring
within a school under the Jurisdiction of the
superintendent or principal or occurring within any
other school district.
A pupil may be suspended or
expelled for acts which are enumerated in this
section and related to school activity or
attendance which occur at any time, including, but
not limited to, any of the following:

(1)

While on school grounds.

(2)
(3)

While going to or coming from school.
During the lunch period whether on or off

the campus.

(4)

During, or while going to or coming from, a

school sponsored activity.
It is the intent of

the

Legislature

that

alternatives to suspensions or expulsion be imposed
against any pupil who is truant, tardy, or
otherwise absent from school activities.

48900.5.
other

Suspension shall be imposed only when

means of correction fail to bring about

proper conduct.

However, a pupil, including an

individual with exceptional needs, as defined in
Section 56026, may be suspended for any of the
reasons enumerated in Section 489(M) upon a first

offense, if the principal or superintendent of
schools

determines

that

the

pupil

violated

subdivision (a), (b), (c), (d), or (e) of Section
48900 or that the pupil's presence causes a danger

to persons or property or threatens to disrupt the
instructional process.

Suspension: Equal Treatment
of Handicapped and Nonhandicapped Pupils
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48911.

(a)

The principal of the school, the

principal's designee, or the superintendent of
schools may suspend a pupil from the school for any

Principal, Designee, or*
Superintendent May
Suspend Pupil

of the reasons enumerated in Section 48900, and

pursuant to Section 48900.5, for no more than five
consecutive schooldays.

(b)
Suspension by the principal, the principal's
designee, or the superintendent shall be preceded
by an informal conference conducted by the
principal or the principal's designee, or the
superintendent of schools between the pupil and,
whenever practicable, the teacher or supervisor or
school employee who referred the pupil to the

principal or the principal's designee or the
superintendent of schools.
At the conference, the
pupil shall be informed of the reason for the
disciplinary action and the evidence against him or
her and shall be given the opportunity to present
his or her version and evidence in his or her
defense.

(c)
A principal or the principal's designee or
the superintendent of schools may suspend a pupil
without affording the

pupil an

opportunity for a

conference only if the principal or the principal's
designee or the superintendent of schools
determines

that an

emergency

situation

exists.

"Emergency situation," as used in this article,
means a situation determined

by the principal, the

principal's designee, or the superintendent to
constitute a clear and present danger to the lives,

safety, or health of pupils or school personnel.
If a pupil is suspended without a conference prior
to suspension, both the parent and the pupil shall
be notified of the pupil's right to a conference,
and the pupil's right to return to school for the
purpose of a conference.
The conference shall be
held within two schooldays, unless the pupil waives
this right or is physically unable to attend for
any reason, including, but not limited to,
incarceration or hospitalization.
The conference
shall

then

physically

be

held

as soon

as

the

pupil is

able to return to school for the

conference.

(d)

At the time of suspension, a school employee

shall make reasonable effort to contact the pupil's

parent or guardian in person or by telephone.
Whenever a pupil is suspended from school, the
parent or guardian shall be notified in writing of
the suspension.

*(Section 48911 Amended in 1990)
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(e)
A school employee shall report the
suspension of the pupil, including the cause
therefor, to the governing board of the school
district

or

accordance

to

the

district

superintendent

in

with the regulations of the governing

board.

(f)
The parent or guardian of any pupil shall
respond without delay to any request from school
officials to

attend

a

conference

regarding

his or

her child's behavior.

No penalties may be imposed on a pupil for
failure of the pupil's parent or guardian to attend
a

conference

with

school officials.

Reinstatement

of the suspended pupil shall not be contingent upon
attendance by the pupil's parent or guardian at
such conference.

(g) In a case where expulsion from any school or
suspension for the balance of the semester from
continuation school is being processed by the
governing board, the school district superintendent

or other person designated by the superintendent in
writing may extend the suspension until such time
as the governing board has rendered a decision in
the action.
However, an extension may be granted
only if the superintendent or the superintendent's
desigiiee has determined, following a meeting in
which the pupil and the pupil's parent or guardian
are invited to participate, that the presence of
the pupil at the school or in an alternative school
placement would cause a danger to persons or
property or a threat of disrupting the
instructional process.
If the pupil or the pupil's
parent or guardian has requested a meetine to

challenge the original suspension pursuant to
Section 48914, the purpose of the meeting shall be
to decide upon the extension of the suspension
order under this section and may be held in

conjunction with the initial meeting on the merits
of the suspension.

(h)

Notwithstanding subdivisions (a) and (g), an

individual with exceptional needs may be suspended

for up to, but not more than, 10 days if he or she
poses an immediate threat to the safety of others.
In the case of a truly dangerous cljild, a

suspension may exceed 10 days, or ihe pupil's
placement may be changed, or both, if either of the
following occurs:

(1) The pupil's parent or guardian agrees.
(2) A court order so provides.
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(i)

For the purposes of this section, a

principal's designee" is any one or more
idministrators at the school site specifically

[esignated by the principal, in writing, to assist
?ith disciplinary procedures.

In the event that there is not an administrator
n addition to the principal at the school site, a

lertificated person at the school site may be

;pecifically designated by the principal, in
writing, as a "principal's designee," to assist
?ith disciplinary procedures.

The principal may
iesignate only one such person at a time as the
trincipal's primary designee for the school year.
An additional person meeting the requirements of
his subdivision may be designated by the

rincipal, in writing, to act for the purposes of
his article when both the principal and the

rincipal's primary designee are absent from the
chool site.

The name of the person, and the names

f any person or persons designated as "principal's
esignee," shall be on file in the principal s
ffice.

48911.5.

The site principal of a contracting

- Nonpublic School Principal

lonpublic, nonsectarian school providing services
o individuals with exceptional needs under Section
6365 and 56366, shall have the same duties and

esponsibilities with respect to the suspension of
upils with previously identified exceptional needs
rescribed for the suspension of pupils under
ection 48911.

48912.

(a)

The governing board may suspend a

10-Day Suspension Limitation*

upil from school for any of the acts enumerated in

Without Parent Agreement or

ection 48900 for any number of schooldays within

Court Order

he limits prescribed by Section 48903, except that
n individual with exceptional needs may not be
uspended for more than 10 days without the
greement of the parent or a court order.
(b)
Notwithstanding the provisions of Section
5145 of this code

and

Section 54950 of the

overnment Code, the governing board of a school
istrict shall, unless a request has been made to
he contrary, hold closed sessions if the board is
onsidering the suspension of, disciplinary action
gainst, or any other action against, except
xpulsion, any pupil, if a public hearing upon that
uestion would lead to the giving out of
nformation concerning a school pupil which would
e in violation of Article 5 (commencing with
ection 49073) of Chapter 6.5.

*(Section 48912 Amended in 1990)
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(c)
Before calling a closed session to consider
these matters, the governing board shall, in
writing, by registered or certified mail or by
personal service, notify the pupil and the pupil's
parent or guardian, or the pupil if the pupil is an
adult, of the intent of the governing board to call
and hold a closed session.
Unless the pupil or the
pupil's parent or guardian shall, in writing,
within 48 hours after receijpt of the written notice
of the board's intention, request that the hearing
be held as a public meeting, the hearing to
consider these matters shall be conducted by the
governing board in closed session.
In the event
that a written request is served upon the clerk or
secretary of the governing board, the meeting shall
be public, except that any discussion at that
meeting which may be in conflict with the right to
privacy of any pupil other than the pupil
requesting the public meeting, shall be in closed
session.

48914.

Each

school district is

authorized

to

- Meeting Policy

establish a policy that permits school officials to
conduct a meeting with the parent or guardian of a
suspended pupil to discuss the causes, the
duration, the school policy involved, and other
matters pertinent to the suspension.
48915.
(a) The principal or the superintendent
of schools shall recommend a pupil's expulsion for
any of the following acts, unless the principal or
superintendent finds, and so reports in writing to
the governing board, that expulsion is
inappropriate, due to the particular circumstance,
which

shall

be

set

out

in

the

report

of

the

incident:

(1)
Causing sexlous physical injury to another
person, except in self-defense.

(2)
Possession of any firearm, knife, explosive,
or other dangerous object of no reasonable use to

the pupil at school or at a school activity off
school grounds.

(3)

Unlawful sale of any controlled substance

listed in Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 11053)
of

Division

10 of the Health and Safety

Code,

except for the first offense for the sale of not
more than one avoirdupois ounce of marijuana, other
than concentrated cannabis.

Expulsion: Particular
Circumstances
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(4)

Robbery or extortion.

(b)
Upon recommendation by the principal,
superintendent of schools, or by a hearins officer
or administrative panel appointed pursuant to
subdivision (d) of Section 48918, the governing

board may order a pupil expelled upon finding that

the pupil violated subdivision (a), (b), (c), (d),
or (e) of Section 48900.

(c)
Upon recommendation by the principal,
superintendent of schools, or by a hearing officer
or

administrative

panel appointed

pursuant to

subdivision (d) of Section 48918, the governing

board may order a pupil expelled upon finding that
the pupil violated subdivision (f), (g), (h), (i),
(J), (k), or (1) of Section 48900 and either of the
following:

(1)
That other means of correction are not
feasible or have repeatedly failed to bring about
proper conduct.

(2)

That due to the nature of the violation, the

presence of the pupil causes a continuing danger to
the physical safety of the pupil or others.
48915.5.

(a) In a matter involving a pupil with

previously identified exceptional needs who is
currently enrolled in a special education program,
the governing board may order the pupil expelled
pursuant to subdivisions (b) and (c) of Section
i8915 only if all of the following conditions are

- Expulsion Conditions for*
Handicapped Pupils

net:

(1)

An individualized

education

program

team

neeting is held and conducted pursuant to Article 3

commencing with Section 56340) of Chapter 2 of
*art 30.

(2)

The team determines that the misconduct was

lot caused by, or was not a direct manifestation
f, the pupil's identified handicap.
(3) The team determines that the pupil had been
ppropriately placed at the time the misconduct
ccurred.

The term "pupil with previously identified
xceptional needs," as used in this section, means
pupil who meets the requirements of Section 56026
nd who, at the time the alleged misconduct
ccurred, was enrolled in a special education

rogram, including enrollment in nonpublic schools
ursuant to Section

56365 and

state special

chools.

♦(Section 48915.5 Amended in 1990)
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(b)
For purposes of this section, all applicable
procedural safeguards prescribed by federal and
state law and regulations apply to proceedings to

- Procedural Safeguards

expel pupils with previously identified exceptional
needs, except that, notwithstanding Section 56321,
subdivision (e) of Section

56506, or

any other

provision of law, parental consent is not required
prior to conducting a preexpulsion educational
assessment pursuant to subdivision (e), or as a
condition of the final decision of the local board
to expel.

(c)

Each local education agency, pursuant to the

requirements of Section 56221, shall develop
procedures and time lines governing expulsion
procedures for individuals with exceptional needs.
(d)
The parent of each pupil with previously
identified exceptional needs has the right to
participate in the individualized education program
team meeting conducted pursuant to subdivision (a)
preceding the commencement of expulsion
proceedings, following the completion of a
preexpulsion assessment pursuant to subdivision
(e), through actual participation, representation,

Expulsion Procedures and
Time Lines

- Parent Rights

or a conference call.
Each parent shall be
notified of his or her right to participate in the

meeting at least 48 hours prior to the meeting.
Unless a parent has requested a postponement, the
meeting may be conducted without the parent's
participation, if the notice required by this
subdivision

has been provided.

Each peurent may

request that the meeting be postponed for up to
three additional schooldays. In the event that a

postponement

has

been

granted, the local

educational agency may extend any suspension of a
pupil for the period of postponement. However, the
suspension shall not be extended beyond 10 days
unless agreed to by the parent.

(e)

In

determining whether a pupil should

be

Expulsion Decision Based

expelled, the individualized education program team

on Results of Preexpul

shall

sion Educational Assess

base

its

decision

on

the

results

of

a

preexpulsion educational assessment conducted in
accordance with the guidelines of Section 104.35 of
Title 34 of the Code of Federail Regulations, which
shall include a review of the appropriateness of

the pupil's placement at the time of the alleged
misconduct, and

a

determination

of

the

relationship, if any, between the pupil's behavior
and his or her handicapping condition.

ment
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In addition to the preexpulsion educational
assessment results, the individualized education

program team shall also review and consider the
pupil's health records and school discipline
records.

(f) If the individualized education program team
determines that the alleged misconduct was not

caused by, or a direct manifestation^ of, the
pupil's handicapping condition, and if it is

Alleged Misconduct Not
Caused by, or Manifested
by, Handicap

determined that the pupil was appropriately placed,

the pupil shall be subject to the applicable
disciplinary actions and procedures prescribed
under this article.

(g) The parent of each pupil with previously
identified exceptional needs has the right to a due

Parent's Right to Due
Process Hearing

process hearing conducted pursuant to Section 1415
of Title 20 of the United States Code if the parent

disagrees with the decision of the individualized
education program team made pursuant to subdivision
(f), or if the parent disagrees with the decision
to rely upon information obtained, or proposed to
be obtained, pursuant to subdivision (e).
(h) No individual with exceptional needs shall
be referred or recommended for expulsion under
Section 48915 and no governing board shall conduct

Procedures Prior to

Expulsion

expulsion proceedings for an individual with
exceptional needs until all of the following have
occurred:

(1)

A preexpulsion assessment is conducted.

(2) The individualized education program team
meets pursuant to subdivision (a).

(3) Due process hearings and appeals, if
initiated pursuant to Section 1415 of Title 20 of
the United States Code, are completed.

48917.

The governing board, upon voting to expel

a pupil, may suspend the enforcement of the
expulsion order for a period of not more than one
calendar year and may, as a condition of the
suspension of enforcement, assign the pupil to a
school, class, or program which is deemed
appropriate for the rehabilitation of the pupil.
The governing board's criteria for suspending the
enforcement of the expulsion order shall be applied
equally to all pupils, including individuals with
exceptional needs as defined in Section 56026.
Dufing the period of the suspension of the
expulsion order, the pupil shall be deemed to be on
probationary status. The suspension of an
expulsion order under this section may be revoked
by the governing board upon the pupil's commission

Suspension of Expulsion*
Order

of any of the acts enumerated in Section 48900 or
for any violation of the district's rules and
*(Section 48917 Amended in 1990)
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regulations governing pupil conduct.
Upon
revocation of the suspension of an expulsion order,
a pupil may be expelled under the terms of the
original expulsion order.

Upon satisfactory completion of the
rehabilitation assignment of a pupil, the pupil
shall be reinstated by the governing board in a
school of the district.
Upon reinstatement, the
governing board may also order the expungement of
any or all records of the expulsion proceedings.
A decision of the governing board to suspend an

expulsion order shall not affect the time period
and requirements for the filing Of an appeal of the
expulsion order with the county board of education
required under Section 48919.
Any appeal shall be
filed within 30 days of the original vote of the
governing board.

(See Other Provisions of Article 1, Chapter 6,
Part 27 of the Education Code for Additional

Information on Pupil Suspension and Expulsion
and Pupil Rights and Responsibilities.)
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Teaching

Credentials

In keeping with the requirement to place individuals with exceptional needs in the least
restrictive environment as mandated in the California Master Plan for Special Education and
Federal Statutes, students are placed in educational programs according to need as determined

by their Individualized Education Program (I.E.P.).

The results of this practice is that

individuals with different handicapping conditins may be served in the same special class.

However, the majority of individuals in given special class will, in most cases, be students
with the same primary disability as defined in Title 34 of the Code of Federal Regulations. You
may need a copy of the definitions before placement of students and staffing of special
education classes decisions are made.

The California Administrative Code Title 5 Regulations

80047.1 through 80047.9

specify the current and previous credentials which authorize service in each type of special
classes based on the primary disability of the majority of the pupils in the class. The primary
handicapping conditions and appropriate credentials are listed below. If there is a conflict
between the placement of a handicapped student as recommended by the lists below and
placement as required by the I.E.P., the I.E.P. takes precedence.
Primary

Disabilities:

Specific

Learning

Disability

or

Mentally

Retarded

(Mildly)

Holders of the credentials authorized to teache handicapped children in a special class

which the primary disability is "specific learning disability" as defined in the subsection
300.5(b)(9) Of the Title 34 Code of Federal Regulations, Subpart A; or "mentally retarded" as
defined in subsection 300.5(b)(4) of Title 34, Code of Federal Regulations, Subpart A.
General:

Special Secondary Credential--Mentally Retarded
Exceptional Children Credential-Mentally Retarded
Standard:

Teaching Credential with Minor-Mentally Retarded
Restricted Teaching Credential-Educable Mentally Retarded
Limited Specialized Preparation Credential
Ryan;

Specialist Credential in Special Education-Learning Handicapped
Primary Disability:
Mentally Retarded (Severely)
Holders of the credentials authorized to teache handicapped children in a special class

which the primary disability is "mentally retarded" as defined in the subsection 300.5(b)(4) of
the Title 34 Code of Federal Regulations, Subpart A:
General:

Special Secondary Credential-Mentally Retarded
Exceptional Children Credential-Mentally Retarded
Standard:

Teaching Credential with Minor-Mentally Retarded
Restricted Teaching Credential-Trainable Mentally Retarded
Limited Specialized Preparation Credential-Mentally Retarded
Ryan:

Specialist Credential in Special Education-Severely Handicapped

Source: State of California Commission on Teacer Credentialing.
Handbook. Sacramento; Commission on Teacher Credentialing.

(1991). Credential
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Primary Disability:

Seriously Emotional Disturbed
Holders of the credentials authorized to teach handicapped children in a special class

which the primary disability is "seriously emotionally disturbed" as defined in the subsection

300.5(b)(8) of the Title 34 Code of Federal Regulations, Subpart A:
Ryan:

Specialist Credential in Special Education-Severely Handicapped
Holders of the special education credentials listed below are also authorized to teach

this category if they have taught full-time for at least one year prior to September 1, 1988 in
a special class in which the primary disability was that of seriously emotionally disturbed, and
have received a favorable evaluation from the employing agency.
General:

Special Secondary Credential-Mentally Retarded
Exceptional Children Credential-Mentally Retarded
Standard:

Teaching Credential with Minor-Mentally Retarded
Restricted Teaching Credential-Educable Mentally Retarded

Restricted Teaching Credential-Trainable Menally Retarded
Limited Specialized Preparation Credential-Mentally Retarded
Ryan:

Specialist Credential in Special Education-Learning Handicapped
Primary

Disabiitfy:

Multi-Handicapped

Holders of the credentials authorized to teache handicapped children in a special class
which the primary disability is "multi-handicapped" as defined in the subsection 300.5(b)(5) of
the Titie 34 Code of Federal Regulations, Subpart A:
General:

Special Secondary Credential-Mentally Retarded
Exceptional Children Credential-Mentally Retarded
Exceptional Children Credential-Orthopedically Handicapped, inciuding
Cerebral Palsied
Standard:

Teaching Credential with Minor-Mentally Retarded

Teaching Credential with Minor-Orthopedicaiiy Handicapped, including
Cerebral Palsied

Restricted Teaching Credential-Trainable Mentally Retarded
Restricted Teaching Credential-Orthopedically Handicapped, including
Cerebral Palsied

Limited Specialized Preparation Credential-Mentally Retarded

Limited Specialized Preparation Credential-Orthopedically
Handicapped, Including Cerebral Palsied
Ryan:

Specialist Credential in Special Education-Severely Handicapped
Specialist Credential in Special Education-Physically Handicapped
Primary Disability:
Other Health Impaired (Autistic)
Holders of the credentials authorized to teache handicapped children in a special class which the
primary disability is "other health impaired" as defined In the subsection
300.5(b)(7)(1)(autistic) of the Title 34 Code of Federal Regulations, Subpart A:
Ryan:
Specialist Credential in Special Education-Severely Handicapped
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Holders of the special education credentials listed below are authorized to teach in this
category is they have taught full-time at least one year prior to September 1, 1988 in a
special class in which the primary disability was other health impaired (autistic), and have
received a favorable evaluation for service from the employing agency.
Ryan:
Specialist Credential in Special Education-Communication Handicapped

Clinical Rehabilitative Service Credential in Language, Speech and
Hearing, with a Special Class Authorization
Primary Disability: Speech and Language impaired
Holders of the credentials authorized to teache handicapped children in a special class
which the primary disability is "speech and language impaired" as defined in the subsection
300.5(b)(10) of the Title 34 Code of Federal Regulations, Subpart A:
General:

Special Secondary Credential-Corrections of Speech Defects
Exceptional Children Credential-Speech Correction and Lip Reading
Standard:

Teaching Credential with Minor-Speech and Hearing Handicapped
Restricted Special Education Credential-Speech and Hearing Therapy
Limited Specialized Preparation Credential-Speech and Hearing
Handicapped
Ryan:

Specialist Credential in Special Education-Communication Handicapped
Clinical Rehabilitative Service Credential in Language, Speech and
Hearing, with a Special Class Authorization
Primary Disability:
Deaf or Hard-of-Hearing
Holders of the credentials authorized to teache handicapped children in a special class which the
primary disability is "deaf" or "hard-of-hearing" as defined in the subsection 300.5(b)(1) and
300.5(b)(3) of the Title 34 Code of Federal Regulations, Subpart A:
General:

Special Secondary Credential- Deaf
Special Secondary Credential-Lip Reading
Exceptional Children Credential-Deaf or Hard-of-Hearing
Standard:

Teaching Credential with Minor-Deaf and Severely Hard-of-Hearing
Restricted Special Education Credential-Deaf and Severely Hard-ofHearing
Ryan:

Specialist Credential in Special Education-Communication Handicapped
Primary

Disability:

Deaf-Biind

Holders of the credentials authorized to teache handicapped children in a speciai class
which the primary disability is "deaf-blind" as defined in the subsection 300.5(b)(2) of the
Title 34 Code of Federal Regulations, Subpart A;
Standard:

Restricted Special Education Credential-Deaf-Blind
Restricted Special Education Credential-Severely Hard-of-Hearing
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Ryan:

Specialist Credential in Speciai Education-Communication Handicapped
Specialist Credentiai in Speciai Education-Visually Handicapped

Specialist Credentiai in Speciai Education-Severely Handicapped
Primary Disability:

Visually Handicapped

Holders of the credentials authorized to teache handicapped children in a speciai ciass
which the primary disability is "visually handicapped" as defined in the subsection
300.5(b)(11) of the Title 34 Code of Federal Regulations, Subpart A:
General:

Special Secondary Credential-Partially Sighted Child
Special Secondary Credential-Blind
Exceptional Children Credential-Visually Handicapped
Standard:

Teaching Credential with Minor-Visualiy Handicapped
Restricted Special Education Credential-Visually Handicapped
Limited Specialized Preparation Credential-Visually Handicapped
Ryan:

Specialist Credential in Special Education-Visually Handicapped
Specialist Credential in Special Education-Physically Handicapped (issued prior
to January 1, 1981, on the basis of compieting a Commission-approved
program in which the focus is the Visually Handicapped)

Primary

Disability:

Orthopedicaliy

Handicapped

or Other

Health

Impaired

(having limited strength, vitality or alertness)
Holders of the credentials authorized to teach handicapped children in a speciai class
which the primary disability is "orthopedicaliy impaired" as defined in the subsection
300.5(b)(6) of the Title 34 Code of Federal Regulations, Subpart A, or "other health
impaired" as defined in subsection 300.5(b)(7)(ii) having limited strength, vitality or alertness
of the Title 34 Code of Federal Regulations, Subpart A:

General:

Exceptional Children Credential-Orthopedically Handicapped, including
Cerebral Palsied
Standard:

Teaching Credential with Minor-Orthopedically Handicapped, including
the Cerebral Palsied

Restricted Speciai Education Credential-Orthopedically Handicapped,

including the Cerebral Palsied
Limited Speciaiized Preparation Credential-Orthopedically
Handicapped, including Cerebral Palsied
Ryan:

Specialist Credential in Special Education-Physically Handicapped

Temporary Teaching Assignment Option Provided to Employing Districts and
Counties

Title 5

80024.3 allows for the issuance of an emergency Speciaiist Teaching

Credential in Learning Handicapped, Severely Handicapped or Physicaily Handicapped.

A

statement of need signed by the district and county superintendednts is required and the
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applicant must submit a statement of intent to enroll in a Commission-approved program for
the credential. There are two ways to qualify for the credential;
1.
Hold a California teaching credential requiring a bachelor's degree and
student teaching and verify completion of either six semester units of
course work in special education or a year of experience in the past ten
years in the area of specialization or
2.

Hold (or be eligible for) an out-of-state special education credential
requiring a bachelor's degree In a program of professional preparation
taken at an accredited institution and approved by the state in which it
was completed.
Six semester hours of appropriate course work are required for renewal.
RESOURCE SPECIALIST

The regulations which establish the current Resource Specialist Certificate became
effective July 3, 1981. The service is defined in Title 5 80070.2(b) and includes providing
instruction and services for students whose I.E.P has them assigned to regular classroom for
the majority of thp,school day.
Assignment Note:
There is no emergency credential available, but there Is a preliminary certificate
available to any credentialed teacher authorized to teach special education (see list
above) who has three years of teaching experience and a letter guaranteeing

employment as a resource specialist.
ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Every teacher who is assigned for the first time to'teach adapted physical education
must hold a current Adapted Physical Education Specialist Credential. The credential authorizes
the holder to provide instruction and services to individuals with exceptional needs who require
developmental or corrective services and who are precluded from participation in the
activities of the general education program, or a specially designed physical education program
in a special class. Teachers who are assigned to teach adaptive P.E. prior to November 15,
1985 have until July 1, 1988 to obtain obtain a valid Adaptive Physical Education Specialist
Credential in order to retain their positions.
Assignment Note:

There are no emergency or preliminary credentials for Adaptive P.E.
SPECIAL CENTERS FOR THE HANDICAPPED

Effective February 17, 1986, a teacher being assigned to teach in a special center
(defined in Education Code 56364) for the first time has to hold one of the following
credentials:

General:

Special Secbndary Credential-Mentally Retarded
Exceptional Children Credential-Mentally Retarded
Standard:

Teaching Credential with Minor-Mentally Retarded
Restricted Special Education Credential-Educable Mentally Retarded

Restricted Special Education Credential-Trainable Mentally Retarded
Limited Specialized Preparation Credential-Mentally Retarded
Ryan:

Specialist Credential In Special Education-Severely Handicapped
Restricted Specialist Credential in Special Education-Severely
Handicapped
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Teachers employed in a special center prior to February 17, 1986, may continue
employment if they hold any of the above or one of the following:
Developmental Center Permit
Special Center Permit

Temporary Assignment Option Provided to Employing Districts and Counties:
Title 5 800224.3 allows for the issuance of an emergency Specialist Teaching
Credential in Severely Handicapped (see above for requirements).
SPEECH AND HEARING THERAPY:

The following credentials authorize service as an itinerant speech clinician or speech
and hearing specialist.
General:

Special Secondary-Correction of Speech Defects
Exceptional Children-Speech Correction and Lip Reading
Standard:

Standard Teaching with Minor in Speech and Hearing Handicapped
Restricted Special Education-Speech and Hearing Therapy
Limited Specialized Preparation-Speech and Hearing Handicapped
Ryan:

Clinical Rehabilitative Sen/ices-Language, Speech and Hearing
Assignment Note:
There are no emergency or preliminary credenntials for Speech and Hearing
Therapy.
ORIENTATION AND MOBILITY

This service for the blind and partially seeing may be provided by people holding the
following credentials or by any teacher holding a credential authozing teaching of the Visually
Handicapped (see list above).
Standard:

Restricted-Visually Handicapped in Mobility
Ryan:

Clinical Rehabilitative Services-Orientation and Mobility

Assignment Note:
,
There are no emergency or preliminary credentials for Orientation and Mobility.
AUDIOLOGY

The audiologists screens and assesses students' hearing acuity and auditory processing
skills, interprets the assessments, provides audiologicai instruction and services including
instruction in verbal and non-verbal communication skills, and consults with students, parents,

teachers, and other interested parties regarding hearing impairments and auditory processing
skills.

Ryan:

Clinical Rehabilitative Service-Audiology
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SECTION 13: THE COLLABORATIVE MODEL

.Benefits of Consultation
.Benefits of Collaboration
.Problems wirh a Collaborative Model

.Getting Startted
.Goals of a Collaborative Program
.Desirable Qualities of a Collaborator

RESOURCE SPECIALIST CONSULTATION MODEL

A Rarinnale for DeHvery of Sennce:
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^

As it is the goal to serve students in the least restrictive environment, maximire learning, and in
crease self-esteem on the pan of all students, the consultant-based resource program, in which
special educatOTS and regular educators work coopeiativeiy to contribute skills and resources to carry
out IE? goals, will continue to be implemented.
By serving handicapped students in the regular classroom when appropriate, students will receive the
complete
curriculum within the normal environment, with fewer disraptions, and schedul

ing problems. Through the use of a pre-teferral problem solving process and increased opportunities
to share teaching skUls and instrucdonal materials, reducticxis in referrals to special educadon should
result in fewer special educadon placements.

In keeping with the intent of PL 94-142 and its provision for the least restricuve environment, the
majority of mildly handicapped students should receive instracdon in the tegular clasmnm. The
locadon and content of this instrucdon will be determined by the IE? team, arxi will take place under
the direcdon of the special educadon resource specialist whenever possible.

1.

Students are taught in the Least Restricdve Envirrximent to a maximum.

2.

All students have the right to Equal Access of cote curriculum.

3.

Supplement, not subsdtudon, for regular educadon program.

4.

Student is not missing a subject taught daily in regular classrocnn while attending pull-out
program.

5.

Self-Esteem Building - reduces impact of labelling, singling out, embarrassing student, etc.
Students experience success in their classrooms with their peers.

6.

Transfer is direa - before didn't always transfer learning fiom RSP to regular classroom.

7.

Reinforcing regular teacher's directed lesson using the same termiix>logy and mediods.

8.

Regular classroom teachers are less apt to view RS students as handicapped, as they observe
academic/sodal gains in the regular classroom (not RS room),

9.

Accelerates academic achievement in the classroom - keeping students on target, monitoring
assignments, tests, homework, etc.

10.

Fosters better communicadon between regular and special education teachers.

11.

Involves regular classroom teacher in the IE? Process to a greater extent Teachers more

likely to "claim ownership" and responsibility for student's success, rather than just "farming
Source:
Valley View High School. (1991). The Collaborative Model: Philosophy,
Organization, and Implementation. Moreno Valley, CA: Special Education Department.

12.

13.

14.

Increases resource teacher's knowledge of the student in the regular classroom,(whole
student - behavior, study skills, social, etc.).
Allows resource teacher to see the students daily, on time.

Clan foster a better morale. Regular teachers actually see resource teachers woridng with
and teaching students.

15.

Through collaborative consultation, lesson planning, and team teaching, the regular
classroom teacher wiU develop skills to teach handicapped students. Essentially, this
model provides in-class insovicing for teachers. This will enhance the process of early
interventions for "at-risk" students and may result in fewer referrals.

16.
17.

Facilitate transitions from special education to the regular classroom.
Provide a support system for teachers of students who do qualify for special education
services AND those who are not eligible, (ex: slow learners).

18.

Assist the teacher in the identification of students to refer to the Student Study Team,
as well as in the documentation of intervention measures taken.

PROBLEMS:

1.

General resistance to change on tlie part of the teachers.

2.

(Convincing some staff to support the puU-IN program, especially if there is a discipline
problem.

3.

Scheduling may be more difhcult, but helped if RS students ate grouped in the same class.

4.

Regular teacher has less flexibility with liis/her daily schedule, when RS teacher is coming
at a specific time each day.

5.

Regular texher's style of texhing is not compatible to RS working in the classroom.

6.

Students who are easily distracted need a mote isolated setting.

7

Noise levels in direct instrucrion.

8.

Physical limitations of classroom size, equipment, and fumituie.

9.

Resource texher may be called out for emergencies andA}r meetings. The regular texhers
and involved students count on the resource texher to be there.

10.

Substitutes may not be attained for absent resource teachers.

11.

Keeps the resource texher's day very fiill - be sure to allot time for testing.
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BENEFITS OF CGLLAEOATIVE MODEL
*

Maximize mainstreaming of Resource students thus minimizing
the stigma of Special Education.

*

Special Education students are exposed to an academic and
socialization environment found only in the regular education
milieu.

*

*

Provide additional education support to low ability students
who do not qualify for Special Education services.

Approximately 600 who are not identified as Special Education
will be impacted.

*

*

Increased Special Ed. student attendance.

Facilitate coordination and communication between Special Ed.
teachers and parents.

*

Increased student self-esteem.

*

Improvement in most students' grades.

*

Core classes are-Offered in Special Ed. program as a safety
net for those not appropriately placed.

*

Only students typically mainstreamed would be placed in
collaborative classes.

•

Direction from state department is toward a collaborative
model for Special Education.

*

The Special Ed. teachers expertise in learning coupled with
the expertise of content area teacher provides for a learning
climate ideally suited to all types of students.

"getting started

IDENTIFY #OF SECTIONS
AND CUSSES NEEDED

PUBLIC
RELATIONS

IDENTIFY BASIC
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LEGALITIES

TEACHERS

School Base &

High Visibility

MEET WITH

ajncheons

BASIC TEACHERS

nservice Parents
nservice Staff

- Explain program
•Ask for input
SCHEDULE
RS TEACHER

- Verify which
students are Sp.
Bl.students
•Ask about

teachers'needs
■ Collaborate on roles

• Discuss how

• Provide background Info.
■ Provide suggestions
for/on working w/ students

teachers can best
use our service

• Analyze behavior
'Suggest Curriculum
strategies
Supply materials
Develop materials
Help with grading
Other

STUDENT SUPPORT
VITHIN CLASSROOM

)iscipiine

I STUDENT SUPPORT
lOUTSIDE CUSSROOM
- Study Groups

Circulate

« Read tests to students

"ake Notes

Sroup work

-

Cooperative Learning

- Other support services

Clarify
"earn Teach

Counsel Students

idividualize Instruction

Education

Component into
plan

i/leet with District
eve! Personnel

SCHEDULE
STUDENTS

Program
Write a Special

Phone calls to homes
Home visits
Counsel students
Resource Center

Waiver
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Goals of CoHaborafion Program

I . To keep Special Educafion Students in core curriculum
classes.

^Self-esteem

^Enrichment

^Problem-Solving

Higher Level Thinking Skills

^Verbal Language Skills
"^Positive Role Models

^Reniedlation directly related to student needs

2. Reach and lend support to at-rlsk students who do not quailf
for Scecial Education Services.

3. for Scecial Education teachers to become an Integral part of
high scoool programs and school-wide resources.

P. Strengthen Special Education teachers skills In m,eetlng
student needs by becoming more aware and Involved with
the realistic expectations In core academic and vocational
courses.
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Qualities of a Collaborator
1.IS SELF CONFIDENT...8bout interpersonal

skills...about competence in his or her own
discipline.

2. VALUES SELF-AWARENESS AND GROWTH AS A
CONTINUOUS PROCESS

3.IS OPEN TO OTHER PERSPECTIVES.-.other

disciplines...other cultures...other

personalities...other ways of achieving a goal.
4.HAS A CLEAR SET OF VALUES AND IS ASSERTIVE
IN EXPRESSING THEM

5.IS SELF-DIRECTED OR INTERDEPENDENT,AS
APPROPRIATE

6.HAS A SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE ON THE FAMILY,
THE COMMUNITY,AND SOCIETY...and sees
himself as part of these.
7.IS ABLE TO TOLERATE AMBIGUOUS SITUATIONS
8.IS FLEXIBLE

9.IS ABLE TO NEGOTIATE IN CONFLICT SITUATIONS
10.HAS GOOD OBSERVATION SKILLS...conceming
both self and others

11.HAS GOOD HELPING AND COMMUNICATION
SKILLS

T2. UNDERSTANDS GROUP PROCESSES AND
DYNAMICS
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SECTION 14: THE CAREER COMPONENT

.Elementary Career Development
.Middle School Career Development
.High School Career Development
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rAPFFR COMPONENT OF THE INDIVIDUAL >-f?l,inATlON PLAN
Article 9 of AB 3075

"It is the intent of the Legislature in enacting this article to ensure that the
individualized education program of each individual with exceptional rieeds includes,
and that each handicapped child is provided with,the career and vocational educatiori
services necessary to prepare him or her for remunerative employment, additional
career development opportunities, or additional vocation training, as appropnate.
CAREER

neVELQPMENT

In writing annual goals and short term objectives, consideration should be given to the
level an individual has attained in the process of career development.
grade levels

P-6

7-9

10-12

12

CAREER GOALS
AT EACH LEVEL

Awareness

Exploration

Preparation

Placement

EXAMPLES

• Personal

OF EACH

• Educational

DEVELOPMENTAL

• Vocational
• Consumer
• Economic

LEVEL

• Work Habits/
Attitudes
• Interests

• Aptitudes
• Occupations

• Counseling/
• Planning/
Guidance
Decision Making
• Community
• Employment
Resources
Skiiis Training
.Job
Experience Placement

• Education

• Work

The qoals of assisting students with learning disabilities to formulate realistic selfconcepts, to become aware of available educational and career options, to develop
Dositive attitudes and values toward work and to prepare them for entering rewarding

jobs cannot be achieved solely through the remedial curriculum generally provided
the Special Education student;

For school academics to be beneficial, career education concepts ?hPUld

intprwnvep thrnuahout the student's curriculum. Career education should not merely

be an "add on" class. Students need to develop to their potential as productive
members of the working world and active participants in the community. Thus,
academics and the socialization process must be related to future life situations and
should prepare individuals with learning disabilities for gainful employment.
The two most important characteristics of students who are successful in job skills
oroqrams are a snecific Interest in a particular training program and a ggngral
rpprilness for vocational training. Lacking these qualities, students seldom succeed.

■phe gpocifir! interest is obtained through prevQcational investigation (i.e. assessment,

career academics, work experience).

General readiness for vocational training includes three basic components: Ability tQ
fniinw in<^tnjctinns. stav on task and control behavior.

Source:

Transition Partnership Program, (1989). Your Future: An Owner's Manuai.

Riverside, CA: Riverside County Office of Education.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Elementary School
OAREgR GOAL

AT THIS LEVEL
PHI! OSOPHY

Awareness

Responsibility for vocational help should begin the day the
handicapped child enters a special program. This early school
experience is a critical period of career development since
attitudes are being developed, and proper attitudinal development
is an important aspect of career education. It is during the
elementary years that outlooks are formulated that will effect the
child's vocational adjustment in later grades. The child must begin
to believe that school is ajob in which one must succeed. School
is a precursor of work. By exposing the special student to routine,
standards of group adherence, and punctuality, the pupil is more
prepared to meet the problems he or she will encounter when
work begins.

PURPOSE

The special child is interested in the world about him/her. Iri many
instances,this is a confusing state of affairs. Career education
cannot only capitalize on this natural interest, but also set some
reason and organization to the confusion. The purpose of career
education at the elementary level should be to let children know
about the multitude of occupational opportunities;to help them
develop a realistic view of the world of work and their own abilities;
to provide them with basic information ^out occupations In their
career clusters;and to stress that there is dignity In work.'

goals

Special goals pertinent to career planning for the child at the
elementary level include:
1. Development of social skills;
2. Ability to follow directions;

3. Awareness of responsibility for one's own actions;
4. Development of decision-making skills;

5. Understanding a cluster approach to occupations;
6. Awareness of the world of work.

'Gillet, Pamela - Career Education. United Education Publications, East Aurora,
New York, 1978.

Career Development (continued)

OR.IFCTIVES

Specific objectives to faciiitate these goais include:
1. To understand in terms of personal activities,
characteristics and attributes the uniqueness of
one's seif;

2.

To understand the difference between work and play;

3. To formulate a general definition of work;
4. To reiate present experiences to future jobs;
5. To familiarize seif with jobs held by one's immediate
family, extended family, the school, the neighborhood,
and the community;
6.

To begin a study of career dusters;

7. To understand that participation in work is a productive
way of life;

8. To develop a respect for all kinds of work and the workers
who perform it;

9.

To role play positions held in the work world;

10. To develop an awareness that hobbies can form the basis
for job selection;

11.

To identify various rewards for performing work;

12.

To understand basic fundamentals of our economic system;

13.

To evaluate vocational interests. (See Career Guidance
Packet - Wide Range Interest Option Test.)
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Middle School
HAREER GOAL
AT THIS LEVEL
PHII OSOPHY

Exploration

Career education at the middle school level should not be viewed

as a subject to be taught, but as a process by which other parts of
education become relevant and meaningful. Career education

attempts to infuse life coping skills into the educational process,
showing the student ways of dealing with the problems and
challenges of living, changing and growing. The process in
volves valuing, decision making,confronting issues, experi

menting, withdrawing and reassessing,fantasizing, mediating,
and even, to a degree,failing.
PURPOSE

Career education in the middle school asks that Special Educa
tion students begin to formulate some decision about career

choices; examine the reasons for working; explore certain jobs in

order to gain information about their qualifications and responsi
bilities; and examine their own strengths and limitations. An

investigation of many occupational areas at this stage of develop
ment enhances the individual's knowledge about career
decision.*
OPALS

Specific goals pertinent to career planning at the middle school
level include:

naiECTlVES

1.

Awareness of career clusters

2.

Awareness of one's career interests

3.

Awareness of personal values and attitudes

4.

Learning of basic work habits and behaviors

5.

Introduction to skills training

Specific objectives to facilitate these goals include:
1.

To see the importance of performing a job to the best of
one's ability which in turn will provide the child with a
feeling of self-esteem and better self-understanding.

2.

To explore the kinds of specificjobs and related fields of
work available in terms of a student's abilities and interests

using an interest assessment approach.

*Gillet, Pamela - rtflroor Erinoation. United Education Publications, East Aurora,
New York, 1978.

Career Development (continued)

3.
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To develop career centers which contain:
A. An overview of a particular job;

B. List of vocabulary terms pertinent to that job;
0. A Job Task Analysis Chart which breaks down a
particular job into many components;

D. Charts to show steps involved in manufacture of
a product or the selling of services;

4.

To study the general economic system by which goods
and services are produced;

5.

To help students accept the responsibility for career
planning;

6.

To orient students to basic technology and occupational

training through guidance and instructional activities in
the subject matter areas;

7.

To provide students with information about job skills and
responsibilities through on-site visits to see workers first
hand; visits by resource persons involved in a particular
career;and filmstrips, films, written material and cassettes
describing vocational pursuits;

8.

To educate students on the process of work experience
education at the senior high level;

9.

To evaluate Student's vocational interests and skills by:

A. Use of testing that assesses interests. See Career
Guidance Packet - Assessment

B. Use of testing that assesses values, attitudes and
behavior. See Career Guidance Packet - Assessment

10.

To initiate specific vocational academics through the use of
career materials which include:

A. The social security card, driver's education manual,
application forms, etc.
B. Sun/ival vocational vocabularies, survival printing,
spelling;
C. Telephone techniques, telephone usage;

NOTE:

Remediation in language and math can be enhanced
through the use of these career ed. materials.
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Career Development (continued)
11.

To plan and coordinate with shop and business teachers
student entry into prevocational type classes. (See Career
Guidance Packet - Assessment);

12.

To teach techniques regarding job interviewing;

13.

"fo utilize career dusters in researching occupations.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT

High School
r^RFFR GOAL
AT THI.S LEVEL

Preparation and Placement

PHII OSOPHY

Career education at the high school level recognizes that among
the critical needs of adolescents is the need to achieve economic

independence. Thus,selecting an occupation and preparing for
entry into that employment field Is thejob of the high school
student. It is essential that secondary students have a curriculum
for such development.
PURPOSE

The purpose of career education at the senior high level is to
stress readiness for the world of work and the development of

independent living skills necessary for responsible adult living.
Offering career education to the teaming disabled adolescent is
an important option since many secondary LD students leave high
school unemployed, lack general knowledge of the world of
work as well as specific job skills, and have no plans for
pursuing a job or further job training.

At this level teaming experiences should be more concrete, more
practical, more task oriented, and more opportune to one

to-one instruction, especially In the context of vocational training
classes and work experience. Some special education secondary
students demonstrate that their skills in English and Math will

always be low. However,if the English, Math and Reading
that is taught proves directly applicable to their chosen vocational
occupation,there would be a far betterchance for success in their
particularjob field and in their overall academic work. There
fore, academic curriculum should emphasize career objectives.

Career Development (continued)
GOALS
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Specific goals pertinent to career planning at the high school level
Include:

1,

Providing students with activities that unify basic subject
areas with career development concepts which in turn
makes academic InRtnintion more relevant.

2.

Providing information leading to placement in a job,
vocational class, a post secondary occupational training
program, or college program.

OR-IFCTIVES

Specific objectives to facilitate these goals include:

1.

To provide students with an opportunity to conduct a job
analysis of certain occupations they would like to
investigate;

2.

To complete a study of the general economic system by
which goods and services are produced and distributed;

3.

To provide opportunities for skill training utilizing such
facilities as the following:

A. Regional Occupational Programs(POP)
B. Vocational Training on Campus
C. Department of Rehabilitation
D. Work Experience

E. And other training and placement agencies
(See Career Guidance Packet - Refiources For Job
Training And Placement!:

4.

To develop the student's awareness of occupational areas
in terms of work roles, related life styles, and potential
satisfactions and dissatisfactions;

5.

To evaluate and re-evaluate vocational interests, skills,
behavior, and attitudes:

A. Use of testing that assesses interests. (See Career
Workbook, p. 2)

B. Use of testing that assesses values, attitudes and
behavior. (See Career Guidance Packet - Assessment)
6.

To help students accept the responsibility for career
planning;

7.

To orient students to basic technology and occupational

training through guidance and instructional activities in the
subject matter areas;
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Carser Davelopmant (continued)

8.

To provide students with information aboutjob skills and
responsibilities through on-site visits to see workers

firsthand; visits by resource persons involved in a particular
career;and filmstrips,films, written materials and cassettes
describing vocational pursuits;

9.

10.

To introduce students to work experience education;

To initiate vocational pre-training with use of academic
materials.

11.

To provide academic instruction in the following areas:

A. Interview techniques, resumes(See Career Workbook,
pp. 27 and 36);

B. Social Security, driver's education, application forms
(See Career Workbook, p 27);
C. Survival vocational vocabulary, survival printing,

spelling,(See Career Workbook, p. 17);
D. Telephone techniques, telephone book usage;
E. Money management(check writing, balancing)
(See Career Workbook, p. 47);
F. Income tax forms,insurance;

G. Newspaper advertising (See Career Workbook, p. 9);
H. Labor laws and worker's rights;

I. Employment agencies(See Career Workbook, p. 5)
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SECTION 15: STAFF DEVELOPMENT
.Introduction

.The Staff Development Process
.California Education Code - Staff Development

293

INTRODUCTION
TO

STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Under federal law, inservice training is required for

general and special education teachers, for support personnel,
and for any other personnel "necessary to carry out the
purposes of the act."

Each district is required to annually

survey its needs to ensure a sufficient number of adequately
trained

personnel

are

available.

To

ensure

teacher

participation, training can include the use of incentives such as
released time, payment for participation, options for academic

credit, salary step credits, or certification renewal. Local
staff members should be involved in planning for inservice

training

and

effective,

innovative

practices

should

be

encouraged.

Successful staff development programs require a range of
knowledgeable

personnel.

Effective

staff

development

programs are critical to the development of good special
education programs.

The Data-Based Statf Development Program
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Rstionaia and dnign

LmiJ

of th« pfograiti

B^ic Training

I
Ovtrvww of tht various

oemponantt of tht
program

Basic knovvtadgc and skills
raquirad to implement the
program

Level II

In-depth training in specific

Individuiiiitd Training

components of the program
based on the role and train

Classroom Teadten

<--!

Taachtr Aides

<—I

Instrucn'onai Leaders

ing needs of individual staff.

I

—

Famiiy Spedalists

-i

C-

I
I

I

The developmentof specific

Building Administrators

implementation plans

1
I
I

Central Office
Administrators

L^vei (II
In-Service Training

Implamentation of the pro

ynm in dassroom stttings

Staff planning sessions: Develop
specific implementation plans

Feedback and trial

training sBsions

<3-
4

I
Qassroom impiementation
plans

Family observation data

Qassroom

and feedback from

observation data

Developmant of plans to improve
classroom implamentation

Student iaaming
progress data

famiiy mambers

Note:—♦Training
fle-training

Source: Wang, M. Vaughn, E. and Dytman. (1985). Staff
Development: A Key Ingredient of Effective Malnstreamlng.

J
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I
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FIGURE 2

Sample Monthly Training Log
LOG

:_lUL

School

Teacher:

X X

District:
Date:

Observed Behavior

tJu<JL^

A

Grade:.
J.

Strategy Suggested

Time:

9.'S79^ yrg.'?/0

Expected Outcome

iiuL,M'iJtJUCbu(kXuLd^c
lyiJbtAA'^dAJLAJL^ ^.^^^4X4^)^JLLAt^.

OulJLo.

dk> yaAiiO.

cJU-eJit? yZjtjLAj/iSL^-ji^ZuiuZtJL

)iJbuut.

)iJjtJL)tt4l^-'/t^

ytiLCcZ^A.'t:tLaLitKt^ —
tjudJuZL

sJb^^JbAjiCCuA^.
Follow Up: ^2^ AM4XA^iy-A±i4^

1
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Article 3.

- STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Staff Development

56240. Staff development programs shall ^ be
provided for regular and special education
teachers, administrators, certificated and

- Participants

classified employees, volunteers, community

advisory committee members and, as appropriate,
members of the district and county governing

boards. The programs shall be coordinated with
other staff development programs in the district,
special education local plan area, or county
office, including school level staff development
programs authorized by state and federal law.
56241. Staff development programs shall include,
but not be limited to, all the following:

(a) Provision of opportunities for all school

- Opportunities

personnel, paraprofessionals, and volunteers to
participate in ongoing development activities

pursuant to a systematic identification of pupil
and personnel needs.

^

- Design and Implementation

(b) Be designed and implemented by classroom
teachers and other participating school personnel,
including the school principal. Teachers shall
comprise the majority of any group designated to
design local staff development programs for
instructional personnel to be established pursuant
to this part. Positive efforts shall be made to
ensure the individuals with exceptional needs and

parents of such individuals are involved in the
design and implementation of staff development
programs.

.

(c) Allowance for diversity in development
activities, including, but not limited to, small
groups, self-directed learning, and systematic
observation during visits to other classrooms or
schools.

•j

<

(d) Scheduling of time which is set aside for
such purpose throughout the school year, including,
but not limited to, time when participating school
personnel are released from their regular duties.

- Diversity in Development

- Scheduling

Evaluation/Modification

(e) Evaluation and modification on a continuing
basis by participating school personnel with the
aid of outside personnel, as necessary.

Source: California Department of Educa^on. (1991). Caiifornia Special Education Programs:
A Composite of Laws. Sacramento: California Department of Education Printing.
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(f)

Inclusion of the school principal and other

- Administrators

administrative personnel as active participants in
one

or

more

staff

development

activities

implemented pursuant to this chapter.
(s) Provision of a budget for reasonable and
necessary expenses, relating to staff development

- Expense Budget

programs.

56242.

(a)

A

district, special education local

- ADA Reimbursement

plan area, or county office, shall receive its full
average daily attendance apportionment during the
regular school year to conduct staff development
programs pursuant to this article.
Except as
provided in subdivision (b), the time shall not
exceed two days each year for each participating
staff

member.

However, no

district, special

education local plan area, or county office shall
receive average daily attendance reimbursement
under this section if it is reimbursed pursuant to

Chapter 1147 of the Statutes of 1972, Chapter 3.1
(commencing with Section 44670) of Part 25, or
Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 52000) of Part
28.

(b)

Whenever

a

school operates a school-based

coordinated program pursuant to Chapter 12
(commencing with Section 52800) of Part 28 and that
program includes special education programs and

Number of Staff

Development Days

services, staff members teaching in special classes
and centers may receive the same number of staff
development days as other staff members are
receiving at that schoolsite.
56243.

It is the intent of the Legislature,

pursuant to this article, that each district,
special education local plan area, and county
office provide regular classroom teachers serving
individuals with exceptional needs appropriate
training each year relating to the needs of those
individuals.

Regular Classroom
Teachers
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56244.
The Legislature encourages the Inclusion,
in local in-service training programs for regular
education teachers and special education teachers
in school districts, special education local plan

In-service Training*

Regarding Specific
Learning Disabilities,
Including Dyslexia

areas, and county offices of education, of a
component on the recognition of, and teaching
strategies for, specific learning disabilities,
including dyslexia and related disorders.
56244.
The superintendent shall, to the extent

possible using federal and state funds appropriated
for this purpose, provide staff development to
child

Staff Development**
to Improve Child Care
Services

care center staff and family day care

providers to improve child care services to
individuals with exceptional needs.

*(Section 56244 Added in 1990,
Chapter 1501, Statutes of 1990)
**(Section 56244 Added in 1990,
Chapter 1596, Statutes of 1990)
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Special education program funding can be explained by several relevant financial
terms.

Base refers to ttie elements upon wfiicti revenues are figured. Pupil base

refers to ttie generation of funds based on the number of students served. Resource

based is defined as the generation of funds based upon a specific resource needed to

provide services such as supplies, equipment, and facilities. Service based refers to
the generation of funds based upon a service provided such as a resource room or selfcontained special day class. Cost based is the generation of funds based on a district's
actual cost of operations for a special education program. Unit base refers to the

generation of funds on a combination of two or more other possible bases, such as a
district being reimbursed for a unit made up of a teacher, instructional assistant, and
ten students.

Another important aspect of special education finance is formula which refers
to the method used to compute revenues generated by base elements. There are generally
five different possible formulas that are used. The excess cost formula takes the cost

of a basic education program, compares that figure to the cost of a special education
program and then applies funding to make up for some or all of the discrepancy
associated with excess costs of special education. Percent of cost formulas limit the

revenues generated by a base to some fractional percentage of the real cost associated
with that base. Straight sum formula applies a fixed reimbursement for each base

element reported, such as $2,000 per student of $10,000 per teacher.

Weighted

formula applies differential weights to base elements. These weights may be based on
indices of actual cost or on a perceived relative need. For example, resource services
may be considered less expensive than a self-contained program. Mixed formula may
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consist of any combination of the four formulas. For example, percent of cost could be

applied with the weighted formula resulting In a reimbursement of a percent of cost
formula associated with different services. A student in the resource room could be

weighted 1.5 times that of a regular student In the general education program, but
reimbursement could be 75% of the resultant figure.

The source of funding Is the agency that provides the revenue. Typically,

there are five funding sources for special education programs. Some money comes from

local districts Indirectly through state and Intermediate units. Some federal sources,
such as Incentive and model grants go directly to the district. The three federal sources

for handicapped students, are P. L. 94-142 Part B funds for public schools students,
PL 89-313 for Institutional and transitional students, and special grants such as

Project Workabllllty. Another source Is state funding which goes to local districts
from a state-level source.

Intermediate sources reflect funding that results from a

revenue-generating agency operating on a regional level. For example, taxes may be
levied to finance special education. Local Sources are generated at the local level through
taxation such as property tax. Private Source Funds are a result of donations,
solicitations, or charity.

Restrictions are placed on revenue earmarked for special education by the

sources according to type. There are seven types of restrictions. Continuing funds
are revenues that continue from year to year. These funds are stable, dependable, and
are based on average dally attendance. Noncortinuing funds are available for a fixed

period of time only. Gifts or specific grants fall Into this category since they cannot be
depended upon from year-to-year. This type of funding Is often used for equipment,
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supplies, or facility-type items that wiii resuit in iong-term benefits.

Targeted

funds, aiso known as nondiscretionary funds, must be spent on specific items (most
typicaiiy equipment). If not used for the targeted item, funds must be returned to the
source. Discretionary funds may be spent on any item deemed reievant to the goais

and objectives of an agency, inside formuia funds are funds which an agency
receives from a source that must be deducted from any costs reported for
reimbursement from another source. Outside formuia funds received by agencies

wili not be deducted from the primary source. Matching funds are avaiiable from a

source only if matched equally in part by funding from another source. Mixed funds
are those sharing characteristics from any other six types of funding.
Assembling the elements of base, formuia. funding

source, and

restrictions is the basis for determining funding for special education programs. To

calcuiate a given special education program's revenues, the base must be specified, and
the indicated formuia applied to that base (base x formuia = revenue potentiai). The
revenue is further characterized by noting type to identify any restrictions on using the
revenues. Source is important for the purpose of determining stability and iocation of
funds.

The delivery and funding of Special Education Services is governed in part by
P. L. 94-142, a measure that requires each state to provide every handicapped chiid a

"free, appropritate pubiic education" as a condition for receiving federal funds

appropriated under the act. To meet this requirement, the California legisiature enacted
Oh. 797 in 1980 establishing a Master Plan for Special Education, a comprehensive

system for providing Special Education funding and establishing the adminstrative
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structure and delivery model for services. The funding mechanism for special education
was designed along with the designation of 1979-80 as the base year for fiscal support.

Under the Master Plan,

special education instruction and services may be provided

through four instructional settings:

Designated Instructional Services (DIS) provides special services such as

speech therapy, counseling, adaptive physical education in conjuction with a student's
general or special education classes.
Resource

Specialist

Program (RSP) is remedial instruction to pupils

assigned to general education teachers for the majority of the school day.

Special Day Class (SDC) designed to meet the needs of students who need
special education services for the majority of their school day.
Non-Public School a private setting where severe special education students

are placed when their needs cannot be met in the public school setting.
School districts may provide services directly to the student or they may
contract with other educational agencies to provide the necessary services. Special

education funds may be spent on oniy special education programs. The total special
education finance system is a complex, multi-faceted, integral system which may
include multiple funding sources. Even though it is a relatively small area of political
and economic concern, special education is a highly visible growth area in domestic

federal spending and government regulation.
California utilizes a complex formula to distribute special education funds to
Local Education Area (LEA) that provides what is essentially a flat grant per allowable
instructional unit. The formuia was designed to account for differences among Local
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Education Areas in terms of costs and the needs of their students. Each Special Education

Local Plan Area, acronymed SELPA, reflects a regionalization of services which allows
school districts to unite to meet the needs of the students they serve. Funding for special

education programs comes directly to each SELPA and is internally allocated to the
various districts therein according to need. A single district may comprise a SELPA if it
is of sufficient size and scope.

The SELPA coordinates services to ensure provision of a full range of special

education services. To determine the appropriate allocation of units for each, units are

divided among districts based on California Basic Education Data System (OBEDS)counts.
A maximum total of 10% of the total kindergarten through grade twelve enrollment is

allowed for special education funding. Percentages of students that can be served within
the three types of instructional settings are also limited:

Special Day Class

2.8%

Resource Specialist Program

4.0%

Designated Intructional Services

4.2%

In order to determine the number of funded units or programs to which each

SELPA is entitiled, the state outlines guidelines for the number of authorized students in
each instructional setting. The student per teacher ratios for each type of program are:
Special Day Class

10

Resource Specialist Program

24

Designated Instructional Services

20
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The amount of funds that each LEA receives for its ailowable instructional units

is based upon reported 1979-80 personnel costs for each type of setting, which is
determined by J-50 entitlements, included are such items as teacher and instuctional
assisstant salaries and benefits. These costs, adjusted annually for inflation and cost of

living, are used to determine the unit rate which varies widely among schools districts.
The rate is used to determine each LEA's entitlement for direct instructional services.

The major portion of the budget is spent on Individual Personnel Service Units with the
remainder available for other costs such as instructional materials, supplies, textbooks,
equipment, program administration, indirect costs, and staff development, instructional

Personnel Service Units are allocated to each SELPA based on the prior fiscal year's
allocation plus growth units. Additional entitlements are given for extended school year
units to operate summer school and infant programs.
Local Education Areas are entitled to funds for support services which cover

direct and indirect operating costs.

The amount of ailowable funds per area is

determined by the ratio between the LEA's 1979-80 support costs and its 1979-80
instructional personnel costs. These amounts were adjusted for SELPA's that were above
the statewide average. The support service ratio is multiplied by the LEA's entitlement
for instructional personnel to determine the support service entitlement of each LEA.
Additional funds are available for districts with special circumstances such as
population sparsity, density, or enrollment growth.

Eligibility for growth units is

contingent upon a district exceeding the state averages per student-teacher ratios.
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The amount of funds that each LEA receives for its allowable Instructional units

Is based upon reported 1979-80 personnel costs for each type of setting, which Is
determined by J-50 entitlements. Included are such Items as teacher and Instuctlonal
asslsstant salaries and benefits. These costs, adjusted annually for Inflation and cost of

living, are used to determine the unit rate which varies widely among schools districts.
The rate Is used to determine each LEA's entitlement for direct Instructional services.

The major portion of the budget Is spent on Individual Personnel Service Units with the
remainder available for other costs such as Instructional materials, supplies, textbooks,

equipment, program administration. Indirect costs, and staff development. Instructional
Personnel Service Units are allocated to each SELPA based on the prior fiscal year's

allocation plus growth units. Additional entitlements are given for extended school year
units to operate summer school and Infant program?.
Local Education Areas are entitled to funds for support services which cover

direct and Indirect operating costs.

The amount of allowable funds per area is

determined by the ratio between the LEA's 1979-80 support costs and Its 1979-80
instructional personnel costs. These amounts were adjusted for SELPA's that were above
the statewide average. The support service ratio Is multiplied by the LEA's entitlement

for Instructional personnel to determine the support service entitlement of each LEA.
Additional funds are available for districts with special circumstances such as

population sparslty, density, or enrollment growth.

Eligibility for growth units Is

contingent upon a district exceeding the state averages per student-teacher ratios.
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California allocates funding based on the educational services each child receives

rather than on the child's handicap. The majority of the funds are provided by the state
with the remaining derived from federal and a combination of local property taxes and
revenues.

Each year, to compute each district's and SELPA's total entitlement, the

instructional personnel cost unit is multiplied times the rate which was based on the
1979-80 (base year x support service ratio). This formula was set by the California
State Department of Education. Each fiscal year thereafter, the entitlement Is increased

by the statewide average percentage of inflation, and then adjusted by the Revenue Limits
of each district. If special education allowances are claimed for instructional personnel
units that were not offered in the 1979-80 base year, the current statewide average
unit rate is used. Each instructional personnel service unit for which funds have been
budgeted are multiplied by the units of instructional personnel service by the
appropriate unit rate for the current fiscal year. In order to calculate the total district

entitlement, the following formula is used:

units x rate x support service ratio.

Deducted from this amount are funds received through the federal government that are

reserved for P.L . 94-142, the revenue limit Ada for Special Day Class students, and
the local general fund contribution. The net is the amount of Special Education State

entitlement. The following
funding process.

pages detail this information through an example of this
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ALLOCATION OF IPS UNITS,

09

UNITS TO SELPA

SELPA DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
10% CAP: 2.8% SDC
4.0% RSP
4.2% DIS
FREEZE ON IPS UNITS
UNDERUTILIZATION

GROWTH

SDC

9

10

RSP

21

24

DIS

20/39 DUPLICATED
j/i

0

24
9

WAIVERS:
LCI

SPARSITY

"You seem to have the qualifications we're
looking for In a bookkeeper."
Figure 16.1

Allocation of IPS Units. (Reprinted by permission of Haroid Standerfer. Office
of Special Education, Moreno Valley Unified Schooi District.

Ill, SOURCE OF FUNDS
. CALCULATE TOTAL ENTITLEMENT
(UNITS X RATE X SSR)
, DEDUCT
•P.L. 94-142

• REVENUE LIMIT ADA FOR SDC 
• LOCAL GENERAL FUND CONTRIBUTION/

(LGFC) COE APPLICABLE TAX
. NET SPECIAL EDUCATION
STATE ENTITLEMENT
. LGFC

1979-80 TOTAL COSTS
LESS SPECIAL
EDUCATION FUNDING

U

REMAINING COSTS 
LGFC ,

'Have you finished with the
financial section?"
Figure 16.2

Source of Funds. (Reprinted by permission of Harold Standerfer. Office
of Speciai Education, Moreno Vailey Unified School District.
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. UNIT RATES

^SKS

base year

SALARIES & BENEFITS
.':y^V" .

"^vvi

«

>^rf»ss^y-V- ■• ■• fxri t.
K..VIK

GOLA

m

RATES PER LEA
SDC, RSP, DIS

aide allocations

"Got sny books for about a dollar on
financial planning?"

. SUPPORT SERVICE

RATIO (SSR)
OTHER COSTS t

TEACHER & AIDE COSTS

SSR ON TOP OF UNIT MONIES

problems with original CALCULATION
SB 769 SQUEEZE
Figure 16.3

Entitlements. (Reprinted by permission of Harold Standerfer. Office
of Special Education, Moreno Valley Unified School District.

njH-FP FNTTTT.EMhlNl^
NON-PUBLIC SCHOOL
FUNDING

70% 'EXCESS COSTS'
FROM STATE

fik

100% FOR LCI

thiV

. EXTENDED YEAR
7/11 DIVISORS

1 DIS PER 3 SDC

20/30 DAYS - NON-SH
20/55 DAYS SH

. regionalized services
. program specialist

Figure 16.4

\/1RE1HE
^GTSt»

Other Entitlements. (Reprinted by permission of Harold Standerfer. Office
of Special Education, Moreno Valley Unified School District.
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FUNDING EXAMPr.P
UNITS

RATE

2 SDC/l AIDE

42,000

84,000

3 RSP/I AIDE

43,000

129,000

I

31,000

31.000

DIS

SUBTOTAL
SSR

244,000
122.000

.5000

TOTAL ENTITLEMENT 366,000
P.L. 94-142

31,100

LFGC

30,000
••

REVENUE LIMIT

21 X $2500

» •
••

7
1^

lPPORTIONMENT
Figure 16.5

••
••

52.500

PECIAL
:ducation
TATE

it

*2 Fi'? ADD "There's nothing In the rule book that says
I can't stay here."

Funding Example. (Reprinted by permission of Harold Standerfer. Office of
Special Education, Moreno Valley Unified School District)

.

1pg0/91 Moreno Valfev Unifief*

District

P-1 Funding Sources
fnr Current Special Education Prnqrams

cn^iflements:

_
Unit Rate

jPSU's;

RSPd aide)^.740

SDC(1 aide)44,583
DIS
32,535

Extended SchoolYear:

SDC

Adjustmentfor NSH Extended Year:
SupportSen/ice Ratio:
(.5215)
Non Public School Reimbursement:
Total Entitlement

2,686.955

2,318,316
718,698

^5.30^
(37,196)
3,004,448
6'^?t4^6
9,479,235

Arijijstments:

Revenue Limit:

(2,256,225)

Local General Fund Contribution:

(272,524)

P.L 94-142:

(699,130)

net ENTITLEMENT:

Additional Contribution from General Fund to

Special Education Program(Per J-200):

6,261,356

^

1,356,872

•Not including transportation or indirect cost.

Figure 16.6 P-1 Funding Sources for Current Special Education Programs. (Reprinted by
permission of Harold Standerfer. Office of Special Education, Moreno Valley
Unified School District)
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Each district is responsible for filing a J-50 Special Education Entitlement to

receive apportionment. The data submitted in this report is required in both December
and April of each fiscal year for first and second apportionments, in that sequence.

Reports contain information on the current numbers of students in Special Day Class,
Resource Specialist, Designated Instructional Services, and those in licensed children's
institutions or residential facilities in unduplicated amounts (districts receive 70% of
excess cost from the state for non-public school placements).

Special Education Local Plan Areas are eligible for additional apportionment of
Instructional Personnel Service Units at the second principal apportionment of the prior

fiscal year so long as the Special Education pupil count divided by the number of
instructional personnel service units is equal to or greater than these unduplicated
counts;

Special Day Class

9

Resource Specialist Program

21

Designated Instructional Services

20 or 39 unduplicated

If a district is in excess of these averages, it may be eligible for growth units.

However, the total Special Education programs cannot exceed 10% of the total district

pupil population with capped ratios in each program. Under this ailocation for growth,
the statewide total of Instructional Personnel Service Units will not increase unless an

apportionment specified for growth is made in the Annual Budget Act or other legislation.
If the apportionment is given, it results in an increased statewide total number of units.
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The exception to this Is districts or SELPA's where compliance would prevent a

free and appropriate education for all students, and would create undue hardships for the
school district. This typically occurs in small districts or SELPA's that, because of low

student populations, must apply for a waiver. Districts or SELPA's with 3% or more
students residing in licensed children's institutions or similar facilities may be also
waived.

A smaller percentage of the total special education budget is allotted to the Infant

Program. Districts or SELPA's are eligible for state funding for students with
exceptional needs younger than three years of age at the second principal apportionment
of the prior fiscal year so long as the pupil counts for this type of program divided by
the Instructional Personnel Service Units is not less than the following numbers. If the

number of pupils is in excess of these averages, a district or SELPA may apply for
growth units.

Special Day Class

12

Resource Specialist Program

24

Designated Instructional Services

12 or 39 unduplicated

Special Education services also receive financing through the Local General Fund
Contribution. The adjusted Local General Fund contribution is computed by subtracting

the sum of the district's state aid apportionment for Special Education, applicable federal
funds, revenue limits for pupils in special education classes, and tuition earned by the

district operating special education programs for other districts and the county office
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from the district's total reported cost of operating special education programs and
services exclusive of costs of providing special education transportation, nonpubiic
school services, and home/hospital instruction. This amount, included in the total cost

of special education for indirect support costs, cannot exceed 4% of the sum of direct
costs plus direct support costs. These figures are on the basis of the 1979-80 fiscal
year.

The amount is then divided by the district's second principal apportionment

regular average daily attendance for the district for the current fiscal year. The Local
general fund contribution is the lesser of these two computed amounts.

The state of California provides districts with Low incidence Funds to support the
purchase of specialized books, materials, and equipment required under the i.E.P. for
each student with low incidence disabilities. This amount of funding is determined by

dividing the total number of pupils with low incidence disabilities within the state, as
reported on December 1 of the prior fiscal year, into the annual appropriation provided

for this purpose through the Budget Act. This per-pupil entitlemnt is then multiplied
by the number of students with low incidence disabilities in each Special Education Local
Plan Area to determine their total funds. As a condition of receiving these funds, the

responsible local agency must ensure that the appropriate specialized materials and
equipment purchased are coordinated as necessary to eliminate duplication.

Once the

materials are no longer needed, they are reassigned to the local agency. The intent of this

condition is to share specialized books, materials, and equipment with neighboring
agencies.
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Table I

Definition for Handicapping Conditions
Under Public Law 94-142

DEFINITION

HANDICAPPING
CONDITION

Deaf

"Deaf means a hearing impairment which is so severe
that the child is impaired in processing linguistic
information through hearing, with or without application,
which adversely affects educational performance.

Deaf-Blind

"Deaf-blind" means concomitant hearing and visual

impairments, the combination of which causes such a
severe communication and other developmental and

educational problems that they cannot be accommodated in
special education programs soley for deaf or blind
children.

Rard of Hearing

"Hard of hearing" means a hearing impairment, whether
permanent or fluctuating; which adversely affects a child's
educational performance but which is not included under
the definition "deaf".

Mentally Retarded

"Mentally retarded" means significantly subaverage
general intellectual functioning existing concurrently with
deficits in adaptive behavior and manifested during the
developmental period, which adversely affects a child's
educational performance.

Multihandicapped

"Multihandicapped" means concomitant impairments, the
combination which causes such severe educational

problems that they cannot be accommodated in special
education programs soley for one of the impairments. The
term does not include deaf-blind children.
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Orthopedically Handicapped

"Orthopedicaiiy handicapped" means a severe orthopedic
impairment which adversely affects a child's educational
performance. The term includes impairments caused by
congenital anomaly, impairment from other causes.

Other Health Impaired

"Other health impaired" means limited strength, vitality
or alertness, due to chronic or acute health problems such
as heart condition, tuberculosis, rheumatic fever,

nephritis, asthma, sickle cell anemia, hemophilia,
epilepsy, lead poisoning, leukemia or diabetes, which
adversely affects a child's educational performance.

Seriously Emotionally Disturbed

"Seriously emotionally disturbed" is defined as follows:
the term means a condition exhibiting one or more of the

following characteristics over a long period of time and to a
marked degree, which adversely affects educational
performance: (A) An Inabilitu to learn which cannot be
explained by intellectual, sensory or health factors: (B)
An inability to build or maintain satisfactory
interpersonal relationships with peers and teachers; (C)
Inappropriate types of behavior or feelings under normal
circumstances; (D) A general pervasive mood of
unhappiness or depression;or (E) A tendency to develop
symptoms or fears associated with personal or school
problems. The term includes children who are
schizophrenic or autistic. The term does not include
children who are socially maladjusted unless it is
determined that they are seriously emotionally disturbed.

Specific Learning Disability

"Specific learning disability" means a disorder in one or
more of the basic psychological process involved in
understanding or in using language, spoken or written,

which may manifest itself in an Imperfect ability to listen,
think, speak, read, write, spell, or to do mathematical
calculations. The terms includes such conditions as

perceptual handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain
dysfunction, dyslexia and developmental aphasia. The term
does not include children who have learning problems

which are primarily the result of visual, hearing or motor
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handicaps, or of environmental, cultural or economic
disadvantage.

Visually Handicapped

"Visually handicapped" means a visual impairment which,
even with correction, adversely affects a child's
educational performance. The term includes both partially
seeing and blind children.
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TABLE II

HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND YOUTH
IN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR THE

HANDICAPPED BY TYPE OF HANDICAP:
1979 TO

1988

(For school year ending in year shown. For persons under 22 years old, except as noted. i
Represents under 20 served under Chapter 1 of the Education and Consolidation Act, State Operated
Programs, and children 3 to 21 served under Education for the handicapped, part B).

ITEM

All Conditions (1,000)

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

3,889

4,005

4,142

4,198

4,255

4,298

4,315

4,317

4,374

4,083

PERCENT DiSTRIBUTION

Learning Disabled

29.1

31.9

35.3

38.6

40.9

42.0

42.4

43.1

43.6

47.0

Speech Impaired

31.2

29.6

28.2

27.0

26.6

26.2

26.1

26.1

25.8

23.8

Mentally Retarded.

23.2

21.7

20.0

18.7

17.8

16.9

16.1

15.3

15.0

14.6

7.7

8.2

8.4

8.1

8.3

8.4

8.6

8.7

8.7

9.1

Emotionally Disturbed
Hard of Hearing (Deaf)

2.2

2.0

1.9

1.8

1.7

1.7

1.6

1.5

1.5

1-4

Orthopedicaliy Handicapped

1.8

1.6

1.4

1.4

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.1

Other Health Impaired

2.7

2.6

2.4

1.9

1.2

1.2

1.6

1.3

1-2

1.1

Visually Handicapped.

.8

.8

.8

.7

.7

.7

.7

.6

1.6

Multihandicapped.

1.3

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.5

1.5

1.6

2.0

2.2

.1

.1

.1

.1

.1

.1

.1

(z)

Deaf-Blind

Z Less than .05 Percent.

(z)

For children 6 to 21 years old; total number of children served under 22 years old is 4,445,895.

Source: U.S. Dept. of Education, Office of Special Education Programs, Annual Report to Congress.

.6

1.9

(z)
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TABLE

III

PROCEDURES UTILIZED IN OBTAINING
INFORMATION ABOUT HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

SOURCE
Standarized Achievement Tests

USE

Comparative data with performance of
other students

Individual Intelligence Tests

Indication of student's potential compared
to other students

Observation in the Classroom

Important to compare with student's
performance on standardized tests,
substaniate the need for intervention

Adaptive Behavior Scales

Comparative data with the social,
emotional, and self-help skills of other
students

Interviews

Indicationof views of others toward the
student and information about how
student functions in other environments,
i.e. home

Health Records

Information about the student's vision,

hearing, and physical health

Parental Interview

Behavior and health history,
developmental data, parents' views of
student's problems

School Records

Status of students functioning in academic
elective classes, attendance, educational

history, and behavior

Work Samples

Indication of students functioning in

applied school/work placements
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ACRONYMS

ah - Aurally Handicapped
ape - Adapted Physical Education
CAC - Community Advisory Committee

Cfllifnrnia Master Plan for Special Education - California law enacting
special education.
CM - Communicatively Handicapped
COLA - Cost of Living Allowance

CSDR - California School for the Deaf Riverside

QB-Deaf Blind
DD - Developmentally Delayed
niS rPesinnated Instructional Service) - Any related services

delivered to a special education student (i.e. speech and language,
counseling) per the student's lEP.
ESY - Extended School Year
HH - Hard of Hearing

lEP Hndividual Education Program^ - Each special education student
has an lEP which identifies areas of need, annual goals and

objectives, placement, DIS.
IPSU ^Individual Personnel Service Unit).- State funding rate for a

teacher and instructional assistant(for RSP and SDC).
IWEN - Individual with Exceptional Needs
LEA - Local Education Agency
LCI - Licensed Children's Institution
LGFC - Local General Fund Contribution

iJii - Learning Handicapped
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LRE - Least Restrictive Environment

LSH - Language,Speech,and Hearing Specialist
MH - Multiple Handicapped
NFS - Non-Public School

NSH - Non-Severely Handicapped

OH - Orthopedically Handicapped
OHI - Other Health Impaired
P-1 and P-2 - Pupil Count Days

PH - Physically Handicapped

P L. 94-142 - Federal law establishing educational rights of the
handicapped.
PS - Partially Sighted
RCOE - Riverside County Office of Education
RSP fResource Specialist Program) - Serves special education

students up to 49% of school day.
SDC fSoenial Dav Class\ - Serves special education students more
than 50% of school day.

SDE - State Department of Education
SED - Severely Emotionally Disturbed

SELFA - Special Education Local Plan Area

SEPAC - Special Education Parent Advisory Committee
SH - Severely Handicapped

^1- Speech Impaired
SLD - Specific Learning Disabilities
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SSR - Support Services Ratio

SST - (Student Study Team) Site based team assisting teachers,
parents, and administrators to meet needs of students experiencing
difficulty at school.
TMH - Trainable Mentally Handicapped
UPC - Unduplicated Count

VH - Visually Handicapped
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